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Abstract
Analysis of brain electrical activities (Electroencephalography, EEG) presents a rich
source of information that helps in the advancement of affordable and effective biomedical
applications such as psychotropic drug research, sleep studies, seizure detection and brain
computer interface (BCI). Interpretation and understanding of EEG signal will provide
clinicians and physicians with useful information for disease diagnosis and monitoring bi
ological activities. It will also help in creating a new way of communication through brain
waves.
This thesis aims to investigate new algorithms for improving pattern recognition systems
in two main EEG-based applications. The first application represents a simple Brain
Computer Interface (BCI) based on imagined motor tasks, whilst the second one represents
an automatic sleep scoring system in intensive care unit. BCI system in general aims to
create a lion-muscular link between brain and external devices, thus providing a new control
scheme that can most benefit the extremely immobilised persons. This link is created
by utilizing pattern recognition approach to interpret EEG into device commands. The
commands can then be used to control wheelchairs, computers or any other equipment. The
second application relates to creating an automatic scoring system through interpreting
certain properties of several biomedical signals. Traditionally, sleep specialists record and
analyse brain signal using electroencephalogram (EEG), muscle tone (EMG), eye movement
(EOG), and other biomedical signals to detect five sleep stages: Rapid Eye Movement
(REM), stage 1,... to stage 4. Acquired signals are then scored based on 30 seconds
intervals that require manually inspecting one segment at a time for certain properties
to interpret sleep stages. The process is time consuming and demands competence. It is
thought that an automatic scoring system mimicking sleep expert rules will speed up the
process and reduce the cost.
Practicality of any EEG-based system depends upon accuracy and speed. The more
accurate and faster classification systems are, the better will be the chance to integrate
them in wider range of applications. Thus, the performance of the previous systems is
further enhanced using improved feature selection, projection and classification algorithms.
As processing EEG signals requires dealing with multi-dimensional data, there is a need
to minimize the dimensionality in order to achieve acceptable performance with less com
putational cost.

The first possible candidate for dimensionality reduction is employed

using channel feature selection approach. Four novel feature selection methods are de

veloped utilizing genetic algorithms, ant colony, particle swarm and differential evolution
optimization. The methods provide fast and accurate implementation in selecting the most
informative features/channels that best represent mental tasks. Thus, computational bur
den of the classifier is kept as light as possible by removing irrelevant and highly redundant
features.
As an alternative to dimensionality reduction approach, a novel feature projection
method is also introduced. The method maps the original feature set into a small in
formative subset of features that can best discriminate between the different class. Unlike
most existing methods based on discriminant analysis, the proposed method considers
fuzzy nature of input measurements in discovering the local manifold structure. It is able
to find a projection that can maximize the margin between data points from different
classes at each local area while considering the fuzzy nature.
In classification phase, a number of improvements to traditional nearest neighbour classi
fier (/cNN) are introduced. The improvements address /cNN weighting scheme limitations.
The traditional /cNN does not take into account class distribution, importance of each
feature, contribution of each neighbour, and the number of instances for each class. The
proposed /cNN variants are based on improved distance measure and weight optimization
using differential evolution. Differential evolution optimizer is utilized to enhance A:NN
performance through optimizing the metric weights of features, neighbours and classes.
Additionally, a Fuzzy kNN variant has also been developed to favour classification of cer
tain classes. This variant may find use in medical examination. An alternative classifier
fusion method is introduced that aims to create a set of diverse neural network ensemble.
The diversity is enhanced by altering the target output of each network to create a certain
amount of bias towards each class. This enables the construction of a set of neural network
classifiers that complement each other.
All proposed feature reduction and classification algorithms have been tested and verified
on different datasets including EEG (represented by BCIs and sleep scoring problem). The
results obtained are very encouraging when comparing with their counterparts found in
the literature.
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Chapter

INTRODUCTION
Analysis of brain electrical activities (Electroencephalography, EEG) can provide a wide
range of creative applications that include psychotropic drug research, sleep studies, seizure
detection and brain computer interface (BCI). As the signal cannot be directly interpreted
by a human observer, when diagnosing disease or monitoring biological activities, specific
prominent information is usually need to be extracted from it. Then several intelligent
techniques can be used to map the extracted information into the underlying state of the
brain. This research aims to improve the performance of pattern recognition systems in
two EEG-based applications (Motor imaginary BCI and sleep scoring systems).
An important goal of the scientific discoveries is to improve quality of life for all members
of the society where one portion of people may need to be given more attention due
to their limitations. For example, a disabled person may need more assistance to carry
out mundane daily tasks such as transportation and communications. The nature of the
assistance depends on the capabilities of the disabled person. For example, an immobilised
person can use his/her strong hand in a wheel chair for transport instead of using hisy her
legs while others might need the use of joystick control. There would be still others who
are so immobilised that they cannot move, hear, see, listen, write or speak. Thus, a great
challenge for scientists, technologists and health professionals lies in finding new means of
communication to suit diverse needs of disabled persons.
Computer analysis of biomedical signals plays an important role in giving new hopes
for the extremely immobilised persons. It does so by providing a creative way of com
munication through brain waves known as BCI. For example, an immobilised person can
answer basic yes or no questions, move a cursor and compose words on a computer screen
to carry out a specific task by brain thoughts (i.e., without moving any part of his/her
body). Many methods have been proposed in the literature to improve BCI performance,
a method that has been used successfully in a number of applications.
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BCI research lias advanced rapidly during the last decade. Every year, there are more
BCI-related papers, conference presentations, products and media articles. There are at
least 100 BCI active research groups, and this number is growing rapidly. BCIs are also
gaining attention for healthy users as well as new goals such as hands-free gaming and
rehabilitation [123].
EEG-based applications have mainly benefited people affected by amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis, brainstem stroke, brain or spinal cord injury (SCI), cerebral palsy, muscular dys
trophies, multiple sclerosis, and numerous other diseases that often lose normal muscular
control [123]. According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (2009), four million people
in Australia (18.5% of the population) are reported to have a disability 1. Disabilities were
categorized according to severity of performing communication, mobility and self-care ac
tivities in addition to restriction associated with schooling or employment. People with
severe disabilities caused by spinal cord injuries (SCI) are the most benefited from BCI de
velopment. In 1998-1999, O'Connor [244, 240] estimates the Australian age-specific 2 SCI
incidence rate at 14.5 per million persons and predicts an increase to around 330^ cases by
2021. Based on 2005 estimates, Walsh et al. [346] estimates the ongoing costs associated
with the long-term care of the prevalent population to be nearly A $500 million per year.
Previous figures can justify the importance of investigating and improving BCI systems
to offer disabilities with effective assistance. Additionally, this will reduce assistance and
caring cost in Australia, knowing that about $2.6 million carers were needed to provide
disability assistance in 2009.
This research also aimed to investigate the problem of sleep scoring. Sleep disorders are
considered to be one of the major problems in modern life. A specific amount of sleep is
required for alertness, memory and problem solving and overall health, as well as reducing
the risk of accidents. In 2004, over 1.2 million Australians (6% of the population) expe
rienced sleep disorders. The total direct and indirect cost associated with sleep disorders
was estimated to be around $10.3 billion. These include health costs, indirect financial
costs (work related, productivity loss, etc.), suffering and premature death [202]. In a
study performed by Marshall et al. [213] it was found that sleep scoring tests cost the
Australian Medicare (universal health insurance) scheme more than 26.7 million in 2004,
and this figure is growing steadily. Thus, investigating the possibility of developing an effi
cient, powerful, and cost effective automated scoring system is highly desirable. In order to
detect sleep disorder, sleep specialists need to record and analyse brain signal using EEG),
muscle tone (EMG), eye movement (EOG), and other biomedical signals. The signals ob
tained are then scored based on 30 seconds interval that requires manually inspecting one
segment at a time for certain properties to interpret sleep stages. This process is considered
'Disability is defined as any limitation, restriction or impairment which restricts everyday activities and
has lasted or is likely to last for at least six months.
2Aged 15 years and over.
'Using stable rate model.
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a time consuming and requires a lot of experiences. Thus, an automatic scoring system
mimicking sleep expert rules will help to speed up this process and reduce the cost.

1.1 Background about EEG-based Applications
The human brain generates distinct electrical and magmatic fields activity when perform
ing a specific task. This activity is different from background EEG when the person is
relaxed and not performing any mental or physical tasks. This activity can be measured
by means of electrodes placed at various distances from the actual neurons activity. For
example, EEG measures this activity from the scalp while the other electrode system (the
electrocorticogram, ECoG) goes more deeper to brain’s cortical surface [307]. The analysis
of brain signal currently plays an important role in a number of research problems. For
instance, EEG signal is used in the problem of sleep analysis. In order to analyse sleep
patterns, sleep specialist needs to record and analyse brain signal recorder using EEG and
other biomedical signals. In another important application , EEG has the potential to
provide fully immobilized people with a new way of communication through brain waves.
This can be utilised in controlling wheelchairs, computers and other equipment. Most
popular BCIs depend on imagining performing specific motor tasks such as left and right
hand movements. This is because the resulting signals are easy to correlate with intended
movements. Although BCI has mainly targeted people with disabilities, other BCIs exist in
a wide range of applications that include: recreation, cognitive diagnostics and augmenta
tion, and rehabilitation and prosthetic control [325]. Two main types of BCI exist namely
invasive and noil-invasive [34]. In the invasive system, electrodes are inserted directly into
the cortex while in the non-invasive system they are placed on the scalp. Therefore, the
non-invasive systems interact with the brain indirectly by transmissions through the skull.
In both cases, the acquired signals represent noisy and complex biological and physiological
information. Thus making BCI a challenging problem even with the rapid advancement
in the pattern recognition field. Additionally, the practicality of any EEG pattern recog
nition system depends upon a number of factors. Two of the most important factors that
should be considered are accuracy and speed. Achieving a more accurate and faster clas
sification system gives a better chance to integrate EEG-based systems in wider range of
applications. Consequently, it is crucial to find appropriate feature representation and clas
sification methods. Various EEG analysis methods have been proposed in the literature,
although automated EEG analysis still remains a very challenging problem due to the poor
spatial resolution of EEG and its multi-channel nature. For the rest of the thesis when we
refer to EEG applications we mean BCI and or sleep scoring system.
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1.2 Pattern Recognition using EEG Data
Pattern recognition is a multi-disciplinary field of research with the goal of classifying a
set of objects into a number of categories or classes. In EEG-based applications, pattern
recognition employs translating EEG signal into intentional tasks. Advances in neuro
science, signal processing and sensor technology have led to a much improved and efficient
BCI system. Generally speaking, any BCI requires a closed-loop process (as in Figure 1.1)
that includes the following six steps: brain activity measurement, preprocessing, feature
extraction, classification, translation into commands and feedback [261]. The purpose of a
feedback loop is to achieve better control through BCI user learning. On the other hand,
non-BCI based applications exist that monitor brain activities without the feedback task
1123]. Such systems study the changes in EEG signal related to workload or arousal. Ad
vancement on non-BCI systems provides neuroscience knowledge that has a great effect on
BCI developments. One of the most complex non-BCI system is the sleep scoring problem.
Sleep experts usually perform the scoring according to the standard criteria developed by
Rechtschaffen and Kales (R& K) in 1968. EEG, electromyogram (EMG), electrooculogram
(EOG) and often other biomedical signals such as heart rate, air flow and respiratory rate
are used to assist with the diagnosis of sleep and other related respiratory insufficiency.
Any successful EEG-system implementation requires carefully optimizing all pattern recogstate feedback
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Figure 1.1: BCI pattern recognition system, adapted from [338].
nition blocks presented in Figure 1.1. Although this study focuses on feature reduction and
classification using non-invasive measurements, a brief introduction about other pattern
recognition tasks are also given as follows:
• Signal Measurements and Pre-Processing: Although several instruments4 are used to
monitor brains activity, EEG was found to provide promising results within BCI re
search. In a non-invasive EEG recording, functional and physiological changes within
the brain are registered using scalp electrodes. The recording represents an ampli
fied potential difference between two predefined locations (referred as derivation or
channel). Electrode placement is usually based on specific standard such as 10-20
International system. This system uses specific anatomic landmarks to assign elec
trodes location notation. The distance between any two electrode should be either
‘instrument measuring brain activity includes: CT scan, magnetoencephalography, magnetic resonance
imaging, positron emission tomography and near-infrared spectroscopy.
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10% or 20% of the total distance between predefined lines as in Figure 1.2 [313, 294].
As the resulting setting defines only 21 channels, higher resolution setting might be
used by adding more intermediate channels (i.e., using 64 electrodes as per the inter
national 10-10 system) The number and location of electrodes can vary according to
Nasion

Vertex

l

Nasion

Preauricular
point

Figure 1.2: 10-20 International EEG system [294].
the application and the complexity of the problem. In some cases, neurophysiological
knowledge can provide a great help in locating brain’s activity source. For example
channels C3 and C4 were found to produce useful information for the detection of
motor channel tasks (such as finger and hand movement). EEG signals have a very
small voltage of the order of // V and contain frequency component of up to 300 Hz
[294|. In order to develop a good quality signal, the origin of the recorded signal
should be taken into consideration as the amplified signal is acquired far away form
its source (i.e., from scalp). Consequently the acquired signals are distorted and
contain several endogenous and exogenous artefacts that includes: scalp and sweat
potentials, muscle, eye and head movement, electrocardiograms (ECG), power supply
interference, and electrical noise from the electronic components [294, 336]. Acquiring
EEG signal requires selecting the following parameters: sampling rate, gain, highpass, low-pass, and notch filter [336]. These parameters should be carefully selected
to suppress unwanted signal components. Additionally, some studies employed Prin
cipal Component Analysis (PCA) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA), as
a preprocessing step, to remove muscular or ocular artefacts [278, 195].
• Feature Extraction: Accurate classification depends on translating the signal into
measurable quantities that best represent its contained information. In other words,
these describers (variables or features) can be simply seen as transducers of the
signal in order to be handled by pattern recognition learner/classifier. Raw EEG
signal represents a noisy and complex waveform that cannot be easily interpreted.
Depending on the BCI applications, this interpretation requires inspecting the signal
for certain prominent characteristics. Some of these characteristics can be clearly
seen in time domain such as amplitude and certain spike shapes.
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hand, most of the prominent features are located in frequency domains (such as
power of certain frequency bands). Nevertheless, several BCI applications require a
combination of time and frequency domain features to provide accurate and efficient
systems. In some BCI applications, there is no definitive knowledge between mental
task and associated brain activity. Thus, a large collection of features is extracted
from multiple locations/channels using several methods to substitute for the lack of
this knowledge. Several methods exist to capture these characteristics/features as
presented in Chapter 2 .
• Feature Reduction: The number of extracted features from previous steps can vary
according to the required BCI application. Although they should be few in num
ber and be as informative as possible, a large pool of features are extracted from
different EEG channels to compensate for the lack of knowledge about certain ap
plications. Different feature extraction methods are employed to capture time and
frequency domain features. Consequently, the extracted features will probably have
large amount of redundancy and might be irrelevant to recognise specific mental
tasks. Additionally, the integration and applicability of any BCI relies on accuracy
and computational performance. Thus, a feature reduction technique becomes a
necessity to provide pattern recognition learner/classifier with a reduced subset of
features to best represent the signal. Dimensionality reduction can be implemented
using two forms: Selection and Projection.
1. Selection: In the selection approach, a subset of features from overall feature
pool is selected based on its performance using a specific learner/classifier. Ide
ally, this is done through evaluating all possible feature combinations (search
space) to remove any irrelevant and redundant features. Although this approach
will guarantee achieving the best subset, it is not viable for large feature sets
(such as those obtained for most BCI applications). This is because, the se
lection process will have a large computational cost that will restrict system
performance. The problem of computational cost is associated with combinato
rial complexity and evaluation function. In a certain BCI application, selecting
the best 10 channel locations from the original 56 channels requires evaluating
35,607 billion combinations (^). The goodness of any subset is measured us
ing Filter or Wrapper methods. Filters use evaluation function that relies on
intrinsic characteristics of the data, while wrappers use the classification algo
rithm to estimate the value of a given subset [324]. Although filter evaluation
measures are faster, their performance is usually not as good as that of the
wrapper. In wrapper methods, the cost of this evaluation process will depend
on two factors: evaluation speed and the number of extracted features within
each channel. Nevertheless, the total evaluation time will be high due to the
huge number of evaluated subsets, even when considering a very powerful clas
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sifier. Thus, several intelligent search algorithms have been developed to reduce
the complexity. Most of these methods require partially exploring the search
space to find an optimal near-optimal subset, with a fraction of time needed in
the full search. Some of the well-known search algorithms will be presented in
Chapter 2. whilst Chapter 3 will introduce additional improvement to some of
them.
2. Projection: Projection approach requires transforming the data into a reduced
dimensional space for a better data representation and separation.

In BCI

context, projection can be used as a tool to decompose a mixture of signals
(measured by EEG) into underlying original sources. Each EEG channel rep
resents a collection of signal generated from a series of neural sources. In this
sense, this will help to extract the most prominent signals, correlated to certain
mental tasks, from artefactual components. Some of the well-known projection
methods will be presented in Chapter 5, then a modified projection technique
is presented to overcome the existing limitations.
• Feature Vector Classification: A classifier is a tool that can automatically estimates
available classes (i.e., mental tasks) given a set of extracted features (patterns). It
learns from data by the means of training that can be either supervised or unsuper
vised. A supervised learning depends on class label in the training phase to estimate
classifiers parameters, whereas unsupervised learning only requires the knowledge of
feature set. Classifier speed and accuracy depend on the complexity of the prob
lem and feature set characteristics. As the complexity increases, a robust classifier
becomes a necessity. Robust, fast, and simple classifiers will facilitate BCI imple
mentation, and making it easier to integrate into online system. Several supervised
classifiers have been implemented in BCI that includes fc-nearest neighbour (/cNN),
neural network (NN). linear discriminant analysis (EDA) and support vector machine
(SVM).
Each classifier has different model and assumption regarding feature space and there
fore has its strengths and weaknesses. For Example, kNN classifiers can provide ac
ceptable results with large datasets that have evenly distributed patterns among the
different classes 1326, 254]. In many cases relying on a single classifier may not be
optimal in terms of reducing the classification error. Hence, a suitable combination of
classifiers that is generated using either different set of features, patterns or classifi
cation algorithms can lead to better performance than any single classifier, including
the best one [189]. This combination requires two important tasks: creating a list
of base classifiers and a combination fusion paradigm. It is important that the col
lection of base classifiers make different errors (i.e. offer diverse and complementary
information about the patterns to be classified). Otherwise, the resultant ensemble
will be a collection of almost identical classifiers [189]. The second task requires
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combining classifiers’ outputs efficiently. A collection of divers base classifiers can
be obtained by 1) using several classification algorithms, 2) training the same base
classifier using different scenarios. In the first case, the output of several classifiers
are fused based on the performance of each one of them. In the latter case, base
classifiers can be trained using different portions of patterns or features (such as the
bagging and boosting algorithms).
Neural network (NN) is widely used as a base classifier in several applications [ 169,
303, 275]. This is due to the fact that NN is unstable classifier, meaning that small
changes in the training set can lead to large changes in the classifier output, thus
creating a collection of diverse classifiers (ensemble) that best suit the combination
problem. For example, a neural network ensemble (NNE) can be used by training
a number of neural networks using different architectures, procedures, and feature
spaces. Then the resulting classifiers output is combined based on individual classifier
performance. Classifier and classifier combination will be presented in more detail in
Chapters 2 and 5.

1.3 Research Objectives
This research utilises pattern recognition tasks to investigate two EEG-based applications.
The first application represents a simple BCI system based on imagined motor tasks, whilst
the second one represents an automatic sleep scoring system. The performance of the
systems is further enhanced using improved feature selection, projection and classification
algorithms.
Specifically, the main research objectives are presented as follows:
1. Develop a channel selection approach (addressed in Chapter 3): This objective aims
to identify the optimal number and locations of EEG electrodes required to capture
the most relevant information relating to a specific motor mental task, thus reduce
the computational complexity of the classification algorithms, and increasing the
overall performance of the BCI system.
2. Develop novel dimensionality reduction algorithms (addressed in Chapter 3 and 4):
This objective aims to provide the classification algorithm with small informative
feature subset that best represent output classes. The subset should be achieved
very quickly and efficiently. This in turn includes the development of different feature
selection and projection techniques.
3. Develop a robust and accurate method for feature vector classification (addressed in
Chapter 5): This objective aims to provide simple and improved A;NN classification
performance to deal with unbalanced datasets that have different class distributions.
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It takes into account feature distribution, importance of each feature, contribution
of each neighbour, and the number of instances for each class.
4. Develop a novel neural network ensemble (addressed in Chapter 5): This objective
aims to provide a set of complimentary neural nets that can be combined to provide
better classification.
The previous objectives will be supported by:
• Verifying the developed algorithms on several datasets (including BCI and sleep
scoring data).
• Comparing to several feature reduction approaches in the literatures using different
classification algorithms.

1.4 Organization of the Thesis
This thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter One: This chapter provides an introduction to the proposed study.
Chapter Two: This chapter presents a detailed background about biomedical signals
generated from human body leading to the development of BCI. The origin, measurements
and physiological properties of these signals are further described in order to correctly
understand underlying activity. The chapter also reviews the main tasks in pattern recog
nition that involves feature extraction, reduction, and classification. The importance of
each task is highlighted in developing efficient and reliable BCI systems.
Chapter Three: This chapter shows the importance of channel and feature selection
in multi-channel EEG-based applications. The first four thesis contributions are repre
sented by introducing four feature selection variations with each variation being based on
evolutionary algorithms. The first contribution represents a modified genetic algorithm to
enhance the population diversity. The second contribution introduces a new local impor
tance measure to improve Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) performance by utilising fuzzy
logic method. The third contribution presents a modified Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) in which the concept of mutual information and distribution factor estimation are
utilized to guide and enhance the search. The fourth contribution represents a novel dif
ferential evolution based feature selection method that uses a simple procedure based on a
set of wheels. Finally, the significance of all the methods are assessed and compared with
other studies on several EEG and benchmark datasets.
Chapter Four: This chapter presents a new feature projection method based on fuzzy
discriminant analysis (the fifth contribution). The method tries to bridge the gap between
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locality preserving and fuzzy discriminant analysis methods where new derivations for
within-class and between-class scatter matrices are proposed. This alternative approach
for dimensionality reduction is validated and compared with several projection techniques
on automatic sleep scoring problem. Then a number of additional biomedical and EEG
data is employed to further investigate previous findings.
Chapter Five: This chapter has two main contributions. A new A’NN classifier im
provement and a new neural network ensemble strategy are proposed. The modifications
of /cNN in this chapter are based on improved distance measure and weight optimization
using differential evolution. The improvements were suggested to improve /cNN perfor
mance when dealing with unbalanced datasets such as sleep scoring dataset. Fuzzy kNN
variant has also been developed to favour classification of certain classes, as this might
be helpful when dealing with medical examination applications. Finally, a novel ensemble
algorithm is presented based on generating a set of classifiers such that each one of them
is biased towards one of the target classes. This will improve the ensemble diversity and
hence its performance.
Chapter Six: Provides a conclusion and summary of the thesis, and suggests future
directions for research.
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BACKGROUND AND
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
The human body is rich in diverse bio-signals that originate from a variety of sources. The
interpretation and understanding of some properties of these signals will provide clinicians
and physicians with useful information for disease diagnosis and monitoring biological
activities. However, in most cases relevant information cannot be directly obtained from
the signal itself and therefore proper signal analysis tools are needed.
As the success of biomedical signal processing strongly depends on the understanding
of the origin and the nature of the acquired signal, this chapter will provide a basic intro
duction to the biological aspect of the signals generated form the human brain. Signals
generated elsewhere in the body have also been described because of their importance in
assisting EEG pattern recognition tasks. The properties of the signals and the techniques
used for measurement are also explained. The chapter will also review the literature relat
ing to advancements and achievements in BCls. In addition, it will highlight the limitations
of the current available systems that the present research aims to overcome.

2.2 Electroencephalogram (EEG)
Analysis of brain electrical activities provides rich information that will help in advanc
ing in creating affordable and effective biomedical applications. The measurement of the
electrical activity using electrodes placed on the scalp is referred to as EEG (27]. A good
understanding of this signal requires a basic understanding of brain anatomy and the source
of brain electrical activities. Therefore, the following section will provide a brief overview
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of humans’ brain anatomy followed by a detailed description of the generated EEG signal.

2.2.1 Brain anatomy
The human nervous system has two major divisions: the central nervous system and the
peripheral nervous system. The central nervous system includes the brain and spinal cord,
while the peripheral nervous system includes all the cranial and spinal nerves. The brain
is the highly complex portion of the central nervous system that lies within the skull. The
brain is divided into four major subdivisions: brainstem, cerebellum, diencephalon, and
cerebrum (see Figure 2.1). It has also four ventricles: the two lateral ventricles, the third
ventricle, and the fourth ventricle. For simplicity the location of the two lateral ventricles
can be associated with the cerebrum (left and right), the third ventricle is linked to the
diencephalon, while the fourth ventricle is associated with brain stem and the cerebellum
[41].
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Figure 2.1: Human brain, adapted from [41 j.
The brainstem is a continuation of the spinal cord. The junction between brainstem
and the spinal cord is marked by foramen magnum, which refers to the hole at the base
of the skull. The brainstem consists of three subdivisions: the medulla, the pons, and the
midbrain. The midbrain acts as a relay station for tracts passing between the cerebrum and
the spinal cord, and contains a number of reflex centres for regulating heartbeat, breathing,
and vasoconstriction. The pons functions with the medulla oblongata to regulate breathing
rate and has reflex centres concerned with head movements in response to visual and
auditory stimuli.
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The cerebellum located at the posterior bottom part of the brain, is essential to the con
trol of movement of the human body. It acts as a reflex centre for the precise maintenance
of equilibrium. It also regulates and coordinates posture and all motor activity. Losing
this brain region may result in poor coordination of body movement.
The diencephalon has two main parts; thalamus and hypothalamus. The thalamus func
tions as the principal relay station for sensory information destined for the cerebral cortex.
It is involved in many functions, including the storage and retrieval of memory. On the
other hand, the hypothalamus is an integrating centre that helps to maintain homeostasis
by regulating hunger, sleep, thirst, body temperature, and water balance.
The cerebrum is the largest portion of the brain in humans. This is the last centre to
receive sensory input and carry out integration before commanding voluntary motor re
sponses. The cerebrum is divided into diencephalon and two cerebral hemispheres. Left
and right hemispheres are connected by a bridge of white matter within the corpus cal
losum. The lateral surface of the brain has two prominent sulci, the central and lateral
sulcus [68, 77]. Each cerebral hemisphere is divided into four lobes as shown in Figure 2.2
[41, 235] :
• Frontal Lobe: Frontal lobe has the primary motor area. All voluntary commands
such as movement and cognitive tasks are initiated in the primary motor area. Ad
ditionally, each part of the body is controlled by a certain section of these lobes.
Figure 2.3a represents a schematic diagram that shows some motor tasks controlled
by frontal Lobe.
• Parietal Lobe: Parietal lobe contains a primary somatosensory area posterior to the
central sulcus. Figure 2.3b shows some somatosensory tasks controlled by parietal
lobe.
• Occipital Lobe: Occipital lobe has a primary visual area that receives visual informa
tion from the eyes such as motion, colour, lines, and depth perception. Additionally,
it compares this information with previously stored one [355].
• Temporal Lobe: Temporal Lobe has a primary auditory area that receives and pro
cesses auditory information from the ears. It has discrete sections to handle hearing,
language and memory [355].

2.2.1.1 Nerve cells and action potential
The cells of the nervous system can be divided into two major categories [42]: neurons
and neuroglia cells. Neurons have different shapes and sizes according to their location
and function. The major components of most neurons are the dendrites, which receive
information, the cell body which processes and integrates the information, and the axon
which conducts signals to other brain regions (see Figure 2.4). Neuroglia (often referred
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to as glia) do not participate directly in electrical signalling, although they are critical in
maintaining support of the neurons.
Neurons are organized into neuronal ensembles of circuits that process specific infor
mation that serve broader functions such as memory, vision, and hearing. Neurons that
carry information into the circuit are termed afferent neurons, whereas neurons that signal
information away from the circuit are referred to as efferent neurons. Nerve cells that only
participate in the local aspects of a circuit are called interneurons. All neurons and glia
primary
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Figure 2.2: The lobes of a cerebral hemisphere, adapted from [41).
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Figure 2.3: Brain functions, adapted from [41].
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Figure 2.4: Neuron, adapted from [165].
have lipid bi-layer membranes separating the delicate internal machinery of the cell from
the external environment. The neuronal membrane is an excellent insulator and separates
different concentration of ions inside the cell from those outside the cell. The activity of
ion channels is fundamental to signalling in the nervous system, where the movement of
ions that carry electrical charge through ion channels results in voltage changes across the
membrane. Electrical potentials are generated across the membranes of neurons due to
differences in the concentration of specific ions across the membrane, and the membrane
is selectively permeable to ion flow . Movement of ions across membranes occurs through
ion channels, which are proteins, transversing the neuronal membrane and allowing certain
ions to cross in the direction of their concentration gradient [42].
Figure 2.5 shows that when an axon is resting, the outside of the membrane has positive
charge compared to the inside. A protein carrier in the membrane pumps sodium (Na+)
out of the axon and potassium (K+) into the axon. Another factor that causes the inside
of the axon to be negative compared to the outside is the presence of large, negatively
charged protein molecules inside the axon. The resting potential refers to the polarity
across an axon that is not conducting nerve impulses. Action potential is generated when
the nerve fibre is conducting a nerve impulse, which leads to a change in polarity across the
axon's membrane. First, the inside of an axon becomes positive compared to the outside
(depolarization), and then the inside becomes negative again (repolarization). An action
potential requires two types of channels in the membrane: one channel can allow Na+
ions to pass through the membrane, and the other can allow K+ ions to pass through the
membrane. During depolarization. Na+ ions move to the inside of the axon, and during
repolarization, K+ ions move to the outside [41].

2.2.2 Characteristics of EEG recording
EEG can be simply defined as measurement of electrical activity of the brain recorded
from large numbers of neural populations selectively distributed in the whole brain by
using large scalp or intracranial electrodes (see Figure 2.6). Although the first EEG signal
was observed by Caton (1875; 1877) in monkeys and rabbits, the first published picture
of human EEG was by Neminsky (1913). Hans Berger is considered the father of EEG
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Figure 2.5: Resting and action potentials [41].
due to his published work starting from 1929 to 1937. In his first publication [33] he
described the alpha waves, he also gave electrical activity of the brain the Greek name of
elektrenkephalogram (instead of electroencephalogram), later Matthews and Adrian had
confirmed and enlarged Berger’s findings in 1934 [343]. Although scalp EEG activity was
measured and studied by Hans Berger in the 1920s and Lord Adrian (1942), functional
EEG research (at single cellular level) remained in the shadows until the 1980s [27].
Scalp Electrode

Neurons Population

Several neuron response, Sum=EEG

Figure 2.6: EEG recording, adapted from [29].
The EEG signal has a low amplitude (ranging from

10

to

100

p. V). Hence the signal

needs to be amplified then filtered using band-pass filters, the high-pass filter set to 0.5
Hz to get rid of electromyographic signal (electrical potential generated by muscle) and
DC, and the low-pass filter usually set to 35-70 Hz in to eliminate electrogalvanic signal
(electrical resistance of the skin) and DC. Although the most important frequencies from
the physiological viewpoint he in the range of 0.1 to 30 Hz, higher frequencies have been
studied in the literature. The standard EEG clinical bands are the delta (0.1-3.5 Hz), theta
(4-7.5 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz), and beta (14-30 Hz) as in Figure 2.7 [336]. These bands will
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be discussed in more details in Section 2.2.3.
Beta
13-30 Hz
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8-13 Hz
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Figure 2.7: EEG rhythms.
The hardware necessary to record the EEG employs differential amplifiers. Each am
plifier records the potential difference between two scalp electrodes (the electrode pair is
referred to as a derivation or channel). Each amplifier has two inputs connected to seal})
electrodes [147). Electrodes, as the mean of recording, are small and non-reactive metal
discs or cups [287]. Gold silver/silver chloride, tin, and platinum are used as a conductive
metal in these electrodes. The electrodes are applied to the scalp with a conductive paste
after cleaning the area with a wipe and abrasive gel to ensure low impedance with the skin.
Moreover, electrodes are sensitive to movement. In some cases, electrochemical reactions
create a double layer of charges that might be a source of artifacts during any possible
movement (e.g. patient movement). To reduce the effect of these artifacts, one has to
ensure that the electrodes are properly fixed. Although Ag/AgCl electrodes are commonly
used in clinical routines, other existing types are also used such as glass micropipet, needle,
micro array, and dry electrodes [230].
EEG signal is usually recorded using three different methods (montage) based on the
reference electrode 1248]: the first is common reference where all electrodes are referred to
a specific electrode, the second method is average reference where all electrode are referred
to average sum of all electrodes, and the third is bipolar reference where every pair of
electrodes are referred together, for example a channel can be represented by the difference
between electrode A and electrode B. It is worth noting that current computer digitization
and recording can simplify this process and make it easy to display the signal using any
montage methods. The placement of electrodes on the seal]) usually follows certain rules
such as the 10-20 International system [313, 159] as presented in Figure 1.2. In this system,
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measurement and location of the electrodes depend on two major lines; these two lines are
from nasion to inion (front to back) and from left side to right side of the skull. The 10-20
means that the distance between electrodes is either

10%

or

20%

of the total distance

of the previously defined lines. The F, T, P and O letters are used to define Frontal,
Temporal, Parietal and Occipital lobes respectively. Mid-line is usually labelled with

2,

i.e. Fz means the mid-line of Frontal lobe. Even and odd numbers are used to refer to
the right and left hemisphere respectively. As 10-20 International system defines only 21
channels, higher resolution setting might be used by adding more intermediate channels
by utilizing American EEG Society guidelines (i.e.,

10-10

system).

2.2.3 EEG rhythms
The normal spontaneous adult EEG contains a number of different background rhythms.
These frequency bands include alpha, beta, gamma .delta, mu, and theta. The alpha and
beta waves were introduced by Berger in 1929. Jasper and Andrews (1938) used the term
gamma to refer to the waves of above 30 Hz. The delta rhythm was introduced by Walter
(1936) to designate all frequencies below the alpha range. Walter also introduced theta
waves as those having frequencies within the range of 4-7.5 Hz. The notion of a theta wave
was introduced by Wolter and Dovey in 1944 [294]. These main frequencies founded in
conventional EEG can be summarized as follow: |147, 42, 235]:
• Delta (5) : refers to frequencies below 4 Hz. Delta activity is normal when present in
adults during deep sleep. In normal elderly subjects, delta activity is sometimes seen
in the temporal regions during wakefulness, and in a generalized distribution, maxi
mal anteriorly, during drowsiness. In sleep scoring systems, the slow-wave activity is
defined as EEG activity slower than 2 Hz and longer than 0.5 second duration, with
a peak-to-peak amplitude of >75pV.
• Theta (9)\ Theta activity is defined as activity between 4 and 7 Hz with amplitude
of less than 30p,V. Although theta activity is often a sign of disease or of sleep onset,
it may also be seen as part of a normal awake EEG in the temporal regions in normal
elderly adults. Additionally, some intermittent low-voltage theta activity is seen over
the frontal-central regions in healthy people while resting and awake. It is often
present diffusely in children and young adults during wakefulness, whereas in adults
it occurs predominantly during drowsiness.
• Alpha (<a): Alpha rhythm is present during wakefulness over posterior regions of
the head, maximal with the subject relaxed and eyes closed, therefore known as the
posterior dominant rhythm. Its frequency ranges from

8

to 13 Hz in adults and

is typically sinusoidal. Its amplitude or voltage in a bipolar (P4-02) derivation is
anywhere from 15 to 65 //V. In a few healthy subjects, no apparent alpha rhythm can
be seen. In most cases, the alpha rhythm will be blocked or significantly attenuated
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when the eyes are open. Similarly, mental effort, such as doing simple math, likewise
blocks alpha rhythm in approximately three-fourths of healthy subjects.
• Mu (//): The Mu rhythm is a centrally located rhythm with a frequency of

8

to

10

Hz. The Mu rhythm occurs in the same frequency band as the Alpha rhythm but
over Rolandic cortex (primary sensorimotor cortex) at rest. It is more commonly
noted in the younger adult population, in whom it is detected in up to

20%

of people

younger than 30 years of age. It is seen during times of relaxation and can be affected
by the state of the eyes. The mu rhythm attenuates with voluntary movement of the
opposite side. Mu waves are also seen when the cortex is exposed or if bone defects
are present in the skull.
• Beta (/3): Beta activity (>13 Hz) is defined by three relatively distinct frequency
bands: 18 to 25 Hz activity, which is the most frequently encountered; 14 to 17
Hz activity, which is less common: and the even rarer, greater than 25 Hz activity.
The first two frequencies are seen commonly over the frontal regions and become
more prominent as the subject gets drowsy. These two beta rhythms are usually of
low voltage (<25//V). Additionally, it can be markedly increased by the use of some
drugs.
• Gamma (7): Gamma activity (30-90 Hz) presents in awake state and paying atten
tion. It is reduced during sleep and disappears with unconsciousness. Gamma (40
Hz in particular) is associated with the following activities: attention, memory, facial
recognition. REM sleep, and the comprehension of new concepts. Gamma is thought
to be important in combining all external and internal inputs into a single unified
conscious experience [235].

2.2.4 Factors affecting EEG signal
When diagnosing the EEG signal the Electroencephalograplier should take into account
some important factors that have direct effect on the recorded EEG signal. The major
factors are: gender, age, drugs, and diseases effects. A brief description of each factor is
described as follows [343, 287]:
• Gender: females show more waves in (3 band. The difference between genders can be
indirectly explained by the effect of sex hormones

011

the brain function.

• Age: posterior rhythms are not present at birth, but start to appear after 2-3 months.
Delta rhythm predominates in birth, but soon polyrhythm patterns develop consist
ing delta and theta. The slow theta appears by one year. Then, by age of three years
well establish theta rhythm can be seen. By

6

years a well established alpha rhythm

appears which is considered the prominent rhythm in adult.
• Drugs and alcohol: some drugs increase the amount and amplitude of beta rhythm
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such as barbiturates and benzodiazepines. Some other drugs have effect on alpha,
beta, and theta rhythms.
• Diseases: Many diseases which are not brain diseases can affect EEG signal such as
endocrine, metabolic, and liver diseases.

2.2.5 Other instruments measuring the brain’s activity
Current measuring devices may not be perfect enough to explore fully the human brain,
particularly for the study of its activity, connectivity, or the dynamic neural correlation
with the cognitive processes. Although huge data have been collected using such devices,
there are also issues relating to the ability of using the data in an accurate, precise, and
meaningful way for exploring the brain's connectivity [235]. A list of these used methods
is as follows:
• Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI): MR I is regarded as one of the most valuable
measuring instruments for brain research. Although it was discovered in the 1930s
by Felix Bloch and Edward Purcell, its use for medical diagnosis started only in the
1970s. MRI can be used to determine brain size and employs a strong magnetic field.
Two types of MRI are most commonly used: functional MRI (fMRI) and diffusion
MRI. fMRI as a non-invasive method has dominated the field of human brain mapping
since the 1990s. It generates high spatial resolution maps that are a statistical picture
of brain activity, with the colours changing as neuronal activity increases. Although
fMRI has high spatial resolution, it has a poor temporal resolution. Therefore, it is
not good for recording real time neuronal events.
• Magnetoencephalography (MEG): MEG is a neuroimaging non-invasive technique
that uses an array of sensors positioned over the scalp. The sensors are extremely
sensitive to minuscule changes in the magnetic fields produced by small changes in
the electrical activity within the brain [253]. MEG uses magnetic potentials at the
scalp to index brain activity, where a superconducting quantum interference device
is used to record the resulting magnetic fields.The strength of the magnetic field
tells us how deep within the brain the source is located. The advantage of MEG
includes: (1) The magnetic field is not influenced by variations such as the different
thickness of brain tissues, cerebral spinal fluid, the skull, and the scalp. (2) Similar
to EEG, it has a good temporal resolution of up to a millisecond. (3) easier to obtain
measurements with large number of channels. (4) complementary to EEG in some
extent.
• Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS): The TMS is the reverse of MEG. It has
a series of coils placed on a subject’s seal}). The focused magnetic field pulses, and
then stimulates the underlying neurons. This causes the potential of neurons to
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depolarize, and the neurons fire in a random pattern rather than in a coherent order.
• Positron Emission Tomography (PET): an invasive method that requires injecting
short-lived radioactive tracer isotope into the participant (usually in the blood). The
radioactive tracer enters the bloodstream and goes to the brain. These molecules are
unstable but become stable by producing a positron. With PET, the blood flow in
the brain is mapped, i.e. it allows to see how the brain uses molecules and provides
an absolute measure of regional cerebral blood flow.
• X-ray Computed Tomography (CT scan): A series of x-ray photographs taken from
different angles and combined by computer into a composite representation of a slice
through the brain. The method is useful in the study of brain structures.
• Optical Imaging: This method uses infrared light and detectors that are composed of
optic fibre bundles. The detectors sense how the path of light is altered either through
absorption or scattering. It allows to obtain information about the neural activity
as well as its time source. For example, near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a noninvasive optical technique that measures changes in the haemoglobin oxygenation
state in the human brain. The accuracy and reliability of NIRS are still controversial.
This is because of the incomplete knowledge of which region in the brain is sampled
by the NIR light.
• Combination: By using a combination of the above instruments, some of the individ
ual instrument’s disadvantages can be overcome to some extent, i.e., poor temporal
resolution in fMRI is complemented by the use of EEG and MEG. Fusion of PET
and MRI or CT scan is used to construct 3-D maps. Additionally, combining TMS
with fMRI and MRI can form a 3-D brain mapping.

2.2.6 Advantages of EEG
Despite the fact that EEG has a low spatial resolution recording, it has a number of
advantages over other methods as summarized below:
1.

Non-invasive: EEG recording uses surface electrode (not needle electrodes) unlike
some of the other techniques that require surgery or medical assistance.

2. Low cost: As the system does not require an expensive technology, it needs only
some low cost electrode and amplifier circuit that can be connected to a normal PC.
3. Easy setup: The placement of electrode is relatively easy (as when using head-caps)
and connecting it to EEG device requires only small amount of training.
4. Small instrument size: EEG recording system can be integrated into portable biomed
ical device systems.
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2.2.7 EEG-based applications
EEG as a multi-channel signal plays an important role in providing a rich information
source for developing a wide range of applications. EEG based application can be divided
into two main systems. Type

1

only monitors brain activities without any feedback to

the user and without intentionally doing a certain task (such as studying changes in EEG
signal related to workload, arousal, or sleep). Type 2 system is designed to accomplish
a certain real-time goal by performing specific intentional task and letting the user learn
from the system feedback. Type

1

and Type 2 systems can be referred as non-BCI and

BCI systems respectively [123] (where BCI stands for Brain-Computer Interface).
A list of EEG-based applications includes:
1. Psychotropic drug research.
2.

Sleep studies.

3. Seizure detection.
4. Computer control.
5. Gaming.
6.

Clinical head injuries assessment.

7. Patient monitoring.
8.

Workload measurement.

9. Lie detection.
10. Audio and visual tests using ERP.
A detailed description on the technological advancement about both BCI and non-BCI
systems is presented in the following sections

2.2.7.1 Brain computer interface
BCIs or brain-machine interfaces (BMIs) refer to systems making a direct communication
between human’s brain and a computer machine to carry out certain tasks. For example,
immobilised person can answer basic yes or no questions [ 289], move a cursor in a computer
screen to do a specific task without moving any part of his/her body [216]. The subject
can also compose some words in a computer screen by brain thoughts [267]. It is worth
mentioning that the first finding that helped to introduce a BCI system was the attempt
of Nowlis and Kamiya in 1970 [242] to voluntary control a brain rhythms after training
with an EEG feedback [197]. The results of the experiment were enhanced by Sterman
(1974) and Plotkin (1976). Although the primary motivation for most BCI application is
creating a new hope for extremely immobilised persons (by providing a creative way of
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communication through brain waves), it has also been used in a wide range of biomedical
applications for healthy users. Currently there are at least 100 BCI active research groups
with the number growing rapidly [123].
Most BCI systems are based on event-related potential (ERP) [235], which is a specific
case of EEG recording. ERP recordings link to the occurrence of an event. For example,
a presentation of a stimulus would be such an event and the brain's response to this
event (stimulus) is recorded. By measuring the brain’s response to an event we can learn
how different types of information are processed. ERPs give a direct estimate of what a
significant part of the brain is doing just before, during, and after an event of interest.
It can indicate that 1) two conditions are different 2) quantitative change in the timing
and or intensity of a process 3) qualitative change as reflected by a different morphology
or scalp distribution of the wave forms [371].
In general, the electrical cortical activities used in BCI may be divided into the following
five categories [294]:
• Mu(/i) and Beta (fl) rhythms: These activities range respectively within 8-10 Hz and
greater than 13 Hz frequency bands. These bands are associated with cortical areas
that are most directly connected to the motor output of the brain. Therefore, they
can willingly be modulated with an imaginary movement.
• P300 evoked potential (EP): It is a late appearing component of an auditory, visual,
or somatosensory ERP.
• Visual N100 and P200: ERPs with short latency that represent the exogenous re
sponse of the brain to a rapid visual stimulus. These potentials are used as clues,
indicating the direction of the gaze of the user.
• Steady-state visual evoked potentials (SSVEP): These signals are natural responses
to visual stimulations at specific frequencies. When the retina is excited by a visual
stimulus ranging from 3.5 to 75 Hz, the brain generates an electrical activity at the
same (or multiples of) frequency of the visual stimulus. They are used for under
standing which stimulus (with different flashing frequencies) the subject is looking
at.
• Slow cortical potentials (SCPs): They are slow potential variations generated in the
cortex after 0.5-10 seconds of presenting the stimulus. Negative SCPs are generated
by movement, whereas positive SCPs are associated with reduced cortical activation.
Adequately trained users can control these potentials and use them to control the
movement of a cursor on the computer screen.
Different BCI applications have been developed in three major areas: sensory, cognitive,
and motor. For example, a sensory implant allows a deaf person to hear by converting the
surrounding sounds into electrical pulses and conveying it to the auditory nerves. Another
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cognitive BCI application helps people with Alzheimer’s disease to re-establish damaged
neural system interaction for limbic system treatment. Finally a motor BCI application
tries to bypass some damaged tissue by sending brain motor command directly to the
muscle (using electrical simulation) or to prosthetic limb [293]. Generally speaking, BCI
application falls within four wide categories that include [325]: Assistive technology, recre
ation, cognitive diagnostics and augmentation, and rehabilitation and prosthetic control.
A brief description of each category is presented as follows:
• Assistive Technology: This BCI category tries to improve the quality of life for
severely immobilized person by supporting them doing regular daily communication
activities [289]. For example, immobilised person can answer basic yes or no ques
tions, or move a cursor in a computer screen to do a specific task through brain waves
[216]. Other applications include:
- Composing some words in a computer screen by brain thoughts [267, 258].
— Silent speech detection system [80. 51].
BrainBrowser application that provides paralysed with basic internet access
command [335, 226. 171].
— Wheelchair navigation system [156, 174].
- Neurally-controlled robots 1259, 381].
• Recreation: This BCI category targeted healthy people rather than the ones with
motor disabilities. BCI-based Gaming tries to replace the conventional game con
troller (joysticks and buttons) by hands-free controller that uses EEG to perform the
same command as in [186, 46]. Other similar application uses the same concept to
navigate through a virtual environment for gaming and non-gaming purpose such as
in [263, 61],
• Cognitive diagnostics and augmented cognition: BCIs have played and important
role in analysing, influencing, and augmenting cognitive functions. Such application
includes coma detection [37], mental workload assessment |317], drowsiness detection
[162].
• Rehabilitation and Prosthetics: One of the most significant BCI-application involves
creating therapies to regain motor control lost from diseases such as stroke (323, 381,
381]. Additionally, some BCI system tries to train the patient to control device that
implements movement (i.e., Prosthetic arm) 1214, 378], whilst other system train the
patient to produce normal motor brain signal (36].
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2.2.7.2

Sleep scoring system

As mentioned in Section 2.2.7. some other applications that monitor EEG activities as
sociated with workload, arousal or sleep, are not considered BCIs as they do not provide
real-time feedback and or do not allow intentional communication [123]. However the ad
vancement of these related systems could affect BCI development. Only the sleep scoring
system will be described in this section that has been used in this thesis.
Sleep Scoring System: Sleep and its related research are complex; therefore this section
will provide basic information that will help to understand the basic principles in sleep scor
ing systems. All scoring systems rely on the standard criteria developed by Rechtsehaffen
and Kales (R&K) in 1968 [166]. There are two main sleep states: Rapid Eye Movement
(REM) and Non Rapid Eye Movement (NREM). NREM is also subdivided into four stages
(stages

1

to 4) [99]). Although the awake state is not related to sleep stages, it is usually

included in sleep scoring studies. In healthy adults, the sleep cycle usually starts with
stage 1 then progresses to stages 2, 3 and 4 and to REM and returns to stages 4, 3 and 2.
This cycle is repeated every 60-90 minutes. The duration of REM increases and the length
of stages 3 and 4 (Delta sleep) decrease after each cycle until the last cycle when there is
no Delta sleep (see Figure 2.8).

Wake

Body
movement
Figure 2.8: Sleep cycles [55].
The polysonmogram (PSG) is a recording of the EEG, EOG and EMG and often other
biomedical signals such as heart rate, air flow and respiratory rate to assist with the di
agnosis of sleep related respiratory insufficiency. Sleep experts usually perform scoring by
examining EEG, EOG and EMG signals according to the R&K criteria and the American
Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) [283. 155]. Each sleep stage has a distinct character
istic that can be observed by sleep experts for the purpose of scoring. Some of the main
characteristics for each stage is presented as follows:
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• Awake state: Awake state is not considered as one of the sleep stages but it is
considered during sleep scoring. Beta and Alpha are the main EEG rhythms in this
stage.
• Stage 1: This stage is a gateway between awake and sleep. The subject starts to
feel drowsy and loses some muscle tone and conscious awareness of the external
environment. In this stage Theta waves start to appear in addition to Alpha waves.
• Stage 2: Both EMG and conscious awareness of the external environment is further
reduced. In this stage, Alpha and Theta waves exist in addition to appearance of
sudden increases in wave frequency (that is, sleep spindles) and wave amplitude (that
is, K-Complexes).
• Stages 3 and 4: These two stages are considered to be the deepest sleep stages. In
these stages it is quite difficult to arouse the sleeper. They are characterised by the
appearance of Delta rhythms and commencement of disappearance of sleep spindles.
Although there is no real division between these stages, stage 3 is assigned when 50
percent of waves or less are Delta, and stage 4 is assigned when more than 50 percent
of the waves are Delta. Recently, the AASM combined stages 3 and 4 into one stage
(denoted as stage 3) which is also called delta, or slow-wave sleep (SWS). Stage 3 is
characterized by the presence of a minimum of 20% delta waves ranging from 0.5 to
2 Hz and having a peak-to-peak amplitude > 75 //V [306].
• REM: during this stage, rapid eye movement occurs with closed eyes, and the sleeper
loses his/her muscle tone. The brain activity looks similar to stage 1 and sometimes
includes Beta rhythms. This stage is detected using EOG and EMG signals.
During PSG analysis, the scorer looks for patterns involving the combination of
several waveforms, i.e., delta waves, K-complexes, theta, alpha, sigma and beta
in the EEG channels, REM and muscle bursts in the EOG channels, and EMG
levels in the EMG channel |272|. This manual process is time consuming and cost
ineffective; i.e., it requires visually inspecting EEG EMG EOG signals (for a period
of many hours) to decide on the occurrences of the different stages of sleep. Thus,
investigating the possibility of developing an efficient, powerful, and cost effective
automated scoring system is highly desirable.
Various attempts utilizing a pattern recognition framework were proposed in the liter
ature to develop an automated sleep stages scoring system. For Example, Katayama
et al. [173] proposed a state-estimation network based on the Kohonen self organizing
feature map (SOFM) that was applied on single channel EEG data. Although a single
EEG channel achieved 78.8% accuracy when compared with technician scoring, the
authors stated explicitly that a problem will arise when multichannel EEG is used.
This problem is caused by complex classification and increased computation time
associated with the SOFM. In another study, Hanaoka et al. [133] proposed an auto
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matic sleep stage scoring method that uses waveform recognition to extract different
feature parameters based on the characteristics of biological signals. A decision-tree
learning methodology with majority voting decision was adopted, achieving an accu
racy of 81% on a PSG dataset with four EEG channels, two EOG channels, and one
EMG channel. Chapotot and Becq [30] proposed a system that employs 16 statistical,
spectral and non-linear candidate features extracted in 2 seconds epochs from EEG
and EMG signals of 48 patients. A sequential forward search selecting an optimal set
of five features was utilized to achieve an error rate of

22%

using a neural network

classifier [30]. Different feature selection methods were employed by Zoubek et al.
[382], The wide variety of extracted feature sets showed better performance when
combining features extracted from the EEG/EOG/EMG signals. Recent studies have
also showed that the addition of extra features extracted from the EOG and EMG
signals have promise to improve the classification rate [98, 382]. As a result of most
of the above studies, further investigation of new knowledge extraction methods and
their combination for real time automated sleep scoring was highly recommended.

2.2.8

EEG Supporting Signals

EEG signal can be sufficient for some BCI systems, however using additional biomedical
signals can provide extra information that will help in improving BCI classification perfor
mance. It is worth mentioning that some non-BCI systems that only utilize EEG signal
will fail unless some other supporting signals are included. For instance, Electromyogram
(EMG) can be used to detect artifacts caused by muscle movements, and Electrooculogra
phy (EOG) provides information about eye activities that are very useful in detecting the
REM state in sleep scoring. Supporting signals include EMG, Electrocardiography (ECG),
EOG, respiratory movement, airflow, and body temperature. The next section will provide
a brief introduction about EMG, ECG, and EOG signals.

2.2.8.1 Electrocardiography
The electrocardiogram (ECG) is the recording of the heart’s electric activity of repolariza
tion and depolarization of the atrial and ventricular chambers of the heart. Depolarization
is due to the sudden influx of cations when the membrane becomes permeable, and repolar
ization is the recovery phase of the ion concentrations returning to normal. The waveform
of the typical ECG is displayed in Figure 2.9 with the typical deflections labelled P. QRS,
and T, corresponding to atrial contraction (depolarization), ventricular depolarization, and
ventricular repolarization, respectively [331].
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R

Figure 2.9: Typical waveform of an ECG [331].
2.2.8.2 Electromyogram
The electromyogram (EMG) records the electrical activity of muscles, and is used in the
clinical environment for the detection of diseases and conditions such as muscular distrophy
or disk herniation.

The resulting action potential represents a waveform of a certain

size and shape. There are two types of EMG: intramuscular and surface EMG (sEMG).
Intramuscular EMG is performed by inserting a needle that serves as an electrode inserted
into the muscle to detect electrical activity of this muscle, while the surface EMG (sEMG)
is done by placing an electrode directley on the skin over the muscle [331] (as in Figure
2.10).
EMG

Recording
electrodes

Median

Stimulating
electrodes

Sensory
action
potential

Amplitude
Take-off latency
----- ►Peak latency

Figure 2.10: EMG recording [352].

2.2.8.3 Electrooculography
The signals that measure the movement of the eyeball (ocular muscle) is typically known as
EOG [360] (Figure 2.11). EOG electrodes are used to monitor eye movements and blinks.
A pair of electrodes attached diagonally (below the left eye and above the right eye, or vice
versa) allow catching both eye movements and blinks. Applying two pairs, one horizontally
and another one vertically, enables more sensitive monitoring of eye movements [135].
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Figure 2.11: EOG recording [188].

2.3 Signal Analysis
Biomedical signal analysis plays an important role in acquisition, processing, and inter
pretation of signal generated form the human body. As in most biomedical applications,
acquired signals represent noisy biological and physiological information that provide clin
icians and physicians with useful information in several clinical application. In most cases,
relevant information cannot be directly taken form the signal itself. Hence the need of
a proper signal analysis. The success of biomedical signal processing strongly depends
on the understanding of the origin and nature of the acquired signal; they have special
characteristics that differ from signal to another [145].
Pattern classification can be seen as a branch of Machine Learning (ML) which refers to
the ability of a machine to improve its performance based on previous results. Learning
and intelligence are usually related to each other, i.e. a system capable of learning is said to
be intelligent. Learning in machine tasks includes: classification, regression, interpolation,
learning sequence of actions, and data mining. Table 2.1 shows some examples of each
task. This thesis uses machine learning as a classification task as shown in Figure 2.12.
Classifiers learn from data by the means of training, where a number of properties (fea
tures) are extracted to represent biomedical signals. These features represent the training
input of classification algorithm. The features are then used to discriminate between avail
able outputs (classes) using intelligence tool (feature vector classification). In some cases,
processing EEG signals requires extracting features from multiple channels. Thus, there
is a need to select a subset from all features (feature selection) for two reasons namely re
ducing problem complexity and increasing classification performance. Feature extraction,
selection and classification will be explained in more details in next sections.
The analysis of EEG signals play an important role in a wide range of applications
including psychotropic drug research, sleep studies, seizure detection and BCIs. Various
EEG analysis methods have been proposed in the literature, and some of these methods
have achieved good results in specific applications. However, automated EEG analysis is
still a very challenging problem due to the complexity of extracting useful information from
the EEG signals.
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Table 2.1: Machine learning tasks.
ML TASK
Classification
Regression and interpolation
Learning sequence of actions
Data mining

Training
Data set

-*

Feature
Extraction

EXAMPLES
Vision and sound recognition.
Function prediction.
Chess play learning, Robot navigation.
Data pattern search

Feature
Selection &
Projection

Feature
Classification

Output

Figure 2.12: Pattern recognition.
2.3.1 General signal characteristics
Signals in general are divided into two categories: continuous and discrete. Continuous
signal contains information at any given time t, while discrete signal is described by a set
of point in given sequence. Signals can be also divided based on mathematical or graphical
representation. Deterministic signals are those that have an exact mathematical represen
tation such as periodic signal (i.e., sinusoidal signal), while stochastic signal represent a
noisy and unpredictable signal. Stochastic signals can then be divided into stationary and
non-stationary signals. The stationary signals have a time-independent statistical proper
ties such as expectation and variance. Although most biomedical signals (including EEG)
are considered as lion-stationary continuous signals, some stochastic biomedical signals are
presented using certain mathematical models for approximation purpose only. Addition
ally, continues signals are usually transformed into a discrete value in order to store and
analyse using available signal processing tools. This transformation process is referred to
as Sampling, where a continuous signal s(t) is transformed into discrete signal s(m) us
ing Eq.2.1. Finally, It is also worth considering the fact that most biomedical signal are
lion-stationary before using any signal processing techniques that have been developed for
stationary signals [145].

s(m) = s(t)\t=mTs, m = ..., -1,0.1,...

(2.1)

Where Ts is the sampling interval (Ts = y-), and fs is the sampling rate.

2.3.2 Segmentation of EEG signals
EEG signals are often divided into finite time segments to aid in the feature extraction
process. In the time domain, a simple segmentation or truncation is equivalent to multipli-
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cation of the complete EEG signal with a finite time rectangular window. An alternative
windowing function is also used to avoid discontinuities at the endpoints (as when using
rectangular window) [336]. Some of the most popular windowing functions are:
1. Rectangular
|n| < N

WR[n] =

(2.2)

otherwise
2. Bartlett
|n| < N

(2.3)

otherwise
3. Hamming

H Ham [^ ]

0.54- 0.46 cos(^)

M < N

0

otherwise

(2.4)

4. Hanning

H Han [tt]

^(cos(^))

|n[ < N

0

otherwise

(2.5)

The selection of proper windowing function depends on the application and may require
some trial and error. For example, the Fourier transform of the signal, after windowing,
is more complex and will leak or extend over a wider frequency range than the original
signal. In another case, the case , the abrupt transition of the signal values of a rectangular
window results in the appearance of ripples [336].

2.3.3 Feature extraction from EEG
Feature extraction can be simply seen as the next step after pre-processing

1

in pattern

recognition system that facilitates the subsequent signal processing stages (see Figure 2.12).
This step addresses the conversion of biosignals into describers (features, measurable quan
titative properties) that determine most of the discriminant properties of the recorded sig
nal. A feature is any structural characteristic, transform, structural description, or graph,
extracted from a pattern, for use in pattern recognition or interpretation [65].
Feature extraction is considered to be the main key task in any pattern recognition
system. This is because the success of the system depends entirely on selecting suitable
features that give a comprehensive and accurate description of the signal. The term feature
extraction within EEG based systems refers to the process of converting a specific time
window of the signal into a set of condensed describers (features, variables). Naturally,
'The pre-processing step includes artefacts and noise removal as well as filtration within certain frequency
bands.
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the size of a feature vector extracted from a raw signal should be much smaller than the
original size of the signal [230|. These features should be informant and relevant as possible
in order to improve the classification time and accuracy [331]. Theoretically, extracting
more features will provide better class discrimination, however experimental classification
algorithms show that this is not always the case [131, 185].
The main important factors that need to be considered for quality feature set when
dealing with a multi-channel EEG analysis include: [218, 331, 44]
1.

Storage and computational requirements: The number of informative features should
be as low as possible especially when signals are obtained from high number of EEG
channels for long recording time.

2. Extraction complexity: The computational effort required to extract or compute
the feature values should be as low as possible in order to implement on reasonable
hardware in a real-time manner.
3. Correlation between features: Correlated features do not add any additional infor
mation, and they will only add more computational and storage cost to the problem.
4. Separability: A carefully selected features should provide maximum class separability
and reducing the overlapping between classes.
5. Robustness: As much as possible, the selected features should not be affected by
signal-to-noise ratio.
6.

Interaction between features: A helpful feature that might be irrelevant by itself but
will provide more separable classes when features are combined (even irrelevant ones)
[130],

EEG signal has a complex time structure that makes conventional modelling fail in ex
tracting the most prominent features. This is due to the complexity of extracting features
that are highly correlated with underlying brain activity [293]. Therefore, defining suitable
features that describe different mental task is challenging (and still under intense investi
gation by numerous researchers), especially when we take into consideration the fact that
brain activity is affected by other unmeasurable factors such as concentration, attention
and memory. The most commonly used BCI are motor-imaginary based which examines
changes in brain activity due to imaging certain body movement. Motor imaginary task are
adopted as they were found to provide distinctive features that can differentiate between
different motor imaginary tasks [257, 264, 356, 280). Additionally, recent studies showed
that some imaginary movement that trigger different brain parts can produce realistic
simulations of motion for certain motor tasks [286, 239, 74].
Pre-processing techniques have also been implemented in some studies to decompose raw
EEG signal into useful signal and separate it from the noise subspace. Such techniques
include PGA [195, 18], nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [198]. singular value de
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composition (SVD) 1137]. and independent component analysis (ICA) [69]. Although those
techniques have been successfully implemented to extract features that provided classifi
cation accuracies higher than that provided by raw EEG signal, they may fail to filter out
some non-periodic physiological artifacts that cover wide frequency range of interest. They
may also remove part of the signal when attempting to eliminate the noise [66].
In summary, the success of any BCI system depends on the extraction of few most
prominent features. The feature extraction algorithms may employ some techniques either
in time or frequency domain. Alternatively, time-frequency based multi-resolution analysis
may be employed (which has become very popular in recent times) [230, 239, 145]. Time
domain features are taken directly from raw EEG signal such as mean, standard devia
tion, skewness, kurtosis, and coefficient of variation [237]. Features from frequency do
main include power of certain frequency bands using different spectral analysis techniques.
However, the frequency content of EEG signals varies with time which gives a greater
importance towards time-frequency analysis. Time-frequency analysis involves mapping
EEG signal into two-dimensional representation that are able to localize the signal energy
in both time and frequency. The time-frequency analysis can be performed using several
methods such as short-term Fourier transforms, Cohen’s class distribution functions, or
Wavelets [230], In certain applications, the mental tasks can be observed better in specific
brain regions (i.e., scalp electrode locations) as explained in Section 2.2.1, therefore some
studies concentrate on extracting features from spatial domain to describe the location of
mental activity
A brief review of the popular EEG feature extraction methods is presented in the sub
sequent sections. It is also worth mentioning that some of these methods are also used to
extract supporting features from other biomedical signals such as EMG and EOG.

2.3.3.1 Time-domain feature extraction
Although features are usually extracted either from frequency or time-frequency domains
in most EEG-based applications, some additional time domain features might be extracted
to support classification algorithms as in [249]. In some EEG-based application (such as
seizure detection problem), some distinctive shape characteristic can be presented in time
domain, for example Huneau et al. [154] measured amplitude and duration of spike for this
purpose. Various time domain features are also extracted from EEG supporting signals
(i.e., EMG and EOG) to enhance the effectiveness of the system. A list of the most used
features is presented as follows [274, 153, 149. 219]:
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• Mean Absolute Value: An estimate of the mean absolute value of the signal X;, in
segment z, which is N samples in length is given by:
_
1 N
Xi = ly Y] W
k— 1

for i = 1,2,3,..., /

(2.6)

Where \x\ is the absolute value of x, Xk is the kth sample in segment z, and / is the
total number of segments over the entire sampled signal.
• Mean Absolute Value Slope: This is simply the difference between signals in adjacent
segments z and z+1
• Zeros Crossings: A simple count of the times the signal crosses zero.
• Slope Sign Changes: The number of the number of times the slope of the waveform
changes sign.
• Waveform Length: Provides information about waveform complexity in each seg
ment. This is simply the cumulative length of the waveform over the time defined
segment.
1

N

«. = *£|A*I

(2-7)

k= 1

where Ax&

Xk - Xk-i represents the difference in consecutive sample voltage values.

• Energy: Energy of the signal is simply the sum of areas under the curve. Absolute
or square values of signal might be used for this purpose as presented in Figure 2.13.
This measure is useful for decaying signals (where power ^ inf) .
• Power: Power is a time average of energy (energy per unit time). Power measure
was introduced to solve the problem of undecaying signals (power

inf).

• Hjortli parameters: These include activity , mobility , and complexity of the EEG
signals as described in 1148, 342], Activity, is the signal power, mobility is the mean
frequency and complexity is the change in frequency.

Time(s)
(a) Time Domain Signal.

Figure 2.13: Energy of a signal.
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2.3.3.2 Time-frequency domain feature extraction
Methods that produce signal representations in the time-frequency domain can be divided
into the following four main categories [314]:
• Linear, nonparametric: Methods in which time-frequency representations can be
obtained from a linear filtering operation. Among these methods are the classical
short-time Fourier transform and wavelet transform.
• Quadratic, nonparametric: Methods that offer improved time-frequency resolution.
These methods do not involve any particular assumptions regarding the signal. The
Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) is the most well-known example.
• Parametric methods: Methods that produce time-frequency representations based on
the assumption that the observed signal derives from a statistical model with timevarying parameters, usually having the Auto-Regressive (AR) model as the starting
point. Adaptive AR (AAR), as a modified version of AR. is introduced to track
slow changes in the AR parameters. The resulting parameter estimates are used for
computing successive power spectra.
• Hjorth parameters (Hjorth): these include activity, mobility, and complexity of the
EEG signals as described by B. Hjorth 1148].

2.3.3.3 Fourier transform
The frequency content of many biomedical signals such as EEG and ECG are known to
vary with time, and this variation may be crucial in the important tasks of detection,
diagnosis and classification as well as other applications [43], Therefore, representing EEG
signal in frequency domain can reveal information that cannot be easily seen in the time
domain [336]. Fourier analysis is a very powerful and computationally efficient technique
that can be used to decompose a signal into its frequency components. Spectral analysis
based on the Fourier transform essentially correlates the signal with sines and cosines of
various frequencies and produces a set of coefficients that define the power spectrum. The
power of a particular frequency band is readily obtained from the spectrum and can be
used to determine whether certain rhythm is presented or not [314].
Analysis of EEG signals using Fourier transform started during the early days of EEG
measurement. Berger assisted by Dietch (1932) applied Fourier analysis for a short EEG
signal 1294, 236]. In 1938, Grass et al. [124] manually calculated coefficients of the Fourier
series for a different EEG recording. Nevertheless, the first systematic application of power
spectral analysis by general-purpose computers was reported in 1963 by Walter (347].
Machine computation of the EEG became common place after the introduction of the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) by Cooley and Tukey in 1965 [145]. For sampled vector data,
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the fast Fourier analysis is performed using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [300].
As EEG-based applications involve examining changes in power of certain rhythms, a fast
and efficient algorithm is required. As a result, most recent applications are adopting FFT
to monitor changes in the power of certain frequencies.
The basic theory behind Fourier Transform (FT) is that any function can be expressed
as a sum of sinusoidal signals with different amplitudes and frequencies. The FT of signal
f(t) is defined by Eq.2.8 [50. 368]. In EEG context, FT is used by calculating power
spectrum of certain rhythms as P{u) — |F(u)|2.
1*00

F(u) =

f(t)e-a*utdt = \F(u)\e'e{u)

(2.8)

2 — 00

where u is the frequency variable, |F(w)| is the amplitude component and 6(a) is the phase
component. Note that the summation of sines and cosines in previous equation expressed
as in Eq.2.9:
e~i2irut _ cos(27rut) — isin(2nut).

(2-9)

FT has a major drawback which is loss of time information while converting non
stationary signals (such as EEG) to frequency domain. As a result, Short-Time Fourier
Transform (STFT), as a modified version, is used to analyse a small section of the signal at
a given time using windowing technique as presented in Section 2.3.2. STFT assumes that
EEG signal is stationary over a small time window, ft is usually performed by multiplying
the EEG signal with a small sliding window to obtain a stationary segment. The size
of segmented windows is very critical as short window lead to a poor spectral resolution
while a wider window will deteriorate time resolution. An individual FFT is ordinarily
calculated for a short section of EEG data (e.g., from

1

to

8

s). Such signal segmentation

with subsequent averaging of individual modified periodograms has been shown to provide
a consistent estimator of the power spectrum [ 145]. However, FFT based power spectral
density analysis might be sensitive to noise when the signal is from a single channel [279].
FT has been extensively used to extract features from EEG signal to solve various EEG
based problems [57, 73, 262]. The main reason that STFT is used is because of its low
computational power need as reported in [227]. Lin et al. [203] extracted spectra in alpha
and theta rhythms from a filtered EEG signal using FFT to solve drowsiness monitoring
problem. Another application that controls a wheel-chair based on P300 evoked potential
is implemented by Rebsamen et al. [282], a 250 ms time segments was used to extract
power from p. and (3 bands from six EEG channels. Kim et al. [183] implemented auditory
BCI that can perform a binary decision based on two tone burst classification, FFT was
used to calculate frequency spectrum of each epoch using

1

second long sliding window

with a 50% overlap. Then the estimated frequency spectra were accumulated and averaged
over a 20 seconds epoch. The system was able to differentiate between two evoked stimuli
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(command) with accuracies ranging from 64.67% to 84.33% according to the number of
commands per minute.

2.3.3.4 Auto-regressive linear model
One of the most popular parametric features extraction methods used in EEG-based appli
cations is related to parameters derived from statistical autoregressive (AR) model. This
model describes a time series (corresponding to an EEG signal) by using past observations
in order to predict the current value. That is, the EEG signal is modelled as the output of
linear filter as in Eq.2.10. The resultant model parameters are then used to estimate the
spectrum of the signal [336]. The choice of the AR order (Al) is important as this deter
mines the number of past samples that are significant in determining the present output
sample [123, 230]. This is because selection of a higher order model is easily affected by
noise. In contrast, lower order models neglect the high frequency components. Standard
AR models can be applied to stationary signals; therefore a sliding window technique is
used to avoid this problem [207]. Once the AR order is known, different methods are used
to calculate AR coefficients. These include Yule-Walker, the Burg, and the covariance and
modified covariance methods [294, 336].
An adaptive Autoregressive model (AAR) is also used to overcome the lion-stationary
problem for online application. This is done by replacing the fixed AR parameters by
time varied ones. However, this application is limited to situations where slowly changing
spectral properties are expected [314]. Many different AAR estimation algorithms are
available such as least-mean-squares (LMS), recursive-least-squares (RLS) and Kalman
filtering |297, 207],
M

(2.10)

where Al is the model order, ug- linear model parameters k — 1,..., Al, n discrete sample
time and u(n) is a white noise (mean=0,variance= 1).
AR coefficients are utilized to form the feature-array which provides suitable features
to describe EEG signals for subsequent classification. It can be estimated in an adaptive
way [123]. This model has come into widespread use in EEG signal processing because
it provides a compact parametric description of many different EEG rhythms [314]. Au
toregressive (AR) model can capture the dominant peaks in the amplitude spectrum of
a signal adaptively [299]. The AR model improves the spectral resolution in short data
signals, but the order of the model has to be carefully selected [336].Too low AR order will
result in too coarse of an estimate of the power spectral density (PSD), and too high order
may lead to spurious peaks. [49].
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The literature provides information on several attempts made to extract features based
on AR model in EEG-based applications such as imaginary hand movement detection [265,
260. 146]. seizure prediction problem [225], prosthetic hand control [228], and detection of
different mental tasks [151]. AR, methods have an advantage over FFT in the sense that
it needs shorter duration data records than FFT [127, 7].
In a three class motor imaginary BCI problem. Peters et al. [260] used AR coefficients
as power spectrum estimators for 0.5-1 second window for each EEG channel. Then a set
of ANN were trained using features extracted form each channel. Each ANN gave a three
dimensional output vector with its opinion about a given input. These output vectors were
summed up, and the sum was used to classify the input, according to which component
in the output vector sum was largest. In another study, Mousavi et al. [225] adopted
AR model in a seizure prediction problem, EEG signal were used to differentiate between
three different subjects (healthy, Interictal and Ictal). A Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) algorithm was used to best select AR order. Result from original EEG achieved
96% classification using Multi-Layer Perception (MLP) Classifier. A similar result was
achieved by implementing the same technique using 5, 0, a, /3, and

7

sub-bands obtained

for a wavelet transform. Another BCI application that can detect imagined speech (/ba
and ku syllables) was implemented in [49] where an AR model (order of 6) appeared to
be optimal in providing better results when extracting features from over 100 electrodes
after pre-processing with IGA.

2.3.3.5 Wavelet transform
It has been widely reported in literature that conventional spectral analysis techniques
based on the Fourier transform are unable to adequately analyse lion-stationary signals
[230]. This is especially so when the signals contain frequency components emerging and
vanishing in time-limited intervals. Therefore, localization of the active signal components
within the time-frequency domain is found to be very useful [294], I11 many biomedical
signals including EEG, the time-varying frequency content is crucial in mental tasks de
tection, diagnosis and classification. Thus, time-frequency analysis has proved to be very
fruitful in the analysis of EEG signals (230]. It can be quickly applied with less parameter
tuning to provide a direct observation of the spectra-temporal content of the signal.
STFT is one of the efficient methods that partially solve time-frequency resolution as
explained in Section 2.3.3.3. The time resolution of STFT is determined in the first stage
of EEG analysis and therefore the size of window will be fixed over all EEG signal. In this
method, a small time window will lead to poor spectral resolution, while a large window
will lead to low time resolution. The conflict between time and frequency resolution is best
resolved by the introduction of wavelet transform. Unlike fast fourier transform, wavelet
uses variable sized windows according to information needed, i.e. larger window is used
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when precise low frequency information is needed and smaller windows is used for high
frequency information. Instead of using sine and cosine to represent a signal, wavelet uses
a modified signal (mother wavelet) as a basis of decomposition. The mother signal is a
waveform of a limited duration that has an average value of zero 2. These properties are
very important to be able to reconstruct the signal from its wavelet transform [219].
The wavelet transform was introduced in the beginning of the 1980s by Morlet. Since
then various types of wavelet transforms have been developed such as, Daubechies, Haar
(dbl), Biorthogonal, Coiflets, and others. Figure 2.14 shows Daubechies mother wavelet.
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Figure 2.14: Daubechies mother wavelet.
Wavelet uses scale and position instead of amplitude and phase as in Eq.2.11 [2211.
Consequently it can be manipulated by moving to certain location of the signal and it
can be also stretched or squeezed as in Figure 2.15 [4]. This is particularly effective
for representing various aspects of non-stationary signals such as trends, discontinuities,
and repeated patterns where other signal processing approaches fail or are not as effective.
Transient features are accurately captured and localized in both time and frequency context
(5, 79] :
roc

C (scale, position) =

x(t)^ (scale, position)dt.
2

— 00

where
if) is the mother wavelet.
x(t) original signal in time domain.

2The mother wavelet signal should satisfy the following condition:
* IZo V>(u)du = 0.
•

IZc L(u)2du

<

1.
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The wavelet transform has a continuous and discrete form. Continuous wavelet transform
(CWT) for a given finite energy signal x(t) can be defined as the convolution with a wavelet
function Vb.6 as Eq.2.12. It may be noted that the mother wavelet appears in this equation
when b = 0 and a — 1. This mother wavelet is stretched along time axes when a > 1 and
squeezed when

0

< b < 1.

WT{x{t);a,b}

\/jaj J- c

x{tWa,bC—^-)dt

(2-12)

where
a. b are scale and position parameters , a. b £

/ 0. t is the time, asterisk (*) stands

for complex conjugation.
/ w '

Figure 2.15: Wavelet: a) Position b) Scale, adapted from [4].
The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is used when dealing with digitized signal by
discritizing the scale and translation parameters (a,b). Unlike CWT, DWT is more often
used as it is more computationally efficient and requires less memory storage (as it produce
lower number of coefficients) 1172]. The resulting wavelet coefficient WT\^ in Eq.2.12
describes the correlation and similarity between different dilations and translations and
the signal [336].
In DWT, a set of digital filters with different cut-off frequencies is used, where the high
and low frequency components of the signal are analysed by passing the signal through
a series of high and low pass filters respectively [230,

8].

When a signal passes through

these filters, it is split into two parts; the high-scale and low frequency components which
is referred to as approximations (scaling coefficients), while low-scale, high frequency com
ponents are called details (wavelet coefficients). This process is repeated for the resulting
approximation for certain number oflevels to achieve certain spectrum resolution [117, 336].
The selection of a suitable wavelet function and the number of decomposition levels is a
very important step in the analysis of signals using the DWT [320].
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Figure 2.16 shows three levels of decomposition of a given signal (x(n) sampled at F
Hz) using high pass filter g[n\ and a low pass filter h[n] [8]. Another generalization of the
DWT is the wavelet packet decomposition (WPD), where the time-frequency resolution
can be adjusted as desired [6j. Unlike DWT. both details and approximations in WPD are
further decomposed using high and low pass filters as shown in Figure 2.17.
Sampling Rate=F Hz

Original Signal

IIPF

F/4 to F/2 Hz

< F/4 Hz
Level 1

KLY
=Down Sampling by 2
LPF= Low Pass Filter
F 8 to F/4 Hz

< F/8 Hz

HPF= High Pass Filter

Level 2

A=Approximation
D ^Detail

F/16 to F/8 Hz

< F/16 Hz
Level 3

Figure 2.16: Level 3 decomposition using wavelets transform [8].

Figure 2.17: Level 3 decomposition using wavelet packets transform 1117].
Although there are several alternatives for time-frequency analysis such as Gabor trans
form, Wigner distribution, Choi-Williams distribution [305], wavelet feature extraction in
EEG-based applications has been growing in popularity. For example, DWT has been used
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in 1319] to extract features form a, /3, (9, and 6 bands for automatic alertness system that
discriminate between three states namely alert, drowsy, and sleep. Features were repre
sented by mean absolute value, average power and standard deviation of wavelet coefficient
for the previous sub-bands, classification result using artificial neural network achieved ac
curacies ranged from 92%±5-95%:f3. In another study, Mousavi et al. [224] implemented
WPT with 9 levels using Daubechies mother wavelet in motor imaginary BCI in order to
extract features from time domain and coefficient domain series. The objective of this re
search was to compare between synchronous and asynchronous BCI. The results claim that
Common Spatial Pattern (CSP) has poor performance and accuracy in true asynchronous
BCI systems wherein users send commands at any time during the interaction with various
durations of imaginations. Similar features have been extracted in [320] using Daubecchies
wavelet of the 4th order for epilepsy detection system. Wavelet transform has also been
used to analysis EEG signal in various applications [211, 128, 339, 2].

2.3.4 Dimensionality reduction in EEG
In most BCI applications, EEG signal is recorded from large number of channels depend
ing on the setup used (i.e., 64 or 128 electrodes). Several features are extracted from each
individual channel using different techniques in several frequency bands. Nevertheless, the
collection of features should compromise between providing a meaningful representation of
this very complex signal and the complexity of handling these features using any classifica
tion algorithm. Although the size of extracted feature vector is naturally smaller than the
size of raw EEG [230], the number of extracted features is still very large. Thus, the large
numbers of features will lead to increase in the complexity of problem and deterioration
of the classifiers performance. This is caused by the increase of the number of classifiers'
parameters that need to be estimated. For example consider a BCI problem that employs
extracting 10 AR features from 128 channels, the resulting feature set will contains 1280
features.
Theoretically, having more features should result in more discriminating power. How
ever, practical experience with machine learning algorithms has shown that this is not
always the case [131]. Moreover, based on the properties of extracted features as in Section
2.3.3, the resulting feature set should be as informative as possible without any redundant
and relevant features (in order to provide accurate class separation in real-time applica
tion) [123]. However, this is not the case when dealing with a complex signal with unknown
structure such as EEG. Therefore there is a need to reduce the dimensionality of this signal
to include the most informative features, this is done by eliminating any redundant and
irrelevant features that reduce classification algorithm efficiency based on accuracy and
complexity.
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Dimensionality reduction techniques can be mainly categorized into two categories
namely feature selection and projection 1160]. Feature projection is a technique that uses
linear or non-linear transformation to map the original data into another space with re
duced dimensionality (160, 332], whereas feature selection algorithms are implemented to
select a subset of available feature that perform well under certain classifier. Feature se
lection is divided into Filter and Wrapper methods. Filters use evaluation function that
relies on intrinsic characteristics of the data, while wrappers use the inductive algorithm
to estimate the value of a given subset (324). Nevertheless, both methods can be seen as
mapping n-dimensional original features into lower-dimensional and more effective features
[104]. The selected subset should include all most needed information to discriminate be
tween available outputs (classes) by eliminating noisy or non-representative features that
can impede recognition [331]. Therefore features that are fully partially correlated with
other features might be eliminated. Moreover, new feature extraction methods are con
tinuously being investigated in EEG context where these methods often require extensive
parameters tuning. Thus feature selection methods may be applied to find the ideal settings
from a large pool of features calculated using different settings [299].

2.3.4.1 The curse of dimensionality
In general, a search methodology is needed to examine a problem space in order to find
a goal. The goal should be found as quickly as possible. A complete search list of all
possible solutions of the problem is called a search space. Exhaustive search is a method of
evaluating all points in search space to find the best output. Nevertheless, exhaustive search
for the best available solution is only viable when dealing with small number of variables,
which is not the case for many real-life problems. If we would like to search for the best N
features out of the original D (D > N), the number of subsets that needs to be evaluated is
given in Eq.2.13. The time required to fully search all possible combinations is proportional
to the number of variable and complexity of the performance measure. Therefore, the time
required to evaluate all possible outcomes is shown in Eq.2.14. Literature refers to the
increase of problem complexity by adding more variables (dimensions), a problem known
as “the curse of dimensionality”.
In EEG context, in general not all electrodes distributed over the whole scalp are useful.
Hence, channel selection is performed to select the useful channels that best represent
the system [123]. For example, let us we consider selecting the most important subset
of 5 channels out of the available 56 channels, then an exhaustive search would lead to
evaluating 3.8198 x 106 subsets ((^6)). If the evaluation of each subset takes 0.1 seconds,
then we will need 4.4 days to evaluate all test subsets.

(2.13)
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where
T is the total time to evaluate all outcomes.
t is the time required to evaluate one of the outcomes.
All feature selection methodologies aim at reducing the variable set dimensionality
through selecting a subset of variables that performs the best under some classification
system. The output subset/solution should be as close as possible to the global one with
out exploring all possible combinations. This is done by partially searching the problem
space using heuristic and nondeterministic search intelligent procedures as explained in the
next section.

2.3.4.2 Feature selection strategies
Search strategies can be divided into two groups based on the randomness associated with
the search procedure employed to achieve the optimization goal [366]. Deterministic al
gorithms follow a repeatable rigorous procedure, where the search will always achieve the
same final result and follow the same path and step to achieve it. In contrast, stochastic
algorithms employ some deterministic randomness in selecting both starting point and the
operators toward achieving its goal. Nevertheless, the filial results may not show big differ
ence. A hybrid strategy might be considered to benefit from both techniques. For example,
a search procedure that based on conventional or classic algorithm such as hill-climbing is
considered to be deterministic when using the same start point, while a hybrid method can
be implemented by using a random start point. Stochastic algorithms can also divided into
two groups heuristic and metaheuristic [366]. Heuristic algorithm look for the solution by
the mean of random trial and error, whereas metaheuristic approach uses certain tradeoff
of randomization and local search. Some heuristic methods are nondeterministic [367] as
they produce random subset that does not directly linked to the previously generated set.
In general, the design of any search procedure should contain the following basic elements
[40, 1, 234]:
1.

Starting Point: Search can be started with empty/all features set then successively
adding/removing features until the desired objective is met. Alternatively the search
starts with a random feature set (between empty and all features), then certain
procedure are implemented to reproduce other feature sets.

2.

Organizing of the search: Different search strategies can be considered, the first
option is doing a complete search which is only applicable in limited applications,
the second option is done by partially exploring the search space to achieve near
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optimal solution in a fraction of time of complete search. In this way methods differ
according to the representation of the initial feature set in addition to the operator
used to reproduce new solutions [234].
3. Evaluation strategy: The evaluation function determines the goodness of certain fea
ture set where the main objective of the search is to optimize its value. Evaluation
measures are divided into Filter and Wrapper. Filters use evaluation function that
relies on intrinsic characteristics of the data while wrappers use the inductive algo
rithm to estimate the value of a given subset [324]. Although filter methods are faster
than wrappers, their performance is usually not as good as that of wrapper methods.
4. Stopping criteria: As most search methods try to find a near optimal solution at
relatively low computational cost, their implementation requires repeating certain
procedure to produce a better solution. Therefore this procedure may either cycle
forever or stop in a certain stage based on several criteria. Running time can be used
as a simple stopping criterion, this is done by either fixing the number of possible
solution visited or by the amount of time required to do the search. Search might also
be stopped when an acceptable solution accuracy for certain application is reached.
Another intuitive criterion is the improvement of the evaluation function value of
alternative subsets.
Any successful feature selection method should take into consideration relevancy and
redundancy of features. Relevant feature will add predictive decision for the classification
system, while irrelevant features will not add any additional information and consequently
cause mmeeded higher computational expenses. The most informative features are highly
correlate with the output class and uncorrelated with other features [161]- A list of the
most common search procedures used in EEG feature selection context will be discussed
in more details in the next section.

2.3.4.3 Stepwise search
The forward and backward search are two classical deterministic and iterative search strate
gies. They are deterministic in the sense that they always obtain the same solution [1].
Sequential Forward Search (SFS) starts with choosing the feature that gives the high
est classification accuracy. Other features are then added one at a time to improve the
accuracy. Search might start by adding features to empty subset which is known as the
Sequential Forward Search (SFS). Alternatively it might be started by removing features
from the original set which is known as the Sequential Backward Search (SBS).
In SFS and SBS. when a feature is added removed it cannot be removed added (this is
known as the nesting effect). Another refined approach is introduced to partially overcome
the nesting effect and is based on applying a specific number of additions, removals, where
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a feature that is not working well with other selected features can be removed. This step is
repeated until the required number of features is achieved. This method is known as plus l
take away r method (/ > r) [316]. Stearns et al. [273] has also adopted a sequential floating
search algorithm that implement conditional backtracking. The backtracking is done by
applying a number of backward steps as long as the resulting subsets are better than
the previously evaluated ones. Consequently, this method provides a good compromise
between computational efficiency and performance.
Although the sequential search literature contains many papers, few of them tackle the
selection of features in domains of a large dimensionality (more than 50 features) [1]. Bur
rell et al. claim that sequential forward floating search (SFFS) is the best option for the
automatic selection of features that discern functional and dysfunctional activity in both
fMRI and intracranial EEG. The results are based on a comparative study that measure
the performance and computational complexities of classical sequential methods, a float
ing search method, and branch and bound algorithm when applied to epilepsy detection
problem. In another study, Dyson et al. [90] used SFFS to provide candidate electrode
locations and neurophysiological reference information for cognitive tasks used in BCI re
search. SFFS is implemented to select 10 out of 640 features that represent band power
and reflection coefficients for certain frequency bands from 64 channels. Similar number of
feature (10) is selected in epileptic classification problem [26], where a collection of linear
and nonlinear features are used to represent EEG signal. It achieved over 80% accuracy in
discriminating 5 different classes. SFFS has been also used in other EEG based application
such as Alzheimer’s disease and mild cognitive impairment [9], and in motor imaginary task
detection [141].
2.3.4.4 Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) was first invented by Holland (1975) [266] based on his work on
adaptive system. Since then, many variants of genetic algorithms have been developed and
applied to deal with a wide range of optimization problems and other related applications
[366, 315, 295]. Some researchers prefer to use the term evolutionary computing or evo
lutionary algorithms (EAs) in order to include the developments of the algorithm [116].
GA is a random population-based search methodology inspired by evolution theories that
imply the survival of the fittest. GA mimics this idea by creating and evolving a collec
tion of possible solution (population) through mating and manipulation operations. The
evolution process starts with generating a random population. Each population member
(chromosome) is represented by a collection of variables (genes) that relate to the solution
[366, 315]. The best members in the population (parents) will have a higher chance to
produce a new generation (children) by combining two parents at a time through mixing
operation (crossover). Additionally, there is also a small chance to obtain new mutant
member through (mutation) operator. This mutant member is created by introducing
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small modification to one of the parents [234].
Binary and continuous chromosome representation has been applied in the literature
with each version having its advantages and disadvantages according to the application
in use. For example, continuous (real-value) representation could save on computational
time but it requires defining the proper encoding decoding techniques. In contrast, binary
representations as a most popular coding are easier to implement [315]. For simplicity a
binary version of GA will be used to explain genetic operators. A possible solution can
be expressed as a binary code where the presence of a variable is expressed by ‘1‘ and
absence of it is expressed by O'. For example, the chromosome (0010101000) represents
the selection of third, fifth, and seventh variables from the original ten variables. Crossover
and mutation operators of a binary string are illustrated in Figures 2.18-2.19. A general
description of genetic algorithm is given in this section. A more detailed discussion will be
presented in the next chapter 3.
In summary, the GA can be implemented as follows:
1.

Initialise a random population of N members as a current population.

2.

Evaluate fitness function (accuracy) of each member and rank them according to
their performance.

3. Copy a subset of best members to the next population (elite children).
4. Randomly crossover two members at, a time according to their fitness function to
produce a number of members for next population.
5. Randomly mutate a number of members in current population one at a time to
produce a number of members for next population.
6.

Evaluate the fitness of the new population.

7. Repeat creating new populations until a stopping criterion is met.
Since the introduction of GA, many variants of genetic algorithms have been de
veloped and applied to a wide range of optimization problems such as graph colour
ing, pattern recognition, the travelling salesman problem, efficient design of airfoil in
aerospace engineering, financial market, and multi-objective engineering optimization
[366, 16, 136, 255, 348, 243]. GA has also been extensively used in wide range of EEG
based pattern recognition systems in order to provide a best feature set representing EEG
signal from large pool of features [114, 184, 164, 276, 312]. It is also used to reduce the
number of EEG channels (instead of features) by providing best electrode location for
better classification performance [328].
In certain complex applications, a high number of local minima are present in different
areas of the search space, which may get the genetic population stuck in one of them.
In such a case, the newly generated population may not be able to produce better cliil-
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dren. This situation known as premature convergence, which is likely to happen when
selecting a small number of features from a relatively large feature set.

Some studies

attempted to overcome this problem by either modifying the fitness scaling and parent se
lection procedure, or by improving crossover and mutation operators as in [247]. The first
contribution of this thesis is proposing a modified GA that deals with the premature
convergence problem. It avoids trapping in a local minima by emphasising the diversity
of genetic population. It is done 1) by altering parent selection procedure to avoid mixing
similar members, 2) by applying modified genetic operators and 3) by checking population
similarity and induce diverse feature when GA is stuck for a certain number of generations.
A detailed description of the method will be presented in chapter 3.

2.3.4.5 Simulated annealing
Simulated Annealing (SA) is a search methodology inspired by annealing in metals. It was
hist proposed by Kirkpatrik (1983) to solve combinatorial optimisation problems [266].
Annealing in metals is the process of heating a metal to liquid state, then gradually cooling
it to a certain temperature. At a high temperature, atoms in the materials have high energy
and have more freedom to arrange themselves.

Gradually decreasing the temperature

produce a different structure with minimum internal energy. Accepting any structure other
than minimum energy structure depends upon a probability formula P(A) that is shown
in Eq.2.15 [70]. Similar strategy is implemented to avoid trapping in a local minima. This
involves accepting changes in that have lower fitness with high probability at the beginning
of the search; then this probability decreases over time [337]. The probability of accepting
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such solution is reduced linearly over time using a cooling factor [365]. Another version of
cooling implements a geometric cooling as in Eq.2.16. It is worth mentioning that gradientbased method can be considered as a special case of SA by setting the final temperature
to zero, and therefore accepting a solution only if it provides a better solution.

P(A) = e(^Bfi)

(2.15)

where
P{A) = Probability of accepting structure A
Ej = Previous energy.
Ej = Current energy.

T = Current temperature.
Lb

Boltzman’s constant.

There are three important factors that determine the success of this method: Energy,
initial temperature and cooling process.
1.

Energy: The energy of a solution can be represented by its accuracy.

2. Initial temperature: The initial temperature X) is represented by a high number
which would gradually be reduced. A simple way to estimate the temperature is
presented in [53], which measures the maximum difference between possible achieved
accuracies (AAccuracy = Accuracymax — Accuracymin).
3. Cooling process and final temperature: Temperature can be reduced by multiplying
current temperature (Tc) with a factor (a) for every specific: number of iteration as
shown in Eq.2.16. The cooling process should be slow enough to allow the system to
stabilise easily. In practise, a = 0.7 —0.9 is commonly used [365]. Final temperature
Tf defines the number of required iterations based on the cooling schedules as in
Eq.2.17.

Tnew=OcTc

(2.16)

InUW))
ln(a)
A SA search implementation of feature selection starts with a random solution. A neigh
bourhood solution can then be expressed by adding, dropping one feature at a time. For
simplicity only a small number of neighbours are evaluated to reduce the computational
cost. At high temperatures, all solutions are considered visible because the probability of
accepting any solution is almost one, and by decreasing the temperature the probability
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tend to reach zero and no other solutions are explored. However at a low temperature, a
solution can be selected if it has high fitness (accuracy) compared to the previous solution.
Other SA variants are discussed in [56].
In summary, the SA algorithm can be implemented as follows:
1. Initialise current solution and temperature.
2. Assign value for the cooling factor a.
3. Calculate current Accuracy.
4. Find a small list of neighbourhood solutions and find the best accuracy achieved.
5. If the new accuracy is greater than the best previous one, replace it with current
solution.
6.

If the new accuracy is less than the best previous accuracy accept it with probability
p

AAccuracy

7. Update temperature.
8.

Repeat until temperature reaches a predefined value.

SA has an advantages of relative ease of implementation and the ability to provide
reasonably good solutions for many combinatorial problems. On the other hand, this
method requires carefully tuning and defining its parameters which is a key factor for its
successful implementation [94, 163]. SA search has limited application in EEG problem
1179. 220, 329]. For example, Jiang et al. [163] performed a comparative study between
SA, GA and Tabu Search (TS) in Magnetoencephalography (MEG) source localization
problem. Two cases were investigated. In the first case the dipole locations are spatially
and temporally distinct whilst in the second case they are very close. In the first case
GA and TS performed slightly better than SA, while in the second case GA performed
best followed by SA. Similar experiment has been carried out in this thesis in a motor
imaginary BCI, where the performance of each method is compared based on accuracy
and computational cost. Chapter 3 shows that SA provided promising results that are
close, and sometime superior, to simple GA.

2.3.4.6 Tabu search
Tabu Taboo search (TS) was first introduced by Glover and Hansen (1986) |266j. Tabu
is an intensive local search algorithm that uses integrated memory and search history to
forbid certain moves in search space [365]. The basic idea of TS is to direct the search
when encountered by a local optimum by allowing non-improving moves [116]. A list
of previous visited solutions is stored in a Tabu list (TL). The TL will help in avoiding
the cycling problem and inevitably save time and increase efficiency (i.e., previous moves
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are not repeated). The search starts with a random solution. Then a neighbourhood
solution is explored and stored in the list. This would replace the current solution, noting
that the move should not be done if it has been previously explored. TL can store all
visited solutions but its length is set to specific number to reduce the computational cost.
However, this approach might prohibit attractive moves to be taken even when there is
no danger of cycling. Therefore aspiration criterion can be used to force certain good
moves. Aspiration criterion can be either time-dependent or time-independent. The most
commonly used time-dependent aspiration criterion is implemented by allowing the move
when its objective value is better than the previous one 1116]. Aspiration by default is
another criterion that chooses the least Tabu if all generated moves are in Tabu list [53]. A
stopping criterion should be adopted to end the search; otherwise the search won't stop or
cycle forever. Stopping criterion can be as simple as reaching specific numbers of iteration
or when the error (accuracy) reaches a certain threshold.
In summary, the TS algorithm can be implemented as follows:
1.

Randomly initialise current solution and Tabu list size.

2.

Calculate current Performance

3. Select a neighbourhood solution and find its performance.
4. If the new accuracy is better than previous one and the move does not exist in TL,
then replace current solution with the previous one.
5. Check aspiration criterion, if exist.
6.

Record the move in TL (delete oldest move if required).

7. Repeat until a stopping criterion is met.
The key factor for performance of TS is the number of iterations. The more the number
of iterations, more points in parameter space are examined [163]. Two important issues
that are still under active research are how to use the memory effectively and how to
combine with other algorithms to create more superior new generation algorithms [365].
Although TS has a limited application in EEG context [246], experiment on MEG data in
[163] showed that it can provide good results when considering large number of iterations.

2.3.4.7 Ant colony optimization
Swarm intelligence is an innovative computational way to solve hard problems. This dis
cipline is inspired by the behaviour of social insects, such as fish schools, bird flocks and
colonies of ants, termites, bees and wasps.

In general, this is done by mimicking the

behaviour of the biological creatures within their swarms and colonies. Ant Colony Op
timization (AGO) is one of the swarm based techniques that takes inspiration from the
foraging behaviour of some ant species. Initially, real ants wander randomly to find food.
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These ants deposit pheromone on the ground in order to mark some favourable path that
should be followed by other members of the colony. The quantity of the laid pheromone
depends upon the distance, quantity and quality of the food source [85]. If other ants find
such a path, they are likely to follow the trail with some pheromone and deposit more
pheromone if they eventually find food. Thus they form a kind of indirect communication
[217]. In ACO. a number of artificial ants build solutions to the considered optimization
problem at hand. They also exchange information on the quality of these solutions via a
communication scheme reminiscent of the one adopted by real ants [311]. Accordingly, the
path that has been used by more ants will be more attractive to follow. In other words,
the probability with which an ant chooses a path increases with the number of ants that
previously chose that path. Thus the process is characterised by a positive feedback loop
[302].
Dorigo et al. [82] adopted this concept and proposed an artificial colony of ants algo
rithm to solve hard combinatorial optimisation problems. It was called the Ant Colony
Optimisation (ACO) metaheuristic. The ACO was originally applied to solve the classical
Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) [84], where it was shown to be an effective tool in
finding good solutions. The ACO has also been successfully applied to other optimiza
tion problems including data mining [3], telecommunications networks [86], vehicle routing
[106], and others.
The original ACO algorithm that was developed for the TSP is characterized by:
• At each iteration, the pheromone values are updated by all the m ants that have
built a solution in the iteration itself. The pheromone T;j, associated with the edge
joining cities i and j is updated as Eq.2.18:
m
(2.18)
k=l
Where p is the evaporation rate, m is the number of ants, and Arjj is the quantity
of pheromone laid on edge (i,j) by ant k as in Eq.2.19:
if ant k used edge (i,j) in its toui-

(2.19)

otherwise
where Q is a constant, and L^ is the length of the tour constructed by ant k.
• The probability of choosing the next city pki j is given by Eq.2.20:

2.20)

(

otherwise
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where N(sp) is the set of feasible components; that is, edges (i, l) where l is a city not
yet visited by the ant k. a and /3 are parameters that control the relative importance
of trail versus visibility r/ij, this is in turn given by Eq.2.21:

7}ij

=

~

(2.21)

dij
where dlJ is the distance between cities z, and j.
In the TSP distances between cities are fixed, hence when adding one more city, the
change in the objective function is affected only by the distance between the last two
cities. In contrast to TSP. adding a feature to an existing subset of features for the feature
selection problem can have an impact on the overall performance. A relevant feature will
produce a better subset, and hence improve the performance, while an irrelevant feature
may degrade the performance of the original subset. When adding a feature to the current
feature subset, the local performance measure should take into account the relationship
with all previously selected features (i.e., not only the last one).
There were several attempts in the literature that utilized ACO in feature selection,
where it was used to reduce the dimensionality in face, medical diagnostic, speech, and
texture classification problems [11|. ACO was found to outperform other state of the
art search algorithms, such as GA and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). Additionally,
there are also a limited utilization of ACO in feature selection for the BCI problem. This
might be caused by sequential selection of features in ACO and the dependency on the
local measure used to update pheromone trials. Some ACO implementation employed
a hybrid filter and wrapper techniques to estimate the heuristic information and overall
performance. Different local measures have been implemented in the literature. Mutual
information (MI) as local measure was used in [11, 374, 106] as the theoretical background
behind Mutual information based ACO is easily understood and is well justified. However
employing MI as a local measure will require high computational cost to estimate the
mutual information between each pair of features (with or without the class label). This
will be especially so when dealing with large feature sets, in which case the computational
cost increases dramatically. As a different approach, Gao et al. [107] utilized the Fisher
Discrimination Rate (FDR) as heuristic information in an ACO-based feature selection
method used for selection of features in a network intrusion problem. Jensen et al. [ 160|
on the other hand, employed ACO for finding rough set reducts. The classifier performance
was adopted as heuristic information for ACO in both Kanan et al [168] and Yan et al
[3611 experiments. In Chapter 3, the second thesis contribution utilises a fast fuzzy logic
algorithm in the estimation of the pheromone intensities by estimating the information
contents of variables (features).
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2.3.4.8 Differential evolution
Differential Evolution (DE) is an optimization method, capable of handling non differen
tiable, nonlinear and multimodal objective functions. It is a simple, parallel and direct
search method. It has a good convergence and fast implementation properties [271, 377].
The crucial idea behind DE is a new scheme for generating trial parameter vectors by
adding the weighted difference vector between two population members to a third mem
ber.
Considering that we have Np members in the population, the first step in the DE
optimization technique is to generate a D-dimensional real-valued parameter vector for
each member (i.e., we will have a matrix of size Np x D) [318]. The differential combination
operator of element j that belongs to vector xn where i is a population index that ranges
between 1 and Np, is implemented by adding the weighted difference between element j
of two randomly selected population members m and n, Xj)Tn and Xj,n, to the value of a
third random member of the population Xjp in order to create a new mutant element vJA:
2 22)

( .

where F € (0,1) is a scale factor that controls the rate at which the population evolves.
Parameters within vectors are indexed with j, which ranges between 1 and D. Extracting
both distance and direction information from the population to generate random deviations
results in an adaptive scheme that has good convergence properties.
It is important to mention that not all elements of the new vector v, are generated
using Eq.2.22, as DE also employs uniform crossover (discrete recombination). To increase
exploration, each dimension of the new individual vh{ is switched with the corresponding
dimension of

xh%

with a uniform probability CO € [0,1] and the new xrjfv is generated

x

Vjj

if rand(0,l) < CO

Xjj

Otherwise

(2.23)

If the newly generated vector x[*ew results in a lower objective function value (better
fitness) than the predetermined population vector x,, then x'ieu; replaces x,; (250].
There has been a number of modifications to the original DE algorithm to improve its
performance. A number of modifications to the differential combination operator have
been proposed in the literature. These include in addition to Eq. 2.22 [268]:
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%j,n)

(2.26)

where / is the member with the best fitness in the current generation (the "leader"),
while m,n,p and q are randomly chosen members. The difference between these three
equations and Eq. 2.22 is the utilization of the "leader" (best member of the population),
as this may lead to a faster convergence. Eq. 2.22 on the other hand gives higher emphasis
to the exploration of the search space. Also, Eqs. 2.25 and 2.26 is in a way a combination
of Eqs.

2.22

and 2.24.

Implementing DE and choosing its control parameters is not difficult. In general, the
population size and DE parameters remain constant during the search process. DE pa
rameters are usually selected by trial-and-error. The selection should be carefully done
for better convergence velocity and robustness of the search process [201]. DE has been
used in a wide range of optimization applications including project scheduling [76], flow
shop scheduling [252, 251], image processing [215], and others [95, 93]. However few papers
have implemented ACO for EEG multi-channel applications. Khushaba et al. 1181 ] has
implemented an improved DE algorithm in a comparative study with GA and PSO. This
DE variant outperforms both GA and PSO in terms of classification performance.
In addition to the above, a number of adaptive DE algorithms have been proposed in
the literature. In [205], separate values of COi and Fr were assigned to each member of the
population and adaptively optimized using fuzzy logic controllers. The values of COi and Fz
were adapted in [48] using a simple probabilistic equation. In [330], the optimization of COi
and F, along with the population size was implemented through mutation and crossover
in a way similar to that of the main vector. Qin et al. [277] proposed an algorithm that
adapts both the differential combination operator (Eqs. 2.24-2.26) and the optimization
parameters COi and Ft by learning from their previous experiences in generating promising
solutions. A memory is used to keep track of the success rates of the optimized variables.
In [376] the optimization parameters COi and F{ were sampled from normal and Cauchy
probability distributions. The mean values of these distributions were updated in each
generation based on their historical records of success. In 1115], the values of COt and iq
are adjusted based on the fitness values of the population members with respect to that
of the "leader". Members that are distributed away from the "leader" in fitness-space
have their Ft values large to keep on exploring, and hence maintain adequate population
diversity. Similarly, the values of COi vary based on the fitness value of the different
population members, where the higher the fitness of a given vector the more influence
it will have on the new vector. Other DE versions include distributed and compact DE
[351, 232]. For an in-depth review of DE, the reader is referred to [268, 233].
In terms of feature selection, only few attempts, up to the authors’ knowledge, have
considered DE to search for optimal subsets. In [341], the parameters of asymmetric subsethood product fuzzy neural network were optimized using DE. It was reported that the
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network was shown to have feature selection capabilities when applied to a small synthetic
dataset. A discrete binary DE was also presented in 1144] that transforms numerical en
coding to binary encoding depending on some probability measure. However, the method
was only tested on very small datasets with a maximum of 56 features. A modified binary
DE for feature selection that was combined with support vector machine classifier as a
wrapper function was presented in [ 112]. However, a significantly large number of itera
tions, reported as 4000 iterations [112], was required to achieve powerful performance. One
can notice that these methods are based on very minor modifications of the original DE
algorithm with no attempt to narrow down the search space, and hence may not lead to
fast convergence to global minima when applied to large search spaces. In comparison, the
work presented in [181. 182] employs statistical feature distribution measures to aid the DE
optimization process in selecting the most promising subset of features, which proved to be
promising when applied to very large datasets with thousands of features. A floating-point
DE was utilized with a roulette wheel structure and a statistical repair mechanism to avoid
duplications of features when rounding up the floating-point solutions of DE. However, the
algorithm, which will be referred to as DEFSo, lacks the ability to discover the optimal
feature subset size as its functionality is mainly limited to selecting feature subsets with a
pre-defined cardinality.
2.3.4.9 Particle swarm optimization
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a random population-based search methodology
inspired by social behaviour of bird flocking and fish schooling. PSO was firstly introduced
by Eberhart and Kennedy (1995) (J77].

In PSO, the potential solutions particles are

considered as simple agents that can be presented by its location in jV-dimensional space.
The goodness of each position is evaluated according to certain measure (fitness function).
Each particle memorizes its best achieved fitness (Pbest) and communicates with other
particle to recognize the best achieved result (Gbest).

Search is started by randomly

selection position, direction and speed of number of particles. Each particle is accelerated
towards Pbest (cognitive learning) and Gbest (social learning) while constantly checking
the fitness of its current location [285, 92]. Velocity and position are then updated according
to Eq.2.27 and Eq.2.28.

vn — w * vn + c\rand{) * (Pbestn — xn) -t- C2rand{) * (Gbestn — xn)

xn — xn + /At *

vn

(2.27)

(2.28)

where vn particle velocity in the nth dimension, w is the inertia weight which is usually
1, ci and C2 scaling factor which represent relative pull to Pbest and Gbest, ci and C2
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usually set to 2, rand{) random variable between

0

and 1, xn particle position in the nth

dimension. Pbestn and Gbestn represent the personal and global best in the nth dimension,
At time step which usually equals

1

second.

PSO algorithm can be enforced by introducing some factors as follows [53]:
1.

Maximum velocity: Maximum velocity Vmax is introduced to eliminate the possibility
of exploring points out of solution space. Vmax is usually set to

10-20(/o

of the dynamic

range of each dimension when w is equal to one.
2. Constriction coefficient K: This factor K was introduced by Clerc and Kenney in
2002

to reduce undesirable explosive feedback effects where the average distance

between the particles grows during an execution. The updated formula for velocity
calculation becomes:

vn = K * (w * vn + c\rand() * (Pbestn — xn) + C2rand{) * (Gbestn —

xn))

(2.29)

— c — 2 \Zc2 — 4c|
where c = cl + c2, c > 4.
3. Reducing w over time: A linear decrease of w from 0.9 to 0.1 has been used in
different applications. This done to force the algorithm to quickly search around
the equilibrium point after number of executions. Therefore, the search shifted from
exploratory to exploitative mode.
4. Boundary condition: Boundary conditions are applied to eliminate the change of
searching outside search space when the particle reach search boundary. There are
three ways to encounter this problem as follows:
• Absorbing wall: The velocity of the particle that reaches search boundary in
one dimension is set to zero in that dimension. This will lead to pull the particle
back to the feasible search space.
• Reflecting wall: When the particle hits the boundary in one of the dimensions,
the sign of velocity in that dimension is changed to reflect the direction of search.
• Invisible wall: This method allows particles to go outside search space but the
value of its fitness function is set to zero to force the particle to return to feasible
search space in next execution.
Although the original PSO was developed for continuous optimization problems, lots
of practical engineering problems are formulated as combinatorial optimization problems.
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Thus, a binary version of the PSO algorithm is required. The binary PSO model is based on
a very simple modification of the real valued PSO, where a mapping from a given problemdomain to a set of bit strings is implemented. In such a problem every bit represents an
attribute. A value of “1” means that the attribute is selected while a value of “0” means
it is not selected. Van Der Berth [35] stated that the performance of PSO degrades when
the dimensionality of the problem is too large, and that PSO can easily get trapped in
local minima. An improved version of the binary particle swarm (IBPSO) was presented
in [64]. This modified algorithm retires gbest after certain number of iterations to avoid
being trapped in a local optimum. However, there is no guarantee that this modification
would produce better results. Additionally, PSO will not guarantee convergence to subsets
of the same number of features when repeating the run, even if the subset size is included
as a penalty in the fitness function [102].
PSO has been used for both feature selection and parameter optimization in EEG based
systems 1206, 67, 231]. For example, Zhiping et al. [206] used a binary PSO (BPSO) to
select EEG features and to optimize classifier parameters. Results show that PSO and GA
have similar performance. However PSO requires less computational time . The higher
GA computational cost can be justified by the cost associated to implement various genetic
operators. Another comparative study by Cinar and Sahin [67] claims that an hybrid PSO
reach the classification performance of state of the art classifiers that might be used as
alternative techniques in the classification applications of EEG signals. PSO has also been
implemented as a fast optimizer for the weight and bias of the ANN [231].

2.3.5 Feature projection
Another way of implementing dimensionality reduction is feature projection. Feature pro
jection employs linear or nonlinear transformation of data into other dimensions according
to a given objective function [363, 160, 332]. The objective function can be then sorted
according to the importance of each dimension. In projection methods, we are interested
in finding a mapping from the inputs in the original d-dimensional space to a new kdimensional space (k < d), with minimum loss of information. The projection of x on the
direction of w (z) is represented by Eq.2.31 as below:

z - Wx, x E Wl\ z

6

(2.31)

Several projection methods have been proposed in the literature including Principle Com
ponent Analysis (PCA), Independent Component Analysis (ICA), Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA), and uncorrelated LDA (uLDA). All methods try to solve a problem
called ‘"Blind Source Separation (BSS)”, where a collection of uncorrelated signals/sources
is viewed by different observations that represent unknown mixture of sources. Thus BSS is
used to separate source using a specific transformation matrix as above [331]. EEG record-
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ing can be considered as an example of BSS , as each channel records electrical activities
from different sources in the brain as in Figure 2.20. Therefore, BSS provides a means of
decomposing multi-channel EEG recordings into a series of underlying neural sources as
well as separating out artifactual components [158].
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Figure 2.20: ICA in EEG [336].
A brief description of PGA and LDA projection techniques will be presented as follows.
• Principal component analysis (PGA): PCA is also known as called Karhunen-Loeve
transform. It can be defined as the orthogonal projection of the data onto a lower
dimensional linear space [331](known as the principal subspace) such that the vari
ance of the projected data is maximized. The process of orthogonal projection in two
dimensional data is illustrated in Figure 2.21. The simplest form of PCA iteratively
determines the signal component with highest variance, and then continues adding
one orthogonal component at a time that complements to the previous component
[331. 38].

Figure 2.21: Orthogonal projection in PCA [38].
The first attempt of decomposing ERPs into separate components was made as early
as in 1970s using PCA [187].

Nevertheless, PCA was mostly used in BCI as a

preprocessing step to get rid of noise as in [105, 195, 18]. The main disadvantage
of PCA that it does not take the class distribution information into consideration,
thus the projected features might not be the optimum solution for classification tasks
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[180]. Additionally, PCA produces orthogonal components while the physiologically
meaningful components are not necessarily orthogonal. For this reason, the PCA
obtained a limited application for analysis of biological data in general and EEG ERP
data in particular [187]. As a result, a new method called the independent component
analysis (ICA) has been introduced.

It assumes that the sources of components

are statistically independent (without orthogonality condition) that makes it fit the
nature of generated ERPs |187|. Various studies considered ICA in EEG and showed
that it can provide good classification performance [278].
• Linear discriminant analysis(LDA): This method aims at improving class separation
by finding data transformation matrix W that maximize between-class variance and
minimizing within-class variance. LDA has been used in some EEG classification
problems with acceptable results as it has a simple implementation and low compu
tational requirement. This makes it suitable for online EEG classifications [261, 114],
However, LDA might provide poor results when applied to complex non-linear EEG
problems [111]. Although LDA was extensively reported in the literature, there are a
number of factors that may limit its performance in certain applications. Firstly, clas
sical LDA fails to work on datasets in which there is a degree of redundancy among
the original features because of the singularity of the scatter matrix [332]. Secondly,
classical LDA fails to account for the fuzzy nature of the input data [350]. However,
most biosignals generated by the human body tend to present patterns that are fuzzy
in their nature, i.e., the samples belong to different classes with certain membership
degrees.

2.3.6 Classification
Classifier is a tool that can discriminate between available classes given a set of extracted
features. Two kinds of classifiers exist: supervised and unsupervised. Supervised classifiers
learn from a given set of features and their target classes, whereas unsupervised classifiers
learn by the means of given features only without knowing the actual output. For example,
a neural network as a supervised classifier begins with a random set of coefficient. Then
a training set of features (with known output) are given to the classifier to update these
coefficients in a specified algorithm. Afterwards a different set of features (without knowing
the output) are given to test, the classification accuracy by comparing the output of the
classifier with the actual results. Some of the well-known supervised classifiers will be
discussed below.
• Support Vector Machine: Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a powerful classification
technique that basically discriminates between two classes. However it can be used
for multi-class problems by applying multi-stage classification. SVM is capable of
finding a good decision boundary between two classes, where the margin is maximised
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between the decision boundary and both classes. Let us suppose that we have a set of
training data x,(z = 1,/), where each vector belongs to a specific class yi G { — 1,1}.
A simple graphical representation in a two dimensional space is shown in Figure 2.22.
Filled dots represent first class (1) and empty dots represent the second class (-1)
[52, 32]. As a result, the points that lie on hyperplanes Hi and H2 can be represented
by Eq.2.32 and Eq.2.33.

x,.w + b — 1

(2.32)

+ 5=— 1

Xj.w

(2.33)

where
w is Euclidean normal to H hyperplane.
b determines the offset of the plane from origin.
•
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Figure 2.22: SVM presentation in two-dimensional space [52].
The distance between Hj and the origin is ^wj| , and the distance between H2 and
the origin is

therefore the margin between the classes and decision boundaries

is as shown in Eq.2.34:

Margin

2

W\\

(2.34)

A decision boundary can be found by maximising ppj subject to yi(WTx+b > 1), V/.
This optimisation problem can be solved using quadratic programming. SVM can
then be applied directly if the data are linearly separable, although there is a need
to map the input to another space.

Mapping is done by kernel methods which

include linear, polynomial, Radial Basis function (RBF), and spline [ 167]. The most
common kernel used in BCI research is the Gaussian or radial basis function (RBF)
[208], BRF function is preferred as it realizes nonlinear mapping and does not have
so many parameters as polynomial kernel function [206]
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SVM has been widely used in classifying EEG signals in many applications [62, 71,
1911. For example, Schroder et al. [298] used SVM coupled with GA search (GASVM) that provides good improvement of classification accuracy compared to the all
channel feature choice. SVM has also been used on BCI competition P300 speller
problem in [170]. It resulted in perfect classification after 5 repetitions of data with
high transfer rates of up to 84.7 bits min. In another study, Clio et al. [62] detected
sleep arousals using single channel EEG based on SVM classifier and time-frequency
analysis.
• K-Nearest Neighbour: A k-nearest neighbour (/cNN) classifier depends on closest
training example to predict unknown class label, where only a specific number of
closest neighbour (k) is taken into account for this purpose. Nearest neighbour can
be found by the mean of distance measure, which can be as simple as the Euclidean
distance. For example, given a training dataset {}, where x, represents the
input feature vector of pattern i, yi is the desired class label, a A:NN algorithm can
be summarised as follows:
- Calculate the distance between all training and testing patterns.
— Find the nearest k training vector with their class label.
- Choose the class label of each testing pattern by applying a voting criterion to
its k nearest neighbours.
Distance can be measured using Euclidean distance between two points X(xi,...xn)
and Y(y\, ...yn) using Eq.2.35:

(2.35)

Additionally other distance measures could be used. For example Minkowski distance
[290] is a general form of distance measure which is expressed as in Eq.2.36.Euclidean
distance is a special case where A — 2, Manhattan distance is defined by assigning
A = 1.

(2.36)

The number of neighbours, k, should be chosen carefully. Higher number of neigh
bour increases computational time and might not give higher classification accuracy.
Therefore number of neighbour is chosen to compromise between time and accuracy.
To classify an unseen pattern, the algorithm uses the labels of its k-nearest neigh
bours and applies a voting criterion [87]. Voting can be either simple unweighted
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or weighted [196]. In simple voting, the class labels are assigned according to the
majority vote, where all neighbours have the same weight. In weighted voting, the
weight assigned to the neighbour is proportional to the distance.
Although kNN has a simple implementation, the use of kNN is not popular in BCI
studies 1208]. This might be due to the large number of features extracted to rep
resent EEG signal, as kNN prediction accuracy is degraded when the number of
attributes grows. Additionally /cNN is considered to be slow and memory consuming
when applied to large dataset. Otherwise fcNN achieved good performance in BCI ap
plications represented by a small number of features [45]. On the other hand, some
studies obtained a reasonable results even with high number of extracted features
[238]. This difference can be justified by the complexity of the used EEG application
and the type of extracted features. In another study, Murugappan el. al. claims that
kNN provides result better than LDA for EEG human emotion detection system. A
Fuzzy kNN variant was investigated in [126] and proved to outperform SVM and
LDA in motor imaginary based BCI. Unlike classical /cNN, fkNN assigns a mem
bership value between any sample and each class. This membership is based on the
summation of distance between samples within a certain class and all samples.
• Neural networks: Neural networks NNs were originally inspired by the brain nervous
system and first introduced by Walter Pitts and Warren McCulloch in 1943 [175].
The basic idea behind the nervous system is a neuron which is a simple unit by itself
but with a complex connection between many other neurons. It can perform very
complex tasks in a limited time [157]. A sketch of biological neuron is presented in
Figure 2.4. The first NN presented by Pitts and McCulloch is constructed as shown
in Figure 2.23. It contains a single cell that takes p inputs, each input is multiplied
by a specific weight . The output is found according to the sum of the weighted inputs
minus a certain threshold (9) as in Eq.2.37. The output of the cell (y) follows a step
function ip. Therefore, the output is either one or zero depending on the sum of
weighted input. For simplicity threshold value can be expressed as extra input with
a value of 1 and a weight of 0 [157, 150].

Figure 2.23: Single neuron model.
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p
V = <p(52v>iXi - 0)
t=i

(2.37)

All other neural networks models are basically based on the previous model with
some extensions to suit more complex problems. These extensions are based on two
factors [157]:
- Architecture (topology): The main categories of NNs are feed-forward (Acyclic)
and feed-backward (Cyclic) networks. Neurons in feed-forward networks are
organised into layers that have unidirectional connection between them, while
neurons in feed-backward nets are connected in both direction. As a result, feed
forward NNs (Multilayer Perceptron MLP) are static, which means that they
produce a one set of output. On the other hand feed-backward NNs output
depends on the previous state of the net.
- Learning: Connection weights in all types of neural networks should be tuned
to provide a good separation between available outputs. Therefore, a learning
algorithm is needed to modify the weights according to a given training set.
Learning procedure can be supervised, unsupervised, and can be hybrid. In
supervised learning, the training set patterns are given with their actual outputs
to train the net by modifying its weights, while in unsupervised learning the
weights are updated according to a correlation measures between data without
knowing the actual output. On the other hand, hybrid learning uses both
techniques to update the weights. There are three major algorithms to update
weights: error-correction rule, hebbian rule, and Boltzmann learning.
Multilayer perceptions (MLPs) are one of the most important neural architectures, with
applications in both medical image processing and signal processing [331]. An MLP has
an input, output, and hidden layer feed-forward structure that uses back-propagation as a
training algorithm. Back-propagation is based on gradient-descent algorithm that tries to
minimize the average squared error of the network [50]. Trial and error is used to select
the appropriate number of hidden layers and the number of nodes for each one which is
varied for each application [63]. The use of PCA as a preprocessing step to NN is usually
used to speed up back-propagation algorithm [140].
The MLP has been applied to sleep scoring problem, detection of mental illness and
several BCI applications [349, 294, 208]. For example, Balakrishnan and Puthusserypady
[24] used a two-class output MLP to perform a classification of two motor imaginary tasks
(left and right huger movement). Simple features that represent mean, variance, kurtosis
and skewness are extracted from C3 an C4 electrodes then fed to MLP (4 input nodes, one
hidden layer,

2

output layer,

2000

epochs), the resulting training accuracy reached

100%

while the testing error was only 64% (with 99 hidden nodes). These results can be justified
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by non-representative features and over-fitting of sample in training phase when applied
to noisy and non-stationary data as EEG [208, 210]. Another study [178] uses both MLP
and SVM in Synchronized Imagined Movement BCI application. Results shows that SVM
outperforms the MLP classifier, and the best performance (17% of error rate) is obtained
with radial basis kernel functions. Other neural network architectures employed in BCI
are the Gaussian classifier, learning vector quantization (LVQ), fuzzy ARTMAP neural
network, RBF neural network and others [208].

2.3.6.1 Classifier combination
By combining classifiers we aim to obtain more accurate classification decision at the
expense of increased complexity [189]. Classifier fusion (combination) methods can be
divided into two categories: generative and noil-generative |281 ]. Generative methods are
based on generating a set of base classifiers. These classifiers act on the classification
algorithm or on the structure of the data set to improve ensemble accuracy to boost the
accuracy and diversity of the base classifier. Bagging and boosting fall within this category.
On the other hand, noil-generative methods only focus on combing a set of previously
constructed base classifiers.
The base classifier should be unstable, meaning small changes in the training set should
lead to large changes in the classifier output. Otherwise, the resultant ensemble will be a
collection of almost identical classifiers [189]. Therefore, Neural Networks (NNs) as unsta
ble classifiers are often used as base classifiers in multiple classifier systems. NNs adapt to
small changes in the training data that leads to a differently structured network. A block
diagram of the classifier ensemble is shown in Figure 2.24. The need for ensembles arises
knowing that there is no classifier that achieves 100% accuracy. Therefore extra informa
tion from complementing classifiers is needed to achieve a performance higher than average
classification for all ensemble members, and not necessarily better than the best one [281].
Training neural network using different architectures, procedures, and feature spaces will
provide different outputs. As a result, combining these diverse NNs will help to compen
sate the failure of one NN by others, i.e., they offer complementary information about the
patterns to be classified. Neural Network Ensemble (NNE) has been extensively applied to
a wide range of applications: image classification [169, 58]. medical image processing[303]
.financial decision making [353], speech classification [275] |97],weather forecasting [212].
and others [113, 380, 14).
In Chapter 5 we employ a novel algorithm based on modifying neural network class
labels to improve the classifier ensemble diversity.
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Figure 2.24: Approaches to building classifier ensembles, adapted from [189].
2.3.6.2 Existing classifier fusion methods
Many classifier combination methods have been presented in the literature for diversifying
and combining classification results obtained using a single classification algorithm. Two
of the most powerful and well known methods are bagging and boosting [ 189]. Implemen
tation of these method is discussed briefly.
• Bagging: Bagging is a bootstrap ensemble method that attempts to diversify the
classification results of L classifiers by training on different portions of the training
set. The training set of each classifier, 5*., is generated by randomly drawing, with
replacement, N samples, where N is the size of the original feature set X. Some
training instances will occur multiple times in a bag, while others may not appear at
all. The algorithm is implemented as follows
Training phase
1.

Initialize D = (f) and specify the number of classifiers to train (L).

2. For k = 1,..., L
— Take a bootstrap sample Sk from X.
— Build a classifier Dk using Sk as the training set.
— Add the classifier to the current ensemble, D = D U Dk3. Return D.
Classification phase
1.

Run D\,.... Dk on the input x.

2. The class with the maximum number of votes is chosen as the label for x.
• Boosting: Boosting is based on multiple learning iterations. At each iteration, in
stances that are incorrectly classified are given a greater weight in the next iteration.
By doing so, the classifier is forced to concentrate on instances it was unable to
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correctly classify in earlier iterations. In the end, all of the trained classifiers are
combined. In this way, the sampling distribution starts from uniform, and progresses
towards increasing the likelihood of “difficult” data points. This distribution update
is done by increasing the likelihood of the samples that were incorrectly classified in
the previous iteration. Two variants of the boosting algorithm were proposed in the
literature 1189] namely, ADABOOST.M1 and ARC.X4. The implementation steps
of ADABOOST.Ml are given below.
Training phase ADABOOST.Ml
1.

Initialize D = (ft and specify the number of classifiers to train (L).

2. For k = 1,..., L
— Initialize the weights

, Usually wk = -y, where N is the number of

samples, i = 1,..., N.
Generate training set Sk from X using distribution wk.
Build a classifier Dk using SkCalculate the weighted ensemble error
N

where lk =

1

if Dk incorrectly classifies Xj, otherwise lj =

0

If ek — 0 or €k > 0.5, ignore D/,-, reinitialize the weights wj, to

and

continue.
Else, calculate
/3k =

€k -t , where ek G (0.0.5).
efc - 1

(2.39)

Update the individual weights

(2.40)

3. Return D, /3\,...,(3l-
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Classification phase
1.

Calculate the support for class ujc by.
Tc{x) =

Y
Dk(x)=ujc

mJ")
k

(2-41)

2. The class with the maximum support is chosen as the label for x.
Training phase ARC.X4
1. Initialize D — 0 and specify the number of classifiers to train (L).
2. For k = 1..... L
- Initialize the weights wf , Usually w\ — 7^, where N is the number of
samples, i — 1...., N.
- Generate training set Sk from X using distribution w1}'.
— Build a classifier Dk using Sk.
- Find rrij as the proportion of classifiers currently in the ensemble which
misclassify

Xj.

Update the individual weights
1

.A.-+1 _

S~~yN

+ in
1

1

4

0

(2.42)

= 1, -,N

£i=i1 + mj
3. Return D.
Classification phase
1. Run D1,..., Di on the input x.
2.

The class with the maximum number of votes is chosen as the label for x.

2.4 Summary
In this chapter, a background on the basic concepts related to the properties of the EEG and
other supporting signals with their corresponding measuring techniques and applications
has been given. The chapter has also considered a detailed literature review
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the pattern

recognition based model utilized with biomedical signals. Various methods were utilized
within different parts of the pattern recognition model in the literature. Many of these
methods were shown to exhibit certain limitations. Additionally, where possible the need
for the contributions proposed in this thesis was justified. In the next chapters, these
contributions are considered in more detail with the corresponding theory, experiments,
and results.
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3.1 Introduction
Pattern recognition requires implementing several tasks that include feature extraction
and classification, where the complexity of any system is affected mainly by the size of
extracted features and the robustness of the classification algorithm. In this chapter, we will
concentrate on higher dimensional data as they are presented in a wide range of technology
fields such as image processing, data mining, sensor arrays, and multivariate data analysis
(200). Practical experience with machine learning algorithms has shown that extracting
more features will not always provide greater discriminating power [131]. This may be
due to the extraction methods employed to describe the data especially when dealing
with complex signal possessing unknown structure. A large number of features are usually
extracted to compensate for the lack of prior knowledge of any pattern recognition problem.
The extracted features might have some irrelevant, redundant, and noisy characteristics.
Additionally, a large feature set will lead to an increase in the complexity of problem and
deterioration of the classifiers performance due to the increase in number of classifiers’
parameters that need to be estimated.
The success of implementing and understanding any system depends on two main factors
accuracy and computational complexity (speed). Therefore there is a need to reduce the
dimensionality of data for a better representation and faster pattern recognition applica
tion. One way of doing this is by detecting the dependency between features by employing
statistical techniques. However, most statistical approximations are still very complex
in their mathematical form [47]. On the other hand, dimensionality reduction methods
are used to reduce data dimension either by projecting the data into a lower dimensional
space (projection) or selecting a subset of dimension that best represents the data based
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on a specific performance measure. This chapter will focus on employing feature variable
selection in EEG-based applications, whereas the next chapter will investigate the same
problem using alternative projection technique.

3.2 The Need for Feature Selection
Processing EEG signals requires dealing with multi-dimensional data (that might exceed
100 channels) to differentiate between different mental states.

Many researchers have

sought to find the optimal combination of channels that would achieve appropriate results
with less computational cost. Such subset combination should include all the necessary in
formation for the classification task. As the optimal feature/channel subset is not known in
most cases, variable selection becomes a necessity. As explained in Section 2.3.4, evaluating
all possible subset is only viable when dealing with small number of variables. Unfortu
nately, this is not the case for many real-life problems. On the other hand, feature selection
algorithms provide an efficient way to find optimal (or semi-optimal) subset without exam
ining all possible combinations (full or exhaustive search). For example, when considering
a BCI with 56 channels setup, selecting the most important subset of 5 channels using
exhaustive search would involve evaluation of 3.82xlO6 subsets (°56). If the evaluation of
each subset takes

0.1

seconds, then we will need 4.42 days to test all subsets. Figure 3.1

shows the increase in the number of evaluated subsets, as the number of selected channels
is increased. If the size of best subset is unknown, then evaluating all subset sizes would
be equivalent to the evaluation of (7.21xl01()) subsets as in Eq.3.1. Let us now consider
evaluating the performance of each subset using a more powerful classifier that consumes
on the average one nanosecond. The resulting search will last for 2.28 years!. Thus, full
search is not practical especially when dealing with large subsets.Therefore, many proce
dures that aim at reducing the search space have been developed. These methods differ in
their computational cost and the optimality of the solutions they provide. The implemen
tation of any feature selection algorithms includes four key elements: starting point, search
procedure/organization, evaluation strategy, and stopping condition (see Section 2.3.4.2).
This chapter will only concentrate on improving stochastic search procedure strategy.
(3.1)

3.3 Selecting Best Channels
EEG-based applications require recording EEG signal from multiple sites (electrodes or
channels) of the seal]) [39]. The appropriate choice of number of channels and their lo
cations play an important role in building robust and convenient system. In most cases,
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No. of Selected Channels

Figure 3.1: Increase of search spaces size by choosing more channels.
there is no clear agreement about the number and location of necessary channels to collect
the data. Applying a large number of EEG channels may include noisy and redundant
signals that degrade the BCI performance [269, 191]. In contrast, careful choice of a small
number of channels will provide more convenient setup but without the loss of any im
portant information. Hence, selecting a subset that only includes the most informative
channels can provide more efficient and less computationally demanding system. Selecting
such subset is not a trivial task, i.e., selecting channels manually based on neurophysiolog
ical knowledge does not necessarily yield optimal results as compared to all channel sets
1211. For example, the classification error increases by 10% when considering two channels
selected based on motor imaginary BCI [39]. Channel selection can be seen as a special
case of feature selection. This means that all features within the selected channels should
be taken in consideration when applying the performance measure. Several search tech
niques have been implemented for this purpose. Lai et al. [191] ranked the importance
of 39 channels for five subjects when imagining left/right hand movement. Results using
recursive feature elimination and zero-norm optimization indicated that channels around
the motor area of the cortex are relatively more important than other channels. These find
ings support the literature in identifying the importance of motor channels in analysing
motor imagery data. Similar problem has been recently studied by Arvaneh et al. [21].
A sparse common spatial patterns (SCSP) algorithm was used to select the least number
of channels from two different datasets that contained 22 and 118 channels.The proposed
algorithm yielded an average improvement of 10% in classification accuracy compared to
the use of three channels (C3, C4, and Cz). In another study, Lan et al. [193] implemented
a filter approach using mutual information to rank the importance of channels for three
subjects to differentiate between low and high mental task workloads. Results show that
most channels are selected from the frontal sites, which are rarely associated with working
memory tasks.
Despite that channel selection was the interest of different EEG-based applications [328,
194, 304], this problem is still an open area since most methods cannot guarantee the
goodness of their solution. This is because the exact optimal subset can not be found
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due to high computation cost associated with the full search. Therefore, most studies use
either full feature set as a base line, or compare their results to published result using
different developed algorithms.

Several methods that have been adopted in literature

include stepwise search [89, 1411 (Section 2.3.4.3), genetic algorithm [328] (Section 2.3.4.4),
simulated annealing [340] (Section 2.3.4.5), particle swarm optimization [209, 138] (Section
2.3.4.9), ant colony optimization and others [194, 304] (Section 2.3.4.7).
In the following section a genetic algorithm (GA) search is implemented to select best
channel locations. The choice of GA was based on simple binary implementation that
suited channel feature selection problem. Although GA has proved its performance and
fast convergence when applied to different pattern recognition fields, some additional search
methods will also be presented and compared in the following sections.

3.3.1 GA representation in BCI problem
GA is a well-known combinatorial search technique based on both random and probabilistic
measures. Subsets of variables are evaluated using a fitness function and then combined
via crossover and mutation operators to produce the next generation of subsets [362].
GA employs a population of competing solutions evolving over time to optimal solution.
Effectively, the solution space is searched in parallel, which helps to avoid local optima.
GA search consists of several steps: random population generation, fitness evaluation,
fitness ranking, parent selection, employment of crossover and mutation operators, and a
stopping criterion. A binary version of genetic population can be expressed as a list of
binary strings (chromosomes/ possible solutions) with length D in which the presence of
a feature is expressed by “1” and its absence by “0”. As an example, consider a binary
string A" with six features “110101”. This represents selecting the first, second, fourth and
sixth features. GA starts with generating a random population where each member of
the population represents a solution. The goodness of each member is evaluated using a
fitness function. The best members in the current population (parents) have a high chance
to be combined through crossover to generate another population (children). There is
also a small chance of obtaining a new member through the mutation operation i.e. by
introducing small modification to one of the parents.
In general, GA has several parameters that depend on the nature of the problem and can
be selected experimentally by trial and error. The effect of changing genetic parameters
are summarised as follows:
• Population size: Large population will help to cover all the points on the search
space but this will lead to a slower convergence. Conversely, a small value will
provide a faster convergence to lion-optimal solutions (premature convergence). Most
studies have shown that a proportional relation exists between population size and
chromosome length (n) [125, 119, 118, 245, 109, 75]. A good initial population
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should be large enough to give all search variables a chance to be included. Some
methods have adapted a variable population size that starts with a relatively large
population size to scan all search space. Population size is then reduced to speed up
the convergence.
• Selection procedure: There are two main selection procedures [266]: proportional
selection and ranking based selection. In proportional selection, the list of cliromosome/solution that will generate the next population members (parents) depending
on their fitness functions. The existence of a population member in this list follows
a “roulette wheel" selection criteria, where the widths of slots of a roulette wheel
represent the fitness function of each member. Figure 3.2 shows an example of pro
portional selection. A member with highest fitness function has more chance to be
selected; member (M8) has more chance to be selected than other genes. In some
cases, one of the population members might be chosen more frequently than others
as it has very large fitness function with respect to others. Thus, a ranking based se
lection is introduced to avoid this problem. Therefore each individual gene produces
a number of parents based on the rank of its fitness function.

Figure 3.2: Roulette wheel selection.
• Mutation rate: Mutation rate should be carefully selected to obtain efficient algo
rithm. A large mutation rate will disrupt the evolution process, whereas small rate
will not give a good rate of change. Therefore solutions from outside the current
search area will not be considered. Although the typical mutation rate be set to ^,
quicker convergence can be obtained by implementing a higher mutation rate then
gradually adapting to ^ [23, 139].
• Elitism: Elite members act like a memory to keep the best solution achieved in a
given generation. Otherwise, good solutions might be lost in subsequent genera
tions. Nevertheless, some non-elitist GA might have a good performance in some
applications [284].
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• Crossover: Crossover mimics the effect of breading in the natural selection process by
combining two members (sometimes more) through swapping some parts to create
a new solution. This swapping process is implemented by one or multiple crossover
points. A binary uniform crossover is done by randomly selecting bits between two
strings. The second important factor is crossover rate that defines the number of
new solutions generated by both mutation and crossover. In other words, this de
fines the exploitation and exploration ratio. Crossover will focus on evolution process
by improving from on hand members while the mutation will help to explore addi
tional regions. Several successful GA implementations have adopted a crossover rate
between 60% and 90% [229. 247, 125].

3.3.2 Initial channel selection based on literature
In the first experiment, the effect of channel selection based on GA is studied using
a motor imaginary BCI data obtained from University of Technology (Graz, Austria). It
represents two imaginary tasks from three subjects imagining right , left finger movements
(see the appendix for a more detailed description of EEG1 dataset). The performance of
the system is measured using a seven-fold cross validation obtained using a SVM classifier.
Since EEG is a time-varying and space-varying lion-stationary signal, we have used the
wavelet transform to extract features from the data of each trial. According to |292], the
wavelet transform provides a good way to visualize and decompose EEG signals into mea
surable component events. In order to select the best frequency bands that would represent
this signal, thirteen features were extracted from C3 and C4 channels, representing the en
ergy of different frequency bands using WPT (0-4, 4-8, 8-12, 12-16, 16-20, 20-24, 24-28,
28-32, 0-8, 8-16, 16- 24, 24-32 and 32-64 Hz). The reason behind choosing these channels
were based on existing literature presented in Section 2.2.1. It was stated that they have a
main primary motor area for imagining finger movement [270, 41). A full search procedure
was implemented to select a pool of features that best represented the signal. To reduce
the problem dimensionality, the number of selected features was only varied between

2

and

10. Table 3.1 indicates that there is a small variation between the classification accuracy of
feature subsets with the desired number of features ranging between 3 and 9. Since using
a small number of features is more desirable in reducing problem dimensionality, a subset
of the best 3 features that represent the energy values of the frequency bands 4-8, 8-16 and
16-24 Hz will be used when dealing with this dataset (referred as “EEGla-dataset”).
In order to further validate the goodness of features, an exhaustive search (evaluating
1540 subsets) has been implemented to select the best two channels using the previous
extracted features. The resulting search shows that channels C3 and C4 give the best
result. This can be seen to support the current literature in identifying the importance of
channels C3 and C\ in analysing motor imaginary data [270, 41],
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Table 3.1: Performance of the selected subsets.
Desired No.
of Features

Classification accuracy
of the best subset

2

68.00%

3
4
5

70.25%
70.75%
71.25%
71.25%
70.50%
70.75%
71.00%
69.25%

6

7
8

9
10

3.3.2.1 Improved channel selection through GA
In EEG context, in general not all electrodes distributed over the whole scalp are useful in
BCI systems. Hence, channel selection is performed to select the useful channels according
to the features used in a BCI system [123]. Although literature shows that channels
around motor area (C3 and C4) provide distinctive information to differentiate between
these imaginary tasks, the performance of the system using such channels only is far from
optimal (around 70%). Therefore the effect of adding more channels is investigated using
genetic search. A constrained binary genetic algorithm has been implemented for this
purpose where the number of channels is varied between 3 and 50. A chromosome (possible
solution) is expressed as a binary string with 56 bits where the presence of a channel
is expressed by ' 1' and the absence of it is expressed by ’O’. Selecting GA parameters
is quite a difficult task due to the many possible variations in the algorithm and cost
function [139]. Several studies have investigated different variations in those parameters
1125, 296, 23]. I11 order to optimise genetic parameters described in Section 3.3.1, several
experiments using the following parameters combination have been implemented (Crossover
rate (Pc)=[0,0.1,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,0.9 1], Mutation rate {Pm)

[0, 0.005, 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1],

Population size (Pz) [20,30,40,50,100,150], and elite kids - [0:5]), where the genetic search
is constrained to select two channels only in 25 iterations. The following setting was found
to provide the best testing classification accuracy (Pc-

0.8,

Pm=0.05, P2= 30, Elite kids

2). It is also worth noting that genetic search was able to locate motor channels (C3
and C4) using the following parameters. Hence, this parameter combination has been
adopted in all following experiments. However a larger number of iterations might be used
to achieve higher and consistent results especially when comparing with different search
methods.
In the second experiment, we varied the desired number of channels between 2 and
50 in GA search. The training and testing classification accuracy of the selected subsets
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are shown in Figure 3.3. The results clearly show the advantage of including more than two
channels. A maximum classification accuracy of 83.25% (for the test set) could be achieved
using 16 channels. This represents an improvement of 13% compared to the accuracy of
channels C3 and C4, and a reduction in the error rate of 43.70% 1.

-•-Test
- ■ - Training

No. of selected channels (features/3)

Figure 3.3: Classification accuracy of the selected channels for the training and test sets.
Figure 3.3 also shows that the testing classification accuracy starts to decline after select
ing more than 20 channels. On the other hand, the classification accuracy of the training
set continues to increase when more channels are included. The main reason for the im
provement in the training set and the deterioration in the test set is that as the number of
channels increases there will be more parameters for the classifier to estimate, making it
harder to generalize especially when dealing with limited number of patterns. In the next
section, the effect of further increasing the search space is studied by selecting features
from different channels.

3.3.2.2 Selecting channels versus features
In previous section, genetic search was employed to locate the best channel combination.
The selection was done in such way that when a channel was selected all contained fea
tures were considered in the classification algorithm. Selecting all features within the same
channel might not be a good idea as some of the features represent certain frequency bands
which may have no contribution in distinguishing between different mental tasks. Addi
tionally, including such features may mislead the classifier and increase the computational
complexity. Thus, a genetic search is implemented to select features within channels which
is referred to as combined feature channel selection. This will increase the search space,
as there will be 168 variables, compared to 56 for the channel selection. However, the GA'The equation of the error reduction rate is (Erb2 — £>(,16)/Erb‘2 x 100%, where £>*,2 is the error rate
of the best 2 channels (29.75%), and Erb 16 is the error rate of the best 16 channels (16.75%)
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based selection parameters are kept the same in order not to increase the computational
time.
The desired number of selected features was varied between 6 and 150. i.e., the equivalent
of [2. 50] channels with each being represented in terms of three features. It has been found
that the selected features are extracted from far more channels than the ones used when
implementing channel selection, i.e., more channels are exploited. For instance, when the
desired number of features was set to
extracted from

11

12,

the best subset was found to consist of features

different channels.

The obtained results, shown in Figure 3.4, indicate that the selection of individual fea
tures from different channels is particularly useful when selecting 36 features or less (equiv
alent to

12

or less channels with 3 feature each). An error reduction rate of up to 16.4%

could be achieved. When increasing the desired number of selected features, the per
formance of channel and feature/channel selection gets closer, but for most of the cases
feature channel selection achieved higher classification accuracy. Similar to channel selec
tion, the performance of feature/channel selection started to decline when selecting a large
number of features, due to the generalization problem. These findings support the fact that
feature channel selection is more general than channel selection, and due to the increased
complexity of the search, we could find only a few cases in which channel selection achieved
better results.

Channel
—•— Feat/Chan

No. of selected channels (features/3)

Figure 3.4: Classification accuracy of the selected channel and feature/channel subset.

3.3.2.3 Motor versus non-motor channels
Literature always stresses the importance of motor channels when considering a motor
imaginary BCI. Therefore it is probably a good idea to reduce the search space by elim
inating channels that are relatively far from C3 and C4 channels, thus reducing the com
plexity of the search by eliminating most lion-informative features. In order to test this
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assumption we divided the 56 channels into two sets. The first set consists of 27 channels in
and around the motor area (inside the dashed rectangle in Figure 3.5). The remaining 29
channels, which will be referred to as the non-motor channels, are used to form the second
set. Similar to the previous sections, each channel is represented by the chosen 3 features
described in Section 3.3.1. Individual features from different channels were selected from
each set by varying the desired number of features between

6

and 78 (equivalent to 2 to

26 channels). The obtained results, shown in Figure 3.6, confirm that motor channels are
more important than non-motor channels. It also indicates that non-motor channels can
provide useful information about the classification task indicated by classification accuracy
well above the random guess probability of 50%. It has also been found that the classifica
tion accuracy of the best subset of 6 features (equivalent to two channels) extracted from
the motor channels was 73.89% (Figure 3.6) compared to 75.12% for

6

features extracted

from all channels (Figure 3.3.1). Nevertheless, for most cases, the performance of the se
lected features from motor channels was found to be better than that of features extracted
from all channels, with a maximum classification accuracy of 84%. This can be justified
by the increased complexity of the search when considering all channels, which makes it
difficult for the genetic algorithm to find the optimal solution.

Figure 3.5: Position of Motor and Non-Motor EEG electrodes.

3.4 Comparison of Search Algorithms Performance on BCI
Data
Selecting a subset of channels and features using genetic algorithm has increased the per
formance of previous BCI system. However, it was greatly affected by the search size. The
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Motor
-A_ Non-motor

No. of selected channels (features/3)

Figure 3.6: Classification accuracy of selected features from Motor and Non- Motor
channels.
performance of genetic search cannot be compared to optimal subset as the full search is
not feasible due to high dimensionality issue. Alternatively, the performance can be com
pared to well-known search methods In this section, several search techniques have been
implemented to create a base for comparison with genetic search. Obtained results will be
then used to study all the variables that affect GA performance to assist in the developing
improved search procedures.

3.4.1 Sequential search
Sequential search is considered as one of the simplest forms of dimensionally reduction
techniques, where features are added removed in a sequential manner as described in
Section 2.3.4.3. Sequential search has been implemented using plus l take away r search
(l = 3, r = 2) in order to select channels (as well as a selective features from different
channels). This variant is chosen to avoid nesting effect associated with stepwise search.
Both Sequential Forward Search (SFS) and Sequential Backward Search (SBS) have been
tested using all channels and motor area channels, as shown in Figure 3.7(a) and Figure
3.7(b) respectively. The figures indicate that the SBS achieves better results than the
SFS and that selecting individual features from different channels would generally give
better results than selecting channels. The figures also show that the performance starts
to degrade when selecting a large number of channels (or features).

3.4.2 Simulated annealing
A Simulated Annealing search implementation of feature selection starts with a random
binary string. A neighbourhood solution can then be expressed by adding dropping one
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86

86

5

No. of selected channels (features/3)

7

9 11 13 15 17 19 21
No. of selected channels (features/3)

23

25

27

(b) Motor channels.

(a) All channels.

Figure 3.7: Sequential search classification accuracy of selected channels features.
feature at a time. Only a small number of neighbours are evaluated to reduce the com
putational cost. The energy, initial temperature and cooling process are calculated as
follows:
• Energy: The energy of a solution is represented by classification accuracy of linear
SVM as described in Section 3.3.1.
• Initial temperature: The value of initial temperature is set to a relatively high value
in order to accept all generated solution (P(A) -T). This value can be set to be the
maximum possible difference in accuracy (i.e.,

100,

see Eq.2.15) as suggested in [53].

• Cooling rate: The probability of accepting solution is gradually changed from explo
ration to exploitation through reduction in probability of accepting solution worse
than the best one. That is, the probability of accepting any solution is almost equal
to one (P(A) 1) at the beginning of the search, while the probability of accepting
lion-optimal solution is reduced to reach zero (P(A)=0) at the end of the search.
This process is done by multiplying previous temperature (T) by cooling rate (a)
during each search iteration (Tnew = aTc). Initial results show that a cooling rate of
0.95 provides a good balance between exploration and exploitation.
• Final temperature: The value of final temperature is calculated to provide the same
number of iterations as genetic algorithm in order to provide consistency in compar
ison between the two methods (final temperature = 0.023).
The highest classification accuracies that SA was able to produce were 83.25% and
85.22% using all channels and motor channels respectively (see Figures 3.8(a)-3.8(b) ).
Similar to sequential search and GA, the obtained results indicate that selecting individual
features outperforms channels selection. Moreover, shown in Figure 3.8(a), the results
indicate a high degree of fluctuation caused by the big search space.
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3.4.3 Tabu search
As explained in Section 2.34.6, if the search space was big. only a moderate size Tabu list
would be used and the number of neighbourhood solutions would be limited. Accordingly,
we set the Tabu list size to 10, and used one neighbourhood solution. In addition, we set
the number of iterations to 25002 to provide consistency in comparison with other methods.
Figure 3.9(a) and Figure 3.9(b) show the classification accuracy of subsets selected from
all channels and motor area channels respectively. Due to the increased complexity of the
search when considering all channels, the selection of individual features could not produce
good results. Better results were obtained from the individual feature selection in the case
of motor channels because of reduced search space.

-♦-Channel
-▼•Channel/Feature
3

6

9

12 15 IS 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 50
No. of selected channels (Features/3)

(a) All channels.

9
II 13 15 17 19 21
No. of selected channels (Features/3)

23

25

27

(b) Motor channels.

Figure 3.8: SA classification accuracy of selected channels/features.
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-»-Channel/Feature
3

6

9

12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 50
No. of selected channels (Features/3)

-♦Channel
-▼-Channel/Feature
9 11 13 15 17 19 21
No. of selected channels (Features/3)

(b) Motor channels.

(a) All channels.

Figure 3.9: TS classification accuracy of selected channels, features.

This is equivalent to 50 iterations using 50 members in each population (50x50 2500)
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3.4.4 Accuracy and computational complexity
High classification accuracy is not always practical unless it can be achieved in acceptable
time. Both the classification accuracy and computational time for the methods described
in previous sections are calculated. Figure 3.10(a) and Figure 3.10(b) provide a mean for
comparison between the classification accuracy of the methods. Although Figure 3.10(b)
shows that all methods provide similar results when applied to smaller search space (motor
channels) except for TS, results of a statistical one-way ANOVA test, with the significance
level set to 0.05, indicate that there is a significant difference between TS and the others
methods (p<0.002). On the other hand, Figure 3.10(a) shows fluctuating results when
increasing the search space (by including all channels). However, the SBS proved to be
significantly better than other methods when selecting small feature subset size (less than
20 channels) from all channels space (p<0.03). Its performance degraded noticeably when
the number of selected channels/features increased. Nevertheless, the convergence speed
should be considered to find the search method that is a best compromise between accuracy
and speed.

e 76

/
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-SA Ch/Fe
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No. of selected channels (features/3)
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(b) Motor channels.

Figure 3.10: Comparison between different methods in all channels.
In order to further test the statistical significance, one-way ANOVA with the significance
level set to 0.05 was implemented between the testing results achieved by the proposed
ACOFuzzy and each of the other methods.
In order to investigate the goodness of previous findings, a number of selected channels
are evaluated according to their convergence speed

5

as shown in Table 3.2-3.3. The desired

number of channels was set to 10, 28, and 46 for the case of all 56 channels experiment.
For the motor area experiment, we used 5, 13. and 22 as the desired number of selected
channels. Instead of recording the highest classification accuracy and the time required to
achieve it, we used a formula that gave a compromise between classification accuracy and
computational time. For instance, if the classification accuracy of previous iteration was
^All experiments have been implemented in MATLAB 7.1 using Intel Centrino 1.7 GHz laptop.
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lower than the current one by 0.25% but was achieved before 300 seconds or less, then the
previous iteration accuracy was considered to represent a better compromise between time
and accuracy. In almost all cases, the results indicate that SA displays superiority over
other methods; i.e., it gives better results in less time. Although Tabu search is considered
a fast search, it lacks accuracy. On the other hand, SBS gives more accurate result but in
longer time (due to the plus l take away r concept).
In summary, results show that, in most cases, 1) the selection of individual features pro
vides better accuracy, 2) the sequential backward selection, genetic algorithm and simulated
annealing are noticeably better than Tabu search and 3) SA achieves a better compromise
than other methods when considering both the classification accuracy and computational
time.
Table 3.2: Compromised classification accuracy versus time for channel search.
No. of
Channels

FS(3,2)
Acc. (%)
Time (s)

BS(3,2)
Acc. (%)
Time (s)

GA
Acc. (%)
Time (s)

SA
Acc. (%)
Time (s)

TS
Acc. (%)
Time (s)

74.38%
630
80.04%
3969
76.84%
7575

78.08%
7254
79.06%
5778
77.34%
2713

79.31%
9278
80.54%
2231
76.85%
527

80.3%
811
80.54%
206
78.57%
528

78.82%
51
78.57%
154
75.86%
173

70.44%
81
79.56%
580
80.54%
1317

71.43%
1698
81.53%
1413
80.05%
667

74.63%
768
82.02%
579
80.79%
259

74.88%
137
82.51%
366
81.28%
402

73.4%
17
80.54%
71
80.3%

All
10

28
46
Motor
5
13
22

22

3.5 Thesis Contribution-1: Improved Genetic Algorithm
Diversity
In Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) search, the most fit population members have more
chance to be selected to generate the next population through crossover and mutation
operators. In certain complex applications, a high number of local minima are present in
different areas of the search space, which may get the genetic population stuck in one of
them. In such a case, the newly generated population may not be able to produce better
children. This situation is known as “premature convergence" that is likely to happen
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Table 3.3: Compromised classification accuracy versus time for feature search.
No. of
Features 3

FS(3,2)
Acc. (%)
Time (s)

BS(3.2)
Acc. (%)
Time (s)

GA
Acc. (%)
Time (s)

SA
Acc. (%)
Time (s)

TS
Acc. (%,)
Time (s)

80.05%
5899
78.08%
37320
77.59%
81943

82.76%
64338
80.54%,
51160
77.09%
23064

81.53%
642
81.53%
993
78.08%
991

82.02%
1731
81.28%
637
78.33%
2346

81.03%
554
79.56%
744
77.59%

77.09%
579
79.31%
4633
80.54%
11106

78.57%
12530
83.25%
10029
81.77%
4775

77.09%
395
82.51%
559
82.27%
1178

80.79%
667
83%
1549
83.01%
1627

78.08%
170
82.76%
512
81.28%
1049

All
10

28
46
Motor
5
13
22

2210

when selecting a small number of features from a relatively large feature set. To clarify
this problem, consider that GA is applied to a dataset of 10,000 features with a genetic
population of 50 to search for the best 5 features. The number of features for a given
generation will range between 5 and 250

1

depending on the duplication of features in the

different population members. If the current population does not contain all of the five
features that constitute the optimal subset (which is expected for this example), then it
will be very likely for GA to get stuck in local minima. This is because the crossover
operator does not introduce new features, and the possibility of finding an optimal feature
using the mutation operator is very small. To overcome such a limitation, a new method is
proposed to enhance the diversity of the solutions represented by the population members.
Studies in this field of research have shown that premature convergence has a strong
correlation to population diversity. Although simple GA search starts usually with diverse
population, many population members tend to carry similar solutions and converge to
a certain point after a number of iterations. Some studies attempted to overcome this
problem by one of the following techniques:
• Fitness scaling and parent selection: The Relative Fitness scaling Genetic Algorithm
(GARF) [129] is inspired by the inverse power law relationship that occurs in physical
and social science, as shown in Eq.3.2.

’identical members will include 5 features, whereas totally different members will cover 250 features.
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X

(3.2)

f(x)
X2

c2

where x represents the fitness of population member and c is the ceiling factor which
can take any value greater than or equal to the maximum possible fitness. Note
that when c is very high, the effect of scaling factor is minimum (f(x) ~ x). In
this way relative scaling gives most individuals a small or average fitness and a very
high fitness value to a few individuals. The scaling preserves population diversity
by creating small differences between small and large fitness value members. Thus,
it avoids destroying unfit individuals early in the process that might contain good
contributed features. Once candidate solutions approach a fitness value close to c,
they will dominate the roulette wheel.
• Local improvement: Local improvement can be achieved through changes made to
crossover and mutation operators. Hybrid Genetic Search (HGA) presented in [255]
uses embedded local search for fine tuning. It performs constrained crossover and
mutation that produce children containing n features, where n is not too far from
the desired number of features d. A local sequential search is then executed to repair
the resulting outcome X by including exactly d features. Two local search opera
tors are introduced called ripple_add(r) and ripple _rem(r), where r is a constant
number that reflects the number of features to be added removed. In simple words,
ripple_add(r) operator is implemented by adding r features one at a time to the
current set followed by removing r — 1 features, while ripple_rem(r) is utilized by
removing r features followed by adding r — 1 features. The following procedure has
been used to ensure the selection of fixed number of features (d) by each child.
— If n = d, apply ripple_rem(r) then ripple_add(r).
— If n > d, apply ripple_rem(r) n — d times.
— If n < d, apply ripple_ add(r) d — n times.
Where n represent the number of features presented in the generated child after
crossover and mutation.

3.5.1 Proposed GA method
The proposed Diverse Genetic Algorithm (DGA) improves search convergence by trying
to escape from local minima. It does so through introduction of more diverse features to
GA members and avoiding mating of exact members through a modified roulette wheel
selection procedures. Additionally, a genetic population is checked when trapped in a
certain area to get rid of duplicate population members and to introduce a more diverse
population as shown in Figure 3.11. A detailed DGA search is summarized as follows:
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Initialize GA
Itr. counter=0

Select Parent 1

stall counter=0

using Roulette
Wheel 1

Fitness Evaluation
& Scaling

Remove Parent 1
front Wheel 1

Fix Wheel 1

select Parent 2
using new Wheel

set Elite kids=0

Crossover
Parent 1 & Parent 2

Mutate Resulting
(Kid)
Remove similar
parents

Generate new
members using
unused features

Randomly Add

Randomly Remove

|kid|-d features

</-|Kid| features

Evaluate new

Evaluate Resulting

members

Kid

Is There any
Improvement

Save Best Kid
Stall=0

stopping
condition

Figure 3.11: DGA flow chart.
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• Apply simple genetic algorithm for a certain fraction of total number of iterations
(Threshold, denoted as Th 1), to provide fast convergence to a solution, even if that
solution presents a local minimum.

In simple GA search the elitism will cause

other population members to rapidly converge towards elite members. Therefore,
the elitism mechanism will be omitted in DGA after reaching this threshold. Ac
cordingly, the solution starts to improve by trying to exit from local minima. This is
done by partiality avoiding the pull towards best population members. Selection of
this threshold is based on experimental results where a value of

10%

of the maximum

number of iterations provides a good performance on several datasets.
• When Thl is reached elitism will be eliminated from genetic search. As the fitness
of the best member in the generated population may be lower than the previous
iteration, a memory is introduced to save best achieved results. It is worth mentioning
that this step is not required when applying SGA with elitism because elite kids serve
as a memory. This step will allow accepting solutions with lower fitnesses. Therefore,
this will reduce the pull towards best population members in order to explore more
neighbourhood solutions.
• Modifying parent’s selection algorithm in order to avoid selecting exact parent. Two
roulette w'heels are utilized. The first wheel selects the first parent PI. The second
wheel that is used to select parent P2 is constructed by eliminating the section that
represents PI.
• Unconstrained crossover and mutation are used followed by repairing all the result
ing kids by adding features randomly from unused feature set, where each kid has
different added features to enforce diversity.
• When the number of stall generations (number of iterations without fitness improve
ment) exceeds a certain number, threshold 77?. 2, the current population is checked in
order to remove duplicate members and replace them with a random member gener
ated from the unused features. A distance matrix is utilized for detecting duplicate
members. That is, when the euclidean distance between two members is zero then
one is replaced with a randomly generated set from unused features. The value of
77?.2 is chosen experimentally; a value of 30% of the maximum number of iterations
provide acceptable performance in several datasets.

3.5.2 Experimental results on small datasets
A number of experiments have been implemented to investigate the performance of the
proposed DGA against other GA variants. In the first experiment, a number of datasets
acquired from the UCI machine learning repository website were used [22] (glass, vowel,
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wine as described in Table 3.4)5, with a relatively low number of features D. As a result
a full search is feasible and can be done in less than a minute using a kNN classifier
with 3 neighbours and take-one-out method as a fitness function. Several GA variants
have been compared according to the time required to achieve optimal solution found by
Exhaustive Search (ES) as in Tables 3.5-3.6. All GA variants were implemented using
MATLAB. starting from the same initial population and allowing a maximum run time
of one minute. A A’NN classifier with 3 neighbours was used as a fitness function using
take one out method, it is also worth noting that the search is repeated for five times and
stopped when global minimum is achieved as in full search. In most cases, GA variants
were able to achieve global optima with a fraction of full search time. However, Table 3.5
shows that ES achieved global optima faster than other methods when dealing with small
search space. For example, ES provided the best results when selecting d- 2 or
out of

10

8

features

in Glass and Vowel datasets. On the other hand, DGA was able to save up to

87% of the time needed by ES to find the global minimum when selecting

8

features from

wine dataset to achieve the global minimum ( 1 inie^inKr”"egg'4 )• The justification behind
the good performance of HGA is that better population members are achieved through
local search, which helped in exploring most of the features. Nevertheless, the local search
requires more subset evaluation when dealing with high dimension dataset. This issue will
be discussed in the next experiments.
Table 3.4: Description of the datasets employed.
Dataset

# Features (D)

41 Classes

# Samples

Glass
Vowel
Wine

10
10
13

7
11
3

214
528
178

3.5.3 Experimental results on highly redundant data
In this experiment, the performance of different GA variants is studied when applied to
a two-class dataset with a large number of highly redundant and irrelevant features. The
Madelon dataset from the UCI repository (22] is employed for this purpose which contains
only 5 relevant features that were used to construct an addition 15 features, while the rest
of the 500 features are irrelevant. In this experiment, all methods are implemented using
400 iterations and repeated for 20 runs. The first 2000 patterns were used for training
and the rest 600 patterns for testing /cNN classifier with 3 neighbours as suggested by the
dataset creator. In addition to GA variants, other benchmark search presented in chapter

2

such as “plus / take away r” (PTA), differential Evolution (DE) and binary Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) have been evaluated.
’Other UCI dataset requires a high computational cost to evaluate all subset. For example, selecting 3
features out of 16 from letter dataset around 3 hours is needed to evaluate all feasible subsets.
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Table 3.5: Convergence speed of GA variants.
Time (s)
Dataset
Glass
D = 10

d
2

4
6
8

Vowel
D = 10

2

4
6
8

Wine
D = 13

3
5
8
10

ES
Acc. (%)

ES

SGA

99.53
99.53
99.53
99.53

2

62.93
90.10
96.57
98.08

13
60
62
14

3
3
3
3
32
33
54
31

94.38
97.19
95.51
94.94

7
32
30
7

6
6
2

HGA

DGA

GARF

2

2

3

2

4
3
3
7

2

2

2

3

17
31
28
25

27
23
32
29

2

2

2

6

6

5
5

4

7
4
4

2

20

58
29
27
4
17
7
9

Table 3.6: Search space size and time saving.
Dataset
Glass

No. of
Patterns
214

D

10

Vowel

990
10

Wine

187

2

No. of
Evaluated
Subset
45

4

210

6

210

8

d

2

45
45

4

210

6

210

8

45
286
1287
1287
286

3
5
13

8
10

TimeorvA
Timers
1.00

0.33
0.33
1.50
2.08
0.38
0.52
2.07
0.29
0.22

0.13
0.57

The graphs shown in Figure 3.12 indicate that DE and DGA converge faster than other
methods. DGA achieved its maximum performance using around 100 iterations while DE
required an additional 50 iterations to achieve the same result. Figure 3.12 also shows
that DE and DGA achieved the best accuracy (90.6%) followed by PTA, GARF and HGA
(89.5%), whereas the worst results were achieved by SGA (88.23%). DE and DGA results
can be justified by improved crossover and mutation operators that helps in avoiding pre
mature convergence. On the other hand, HGA did not perform well in this experiment. It
took around

200

iterations to converge to comparable results due to the negative aspect
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of local improvements that searches all surrounding space but providing only a small im
provement. This may indicate that HGA has a limitation when applied to large feature
sets with high redundancy. This is caused by the local search aspect that produces large
number of subsets that need to be evaluated for each crossover and mutation operation.
The number of subsets to be evaluated (NoS) increases as the number of features increases
and also as the ripple factor r increases. Eqs.3.3-3.6 illustrate the complexities associated
with increasing both ripple factor and feature space.
r —1

NoS(ripple_add(r)) =

r—2

D — (|AT| — i) +

(\X\ + r) — i

(3-3)

i=0

i=0

r—1

N oS (ripple _rem(r)) =

r—2

|X| — i T
i=0

D — (|A| + r) — i

(3-4)

i=0

where D represents the size of feature space and |X| represents the number of selected
for any given solution A".
Note that for D >> |AT|
NoS (ripple _add(r)) ~ r x D

(3.5)

N oS (ripple _rem(r)) « (r — 1) x D

(3.6)

------- GA
-------DGA
------- DE
------- PTA(2,1)
------- HGA
------- GARF

200
Time (Sec)

Figure 3.12: Convergence of different methods when selecting 5 features from Madelon.
On the other hand. GARF had a slower convergence since better population members
are assigned lower fitness ranks to encourage them to evolve with less fit members. Also,
GARF did not take into consideration the size of search space so that some features had
no chance to be explored.
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3.5.4 Experimental results on EEG datasets
All previous genetic variants were used to select a set of features ranging between 6 and 60 in
EEGla-Dataset. Additionally, all were stopped after evaluating 25000 subsets to provide a
base for comparison. Other GA parameters were chosen experimentally as follows (PZ =50.
Pc= 0.8, Pm=0.05, Elite No. =2, and ceiling factor in GARF (c) =1). Figure 3.13 represents
mean classification accuracy for

20

runs using LDA, /cNN, and a multi-class linear SVM

classifiers (). The first 300 patterns were used for training while the remaining patterns were
left for testing. It is also worth mentioning that each run is represented by different data
randomization. Results in Figure 3.13 show that DGA was able to outperform all other
methods in most cases. The maximum classification accuracy achieved was 85.14% and
89.62% using a linear SVM and LDA classifiers respectively. Although other GA variants
performed well when a small number of features was selected, their performance started to
degrade as the number of selected features wTas increased. The less convincing performance
of HGA was caused by large amount of sequential searches while trying to repair resulting
solutions especially when considering a large search space.
The performance of DGA was also tested on “EEG2-dataset”. The dataset was recorded
for five subjects using only C3 and C4 channels to discriminate between three motor
imaginary tasks. Each channel was then represented by 10 features (see appendix for
details). Patterns for each subject were randomly split into 75% for training and 25% for
testing. Three different classifiers with relativity low computational power (/cNN, LDA,
and Linear SVM (LIBLIN)) were used to test the performance of several variants when
selecting features from a relatively a small search space and a large number of pattern.
These classifiers In this experiment the genetic parameters were kept as in the previous
experiment. However the number of iterations was reduced to 150 as it was sufficient to
provide acceptable convergence. Average classification accuracies across five subjects using
several search algorithms showed similarities between genetic algorithm variants. These
similarities can be explained on the basis of a lower complexity associated with the smaller
feature space. The best classification accuracies were achieved using 6, 12, and 14 features
by applying A"NN, LIBLIN, and LDA respectively (82.4%, 78.6%, and 79.7%).

3.5.5 Experimental results on large datasets
In this experiment, a number of large datasets were used to explore huge search spaces.
Eleven gene datasets obtained from (http:

www.gems-system.org/) were used. The num

ber of features in the datasets ranged between 2,309 and 12,600 with relatively small
number of instances/ patterns (as little as 50 patterns) as shown in Table 3.7. Due to small
number of patterns in these datasets, a

10-fold

cross-validation approach was utilise for

better data division. The results in Figures 3.14-3.15 represent the average value of ten6
6Multi-class linear SVM classifier obtained from (http:
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(b) /eNN classification.

(a) LDA Classification.

- ■ - SGA
DGA
-▼-HGA
-♦-GARF

No. of Selected Features

(c) Linear SVM classification.

Figure 3.13: Classification performance of EEG la-dataset.
runs (using /cNN classifier with k = 3), with all methods starting from the same initial
population to make a fair comparison. The search was started by selecting 5 to 50 fea
tures with 5 steps increment that only represented less than 2.5% of the total number of
features. It is also worth noting that HGA was excluded from the experiment due to its
high computational cost. The high computational cost was associated with large num
ber of subset evaluations after each kid generation, especially so when dealing with high
dimension dataset coupled with expensive fitness function as explained earlier.
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Dataset
Lung Cancer
Prostate Tumor
Leukemia 1
Leukemia 2
Brain Tumor 1
Brain Tumor 2
9 Tumor
11 Tumor
14 Tumor
DLBCL
SRBCT

Table 3.7: Gene dataset description.
Symbol # of Patterns # of Features
203
LC
12600
PT
102
10509
LI
72
5328
L2
72
11226
BT1
5920
90
BT2
10368
50
T9
5726
60
Til
174
12533
T14
15009
308
DL
77
5469
SR
83
2309

# of Classes
5
2

3
3
5
4
9
11

26
2

4

In order to analyse the results in Figures 3.14-3.15, one can start by categorizing the
performance of the different feature selection methods into three categories. In the first
category, it can be noticed that on the average all of the SGA, GARF, and BPSO provide
the least attractive search alternative across all of the datasets by providing the lowest
classification performance in comparison to the other utilized methods. The second cat
egory includes the proposed DGA and DE. where the two methods were again showing
competing performance across the different datasets (i.e., some of them works better on
specific dataset) while providing better classification accuracy than the methods included
in the first category. The third and final category is occupied by the PTA(2,1) method,
with practical results indicating that PTA(2.1) offered the best classification performance.
However, it is worth mentioning that PTA(2.1) is a very time consuming method. For
example, PTA(2,1) results on the Til dataset were achieved in 1.62 hours, while SGA,
GARF, DGA, PSO and DE took 12.2, 11.6, 13.6, 19.8 and 13.6 minutes respectively (which
is around 15% of the PTA search time). In most cases, DGA outperformed the other GA
variants when selecting a range of small feature sets (5-50) out of thousands of features.
DGA was also able to achieve results close to DE and claims to outperform GA in many
studies 1181].
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-•-SGA
-•-GARF
-•-DGA
-•-DE
-•“BPSO
—•- PTA(2,1)
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-•-SGA
-•-GARF
-•-DGA
-•-DE
BPSO
—•“ PTA(2.1)

\

\//
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925

Number of Selected Features

Number of Selected Features

(a) Lung Cancer dataset.

(b) Prostate Tumor dataset.

(c) Leukemia 1 dataset.

(d) Leukemia 2 dataset.

■•-GARF
■•- DGA

Number of Selected Features

N umber of Selected Features

(f) Brain Tumor 2 dataset.

(e) Brain Tumor 1 dataset.

Figure 3.14: Classification performance for different datasets.
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-•-DGA

-•-DGA

Number of Selected Features

Number of Selected Feature*.

(a) DLBCL dataset.

(b) SRBCT dataset.

(c) 9 Tumor dataset.

(d) 11

Tumor dataset.

-•-SGA
-•-GARF
-•-DGA

Number of Selected Features

(e) 14_Tumor dataset.

Figure 3.15: Classification performance for different datasets.

3.6 Thesis Contribution-2: Enhanced Feature Selection
Algorithm Using Ant Colony Optimization
Ant colony optimization (ACO) is a promising approach to solve discrete optimization
problems. Although it was initially used to solve the well-known travelling salesman prob
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lem [83], ACO based feature selection has been adopted in dimensionality reduction prob
lems in a number of applications such as: image, speech, texture, and medical diagnostic
[359, 291, 379,

11,

375, 108, 132, 108, 310, 373]. The literature shows that ACO can achieve

better results than GA and PSO search algorithms. The performance of ACO depends on
the local measures used to update pheromone trials in Eq.2.20 as explained in Section
2.3.4.7. Different local measures have been implemented in the literature that include
Mutual Information (MI) and Fisher Discrimination Rate (FDR) [11, 375, 373, 107]. Mu
tual information based ACO algorithm is adapted from |11] as base line for comparison.
The theoretical background behind the method is well justified. The proposed method is
termed ACO Fuzzy hi order to distinguish it from the previous method which is based on
statistical mutual information.

3.6.1 Local measure estimation in ACO
In the ACO, the selection of next node (feature) is based on the following selection measure:
{Tjp(Llfj)K

sA/y

if i € Sj

(3.7)

YLg^Sj (Tg)r'(LIgJ )K

Otherwise

0

s
where LI A is the local importance of feature fx given subset Sj. The parameters i] and
K control the effect of trial intensity and local feature importance respectively, r is the
pheromone intensity as described in Section 2.3.4.7.
2

Llfj = I{C: fi) x

(3.8)

+ exp (—a x Df])

1

where
Dfj = min

fseSj

//(./)) - /(/,•/>)
H(fi)

The parameters a, /3, and

7

IS, I

E

fitSj

(3

(

nc-jijs)

y

\I(C;fi) + I(C-Js)J .

(3.9)

are constants, H(fi) is the entropy of fi, /(/); fs) is the

mutual information between fx and fs , I(C:f1) is the mutual information between the
class labels and fi, and \Sj\ is the cardinal of Sj.

3.6.1.1 Mutual information estimation
I11 the feature selection problem, only the relevant features are the main interest as they
provide important information about the output class. The amount of information that
a feature can provide can be measured by the mean of Shannon’s information theory and
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entropy [152]. That is, the Mutual Information (MI) between two random variables (X
and Y) measures the amount of information that can be predicted from X when Y is
known as in Eq.3.10-Eq.3.12. Theoretically,

I(X:Y) = H(X)-H(X\Y).

(3.10)

where H(X) is the entropy of X.
H{X) = —

J

P{x) log P(x)dx

I(X\Y)= j PXy(x,y)]og(TNE~)dxdy

(3-11)

(3.12)

Mutual information for discrete variables is measured through histograms [152] and
replacing the integral sign with summation entropy and mutual information. However, this
approach can be very expensive computationally and less reliable especially when dealing
with more than two variables. Nevertheless, the output of the previous statistical measure
can then summarize dependency between certain features and the output class, in addition
to relation between features. That is, a relevant feature X will provide a high mutual
information with output class C, while I(X:C) = 0 means that this features is irrelevant.
On the other hand, high Ml between two features (X and Y ) means highly dependent
features, while I(X;Y) = 0 means independent features. It is also worth mentioning that
previous idea was utilized by Battiti [28] to develop a mutual information feature selection
(MIFS) method. Another modified MIFS algorithm called Mutual Information Feature
Evaluation (MIFE) was developed by Al-Ani and Deriche [13] that takes into account the
interaction between features.
3.6.1.2 Improved local measure estimation
In information theory, the best way to estimate the information contents of any feature or
subset of features is through the use of the concepts of mutual information and entropies.
The known approach in literature for estimating the mentioned quantities employs the
concept of probabilities generated by histograms. However, sufficient conditions are re
quired on a histogram-based construction to guarantee a strong consistent estimate for
the MI. For example a small number of samples does not offer good approximation to the
empirical distributions 1308, 223]. Moreover,the computational cost for such probabilities
increases dramatically when dealing with high dimensional problem. Due to the nature of
most biosignals generated by the human body, a multi-channel approach to the problem is
usually adopted to provide more information. This however will increase the complexity
of the problem. The additional computational cost proposed by the statistical approach
will in turn decrease the chance for such systems to be clinically viable.
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As an alternative to statistical approach, we suggest the utilization of fuzzy logic in
the estimation of the pheromone intensities by estimating the information contents of
variables (features). The introduced method replaces mutual information in Eq.3.9 by
fast fuzzy set membership where the first term is represented by fuzzy correlation and the
second term by fuzzy membership function. Thus the importance of feature subsets is
estimated through the utilization of possibility approach instead of the probabilistic one.
A fuzzy set theory was introduced in 1965 [370, 59], as a generalization to classical set
theory. This was to accept intermediate values (partial membership) in order to apply a
more human-like way of thinking and facilitate computer programming; thus conventional
evaluations like true/false, yes/no, high low can be formulated mathematically [370]. In
pattern recognition, fuzzy clustering concept is utilized to deal with ambiguous belonging
of a pattern to a certain class. This allows pattern to belong simultaneously to more than
one cluster, where each cluster represents data with similar characteristic [331].Figure 3.16
shows two memberships function, the figure in the right represents a crisp membership
function, while the one in the left has a fuzzy membership, where any individual age has
membership with young (F), middle age (A/), and old (O) set. For example, let us consider
a 23 years old person then the membership (u) for each set will be as follows uy — 0.3
= 0.7 uo — 0- Another example of a fuzzy variable is the heart-beat of a person
ranging from 40 to 150 beats per minute, which can be described as slow, normal, or

uai

fast. Thus, fuzzy sets allow any pattern x^. £ 9?n to belong to several classes with varying
degrees. Let us assume ul ic £ [0. 1] is the membership grade of pattern x/,. in class The
membership of x/,. to all classes should sum up to 1. The fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm is
utilized to compute the membership of each feature and subset of features, thus replacing
the /(C; fi) and I{C\fs) by ncifi) and ^c(fs) that is the membership of feature fi and
subset fs in all classes. The entropy H(X) will be also replaced by fuzzy entropy FE(X).
The fuzzy c-means algorithm attempts to cluster measurement vectors by searching for
local minima within the generalized group sum of squared error functions (WGSSE). The
objective function (Jm) of the FCM was proposed by Trivedi and Bezdeck and is given by
1199]:

Young

Old

60

(b)

Figure 3.16: Membership function: a) Fuzzy b) Crisp.
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Jm(u, v) = ^2 X] (w**)m lXt “
fc=i *=i

v^|2

’

(3-13)

where
c
n

: is the number of classes,

nik

: is the membership grade of pattern Xk in class z,

*k
V;
m

: is the k'th measurement vector,

: is the number of patterns,
E 3?n,

: is the z’th centroid vector,
: is the fuzzification parameter that modifies the shape of the membership grades,
: is the product norm, i.e., \Q\\ = Qr AQ and A is a d x d positive definite matrix
where d is the dimension of the pattern vectors.

The cluster centroid v, can be set as the mean of class i (v; = YlkGA
where At
is the set of indices of the training patterns belonging to class z, and Nj is the number of
class i training patterns. For m - 1, the objective function Jm in Eq.3.13 is the classical
WGSSE function and the algorithm reduces to the crisp k-means clustering algorithm. For
m > 1 under the assumption that x^ v*, Jm(u, v) may be a local minima of Jm only if:
1/(m—1)~

uik

y- / llx^ ~ v?:||2
hi

Vllxfc- vjII2

(3.14)

The FCM algorithm computes the membership of each pattern in all clusters, where the
clusters are represented by centroid vectors ry, and then normalizes the membership of
each specific pattern Xk in all clusters. If this process is to be applied along each feature ft
rather than each pattern, we can easily get the membership of each feature in each cluster
dti(fj)- Now by simply summing the memberships of the feature in each of the clusters
we will end up with the total membership of the feature with all the clusters
The
value /Jcifs) representing the membership of each subset of features in all clusters can be
computed following the same approach. For the calculation of the fuzzy entropy we simply
follow the approach presented by Khushaba et al. [25]. From now on, we will use the term
match degree Dc instead of the probability that is given by:
Ec(fi)

Y.r:decl'c(fi)

(3.15)

Eq.3.15 means that the match degree Dc equals to the summation of membership of
feature fj in class c divided by the membership of feature /, in all C classes. The fuzzy
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entropy of the elements of class c is then equal to:
FEc = -Dclogc

(3.16)

In order to compute the entropy H(X), we then have to compute the fuzzy entropy along
the universal set.
C

(3.17)

FE = Y. FEc
C=

1

The above calculated terms are now normalized and simply used to replace Eq.3.9 with
the following:

mm
fseSj

\FE{ft) + FE(fs) - Corr{fi, /s)l
1
(
nc(fufs)
v~
FE(fi) + FE{h)
\ x \Sj\exp A KEc(fi) + Toils) J .
(3.18)

3.6.2 Experimental results on highly redundant data
A number of datasets has been considered in order to test the efficiency of the proposed
method. In the first experiment, the Madelon dataset is employed to study the search
performance when considering highly redundant and irrelevant feature space. The choice of
this dataset is based on the complexity associated with it. In this dataset, only five features
represent the informative features, whereas the other 495 features are either redundant or
irrelevant.

In this experiment, all methods are implemented using 500 iterations and

repeated for 20 runs. The first 2000 patterns were used for training and the rest 600
patterns for testing kNN classifier with 3 neighbours as suggested by the dataset creator.
Both ACO variants are implemented using the following parameters: number of ants = 50,
number of generations = 500, a=l, (3-- 1.65,

7-

3,

77=1,

K 1, p=0.85 (adopted from [11]).

Figure 3.17 shows that both ACO variants outperformed all other methods. Although
ACO Fuzzy has larger variance than original ACO, the results were more consistent with
less outlier points.
I11 order to test the statistical significance of the results achieved by the proposed
ACO Fuzzy method in Figure 3.17, the following pairwise measures were utilized:
• Win-tie-loss (WTL): This measure gives comparison between two feature selection
methods using three output values, which are the number of attempts in which the
first method presented better, equal, or worse performance than the second method.
• One-way analysis of variance test (ANOVA): I11 order to further test the sta
tistical significance, one-way ANOVA with the significance level set to 0.05 was im
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plemented between the testing results achieved by the proposed ACO Fuzzy and each
of the other methods.
The results for running the win-tie-loss and ANOVA tests are reported in Table 3.8.
The ANOVA test results clearly indicate the significance of the proposed ACOFuzzy hi
comparison to PTA, SGA and DE (p < 0.05). It also indicates no significance difference
between ACO Fuzzy and ACO (p = 0.2638). WTL results indicate preference of ACO Fuzzy
over all methods on different datasets as it is found to outperform other methods across
most of the runs.
92-

?9|>.
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SGA

DE

ACO

ACOFuzzv

PTA

Figure 3.17: Classification accuracy for Madelon dataset.

Table 3.8: Statistical significance test results of ACO Fuzzy against all other methods on
different datasets.
AGOFUzzy versus
ANOVA
WTL

SGA
0

29-0-1

DE
0.0234
19-1-10

ACO
0.2638
20-1-9

PTA
0

30-0-0

3.6.3 Experimental results on EEG datasets
The performance of the proposed method is also tested on EEG 1-dataset (see appendix for
data description). The number of desired features is set to

6

and 60 to test the convergence

using small feature set. The performance is also compared with the best result achieved by
genetic search based on LDA classifier as in the previous section. Both ANT variants are
implemented using the previous parameter but the number of generations is reduced to 250.
In the first case, dataset is implemented using 168 features that represent a reduced version
of WPT tree (EEG la-dataset). Results in Figure 3.18(a) show that ACO, ACO Fuzzy,
and DE provide similar convergence when selecting

6

features and achieving classification

accuracy close to (81%). In contrast, SGA shows a slower convergence and provides lower
performance (78%) (statistical ANOVA test in Table 3.9 shows a significant difference
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between SGA and all other methods, p<0.0001). On the other hand, DE outperforms all
other methods (except SGA) when selecting 60 features from the same dataset (there is
significant difference between DE and all other methods, p<0.0001). Additionally, ACO
and ACO Fuzzy provide similar convergence results that are also close to SGA. EEG lbdataset has also been considered to increase the problem complexity by including all WPT
tree features (1736 instead of 168 features). In the first case, when selecting

6

features (out

of 1736) all methods except SGA were able to find similar results to EEG la-dataset. The
performance of SGA was found to degrade as the search space was increased (Accuracy
=76%). Nonetheless, SGA managed to achieve better performance when selecting higher
number of features. This can be explained by reduced premature convergence effect when
selecting higher feature size.

140 150

140 150

Iteration Number

Iteration Number

(a) EEG la-dataset using 6 features.

(b) EEG la-dataset using 60 features

ACO

ACO

140 150

140 150
Iteration Number

Iteration Number

(c) EEG lb-dataset using 6 features.

(d) EEG lb-dataset using 60 features.

Figure 3.18: Convergence results on EEG 1-datasets.
Both ACO variants have also been compared to DE and SGA when selecting features
from a relatively small search space using EEG2-dataset based on several classifiers. Results
in Figure 3.19 show similarities between ACO variants. Although Table 3.10 shows no
significant difference between ACO and ACO Fuzzy, both variants are able to outperform
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SGA when selecting small number of features across kNN and LDA classifiers (p<0.01).
On the other hand, it also shows no significant difference between ACO variants arid DE
except when using /cNN classifier (p<0.02).
Table 3.9: Statistical significance test results on EEG 1-Dataset.
EEGla-Dataset (6 features,60 features)
DE
versus
SGA
ACO
ACO Fuzzy
SGA
(<0.0001,0.4885) (<0.0001,0.0683) (<0.0001,0.0441)
DE
(<0.0001,0.4885)
(0.9084,0.0044)
(0.7745,0.0050)
(0.9084,0.0044)
ACO
(<0.0001,0.0683)
(0.7745,0.0050)
(0.9084,0.0044)
(0.9084.0.0044)
ACO Fuzzy (<0.0001.0.0441)
EEGlb-Dataset (6 features,60 features)
versus
SGA
DE
ACO
ACO Fuzzy
(0.0557,0.9042)
SGA
(0.0116,0.3148)
(0.0180.0.9540)
DE
(0.5299,0.3212)
(0.0180,0.9540)
(0.2319,0.8498)
ACO
(0.5299,0.3212)
(0.5599,0.2174)
(0.0116,0.3148)
(0.0557,0.9042)
(0.2319,0.8498)
(0.5599,0.2174)
ACO Fuzzy
-
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79.8r

Iteration Number

Iteration Number

(a) LDA classification using 14 features.

(b) /cNN classification using 6 features.

□ 77.6

NO A

----- DE
----- ACO
----- ACO
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150
Iteration Number

(c) LIBLIN classification using 12 features.

Figure 3.19: Convergence results on EEG2-dataset.
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Table 3.10: Statistical significance test results on EEG2-Dat,aset.
SGA
DE
versus
ACO
ACO Fuzzy
SGA
0.0018 <0.0001
kNN
<0.0001
0.4361
0.0068
0.0081
LDA
0.9917
0.1999
0.2002
LIBLIN
DE
0.0018
0.0107
0.0109
kNN
LDA
0.4361
0.0513
0.0598
0.9917
0.2243
0.2244
LIBLIN
ACO
0.9953
kNN
<0.0001 0.0107
0.0068
0.0513
0.9326
LDA
LIBLIN
0.1999
0.2243
0.9978
kNN
<0.0001 0.0109
0.9953
AGO Fuzzy
0.9326
0.0081
LDA
0.0598
0.2002
0.2244
0.9978
LIBLIN
-

-

-

-

In summary, both original ACO and ACO Fuzzy algorithms provided close results using
almost all datasets. However, the strength of any feature selection algorithm is based on
the achieved accuracy and speed. Although they both achieved same accuracy, ACO Fuzzy
had a faster implementation. The time required to calculate mutual information and fuzzy
memberships and entropies used in Eq.3.9 and Eq.3.18 were tested using BCI dataset
with 168 features. The two methods were implemented using MATLAB run on a high
performance computing cluster 7. The total time required to evaluate these values were
3.52 and

6.8

seconds for the fuzzy approach and mutual information approach respectively.

Replacing the MI with the memberships of features reduced the time required to estimate
local measures in ACO (i.e. a time reduction of 47.46%) while maintaining the same
classification results.
In the next section, a modified Binary Particle Swarm Optimization that utilized fuzzy
mutual information (BPSOMI) will be introduced. The performance of ACO Fuzzy and
BPSOMI algorithms will be further studied on several datasets and compared with addi
tional search methods. Fuzzy mutual information will be used with both methods when
considering large datasets presented in the next section. This is done in order to reduce
the complexity and speed associated with statistical mutual information estimation. It is
also worth noting that DE algorithm showed very promising results which encouraged us
to further investigate and improve it as in Section 3.8.

7Univeristy of technology, Sydney (UTS) high performance computing linux cluster provides a high per
formance computing resource for all researchers within the Faculty of Engineering and Information
Technology.
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3.7 Thesis Contribution-3: A Novel Swarm Based Feature
Selection Algorithm with Fuzzy Information Estimation
In this section, a new feature selection algorithm based on a mixture of Binary Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm with the inclusion of the Fuzzy Mutual Information
(MI) measure is developed. The new method, called BPSOMI. is a mixture of filter and
wrapper approaches for feature selection. To explain the method, we start with a general
description of the PSO algorithm.

3.7.1 Particle swarm optimization
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population based stochastic optimization technique
developed by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 [91]. It mimics the behaviour of a swarm of
birds or a school of fish. If one of the particles discovers a good path to food then the rest
of the swarm will be able to follow instantly even if they are far away in the swarm. Swarm
behaviour is modelled by particles in multidimensional space that have two characteristics:
position and velocity. These particles wander around the hyperspace and remember the
best position that they have discovered. A particle’s position in the multi-dimensional space
represents one solution for the problem. They exchange information about good positions
to each other and adjust their own position and velocity with certain probabilities based
on these good positions. A binary version of the PSO algorithm is based on a very simple
modification of the real valued PSO. where a mapping from a given problem-domain to
a set of bit strings is implemented. In such a problem every bit represents an attribute.
A value of “1” means that the attribute is selected while a value of “O'1 means it is not
selected.
As explained in Section 2.3.4.9, during iterations each particle adjusts its own trajectory
in the space in order to move towards the best position and the global best.
done based on the following equations (derived from Eqs.2.27-2.28 in Section

This is

2.3.4.9

for

consistency and clarification):

Vij(t +

1) = W X vlj{t) + Cl X T\ X

s(vij)

ij

Xij

+ c2 x r2 X

gbestij -

1

(3.19)

(3.20)

1 + exp(-Vij)

if pij < s(vij) then xtJ(t) = 1; else xl3{t) =
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where :
i
: is the particle index,
j

: the current dimension under consideration,

Xij

: is the current state of the bit on the j’th dimension of individual i,

Vij

: is the velocity of the particle, or current probability

t

: is the current time step, and t — 1 is the previous time step.

w

: is the inertia weight

of deciding1,

ri and r2 are two random numbers uniformly distributed in the range (0.1), c\ and C2
are cognitive and social parameters respectively, Ibest is the local best position, the one
associated with the best fitness value the particle has achieved so far, and gbest is the
global best position, the one associated with the best fitness value found among all of the
particles, pij is a vector of random numbers drawn from a uniform distribution between
0 and 1. These formulas are iterated repeatedly over each dimension for each individual,
testing every time to see if the current value of Xij results in a better evaluation than
Ibestij, which will be updated if it does.

3.7.2

The proposed binary PSO algorithm

The proposed binary PSO algorithm (BPSOMI) combines the power of binary PSO and
the concept of fuzzy mutual information presented in the previous section. To guide the
search, a filter method based on mutual information is adopted. The binary PSO is used
to implement a wrapper feature selection using a suitable classifier. When the binary PSO
is applied to the feature selection problem, the number of the selected features must equal
to m. That is, the desired number of features, while each particle is represented with an
initial dimensionality, is equal to the total number of features. In order to explain how this
task is accomplished, let us consider the example shown in Figure 3.20 as explained below:
Assuming the total number of features to be eight (j 8), the generated probabilities
from Eq.3.20 above are sorted in a descending manner. A random vector with the same
dimensionality is generated. Then the sorted probabilities are compared with the randomly
generated vector according to Eq.3.21 above. The results are then mapped to the initial
probability vector to extract the indices of the selected features. The first member in the
comparison result refers to the feature with the highest probability, given as 0.987 in the
sorted probability vector. This in turn maps to the second location in the original vector
and so on. In order to extract only three features from the resultant subset {2, 7. 8, 4}, we
pick only the first three indices {2, 7, 8} and so on. If the number of selected features is not
equal to m, we simply multiply the randomly generated numbers by a factor e (e < 1). This
is done as an attempt to reduce the threshold and therefore selecting more features. Hence,
this approach forms a kind of constraint and will guarantee that the PSO will produce the
desired number of features. The following parameters are used in the algorithm:
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Probabilities s(v)

|
0.897

0.687

0.581

0.581 ,„ 0.451
0.987
0.897
0.687
0.652
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------j
1

0.123

0.110 |

0.652

0.987

0.123

Sorted Probabilities

0.451 _

0.110

|

' f

|

If rand < Sorted s(v)
then x=l
else x=0

Randomly Generated No.
0.814

0.905

0.127

0.162

0.913

' 0.097

0.278

0.546 1

Crossover Results
10

10

1

1

0

oh

]
Resulting Subset = {2,7,8,4}

Position in the original probability vector s(v)
if we need only three features, then pick the
first three only i.e., {2,7,8}

Figure 3.20: BPSOMI forming a reduced feature space.

Given :
n
: Number of features that constitute the original set,
m
up

: Desired number of the features to be selected,
: Number of particles through the feature space,

SAT
Sj

: Importance of the generated subset (explained later),
: A list, that contains the selected feature subset for particle j, i.e., S3 {si,
For example if x3 = 1001011 then the indices selected are Sj {1,4, 6,7}
which basically represent the features selected by particle j,

PL

: List of the previously tested subsets,

A flowchart of the general steps of the algorithm is given in Figure 3.22. The detailed
description of the algorithm steps is listed below:
1. Initialization:
• Set the values of c\, C2, and w (w usually decreases from 0.9 to 0.4).
• Define the maximum number of iterations (MAXiter).
• Define the maximum velocity Vmax.
2. In the first iteration,
• Randomly assign subsets of m features to Xj.
• Randomly initialize the velocity matrix to values in the range [0, 1].
• Estimate the Mean Square Error (MSE) of subset Sj.
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• Assign the obtained result by particle j as its local best (Ibest) and determine
the global best particle (gbest).
3. For j =

1

to up.

• Apply Eq.3.19 mentioned earlier to compute new velocities.
• Estimate the Mean Square Error (MSE) of the classification results of Sj.
• Compare the current fitness (error) achieved by each particle at iteration t with
the fitness of the solution stored in its local best memory Ibest. If the new
solution achieved better fitness, replace it with the old one.
4. Working on the solutions stored in the local memory West, keep m — p features of
West, where p < m. The remaining p features are to be found using the following
theoretical approach.
• Select the remaining p features for each particle.
• For mm = rn - p +

1

to m.

— For j = 1 to np,
* Given subset Sj which contains (m — p) features, choose feature /) that
s
.
maximizes the Selection Measure, SMr \ as given below.
SM?J =aix(+a2x (
~D -] +a3x (1---------2
l
I
2 yPD + NDj
y max(PD + ND) J
(3.22)

where ai, a2: and a3 are constants and ICSxi is the local importance
of feature /, given the subset Sj, this is measured by the fuzzy mutual
information measure presented in Section 3.6. At the beginning of the
search, mutual information measures are calculated once for a given
dataset and stored to be used in subsequent search steps. The above
ICSx.i value is defined as:
ICSxi = I(C; /,) x —---- ------ — - 1,
1 + exp(-aD)

(3.23)

and D is defined as in Eq.3.18. In this case ft represents a candidate
feature, while fj is a feature that is already in Sj. In addition we
suggest the use of the positive and negative distribution factors (PD
and ND respectively). PD is the positive distribution factor that is
computed from the subsets achieving an accuracy greater than the av
erage accuracy of all subsets, whereas ND is computed from the subsets
achieving an accuracy lower than the average accuracy of all subsets.
This is shown schematically in Figure 3.21 with the light grey region
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representing elements achieving less error than the average error values,
and the dark grey region is representing elements achieving higher error
rates than the average.
Fit (Error)
3
2
1

4
10
17
16
9
14
13

Population
Positive Distribution (PD)

110 10 10
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 11111
10 10 110
0 0 0 1 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1
1110 0 11
0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 110 110
10 10 0 11
V
.................... J

PD =

4 1 2 2 2 3 1

10101010101010

Negative Distribution (ND)
ND »

2 3 3 1 2 5 4
10 101010101010

Figure 3.21: BPSOMI forming a reduced feature space.

* Augment the selected feature fi, to Sj, Sj ~ Sj

U

{fi}.

5. Evaluate the subsets generated by modifying the particle’s solution in the Ibest mem
ory using a chosen classification algorithm:
• For j =

1

to np,

Estimate the Mean Square Error (MSEj) of the classification results ob
tained by classifying the features of Sj.
- Compare the current fitness achieved by the solution generated using
Eq.3.22 with the fitness of the solution stored in the Ibest memory and
replace old one if the new solution achieves better fitness.
• Sort the subsets according to their AISE. Update the minimum AISE (global
fitness) if achieved by any particle, and store the corresponding subset of fea
tures.
• Update the list of the previously tested subsets. PL

|PL ; Sj], where (j

1 :np).
6.

If the number of iterations is less than the maximum number of iterations (MAXiter),
then go to step 3.

The rationale behind Eq.3.22 is to replace part of the solutions stored in the Ibest memory
according to two measures: the fuzzy mutual information and the estimation of features
distribution. The fuzzy mutual information measure will build on the achieved solution
by considering features that interact well with the already selected ones. Hence, it will
enhance the chance of finding “good” solutions. The PD (PD+ND) factor indicates the
degree to which the features contribute in forming good subsets. Here, PD is computed
from the subsets with less fitness than the average fitness of previously tested subsets PL.
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On the other hand, the last term in Eq.3.22 aims at favouring exploration; the term will
be close to

1

if the overall usage of fL is very low.

Figure 3.22: A flowchart of the proposed BPSOMI algorithm.

3.7.3 Experimental results
Three sets of experiments are conducted to test the performance of the proposed algorithm
with SGA and an improved binary PSO variant (IBPSO) [64]. This improved variant retires
gbest after getting stuck in a specific solution for a certain number of iterations. This thesis
uses IBPSO implementation that retires gbest if there is no improvement after 5 iterations
as suggested by [64],
In the first experiment, the convergence of the proposed method is studied on the MadeIon dataset. The dataset will help to investigate search performance when considering
highly redundant and irrelevant features. It is worth mentioning that both pattern and
initial population are randomized for each run. Additionally, all search methods start
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with the same initial population to provide a fair comparison. Results in Figure 3.23
show that the worst performance was achieved by SGA and BPSO (around 89.8% and
90.0%) respectively) while IBPSO and BPSOMI achieved classification accuracy of 91.1%
and 91.3% respectively. Although BPSO achieved the worst performance, it was able to
achieve its best performance (89.9%) in about 100 iterations while SGA required additional
400 iterations to achieve the same accuracy. On the other hand, IBPSO and BPSOMI out
performed SGA and BPSO achieving best performance only after 100 iterations. However,
it is worth mentioning that BPSOMI achieved best convergence results when considering
lower iteration number as low as 50.

SGA
BPSO
IBPSO
BPSOMI

SCA

BPSO

IBPSO

iteration Number

(a) Boxplot results.

(b) Convergance results.

Figure 3.23: Madelon results using BPSOMI.
In the second experiment, the performance of BPSOMI is compared with the previous
search methods when selecting different feature sizes on EEG la-dataset. The number of
selected features was varied between

6

and 60 with similar initialization as in the previous

experiment. The performance of BPSOMI is presented in Figure 3.24.

It shows that

BPSOMI provides results similar to other BPSO variants when selecting a small number
of features. However, as the number of features increases the proposed method starts to
outperform all other BPSO variants. On the other hand, all BPSO variants were able
to achieve better result than SGA when selecting small number of features. However,
the performance of GA is dramatically improved as the number of features increases and
outperforms all BPSO variants in some cases. For example, the best performance was
achieved by SGA using LDA classifier (89.5%) with 60 features while the second best is
achieved by BPSOMI (87.9%) with 45 features.
Convergence of BPSOMI is presented in Figures 3.25(a-d). The figures provide results
relating to EEGla-dataset (selecting
dataset (selecting

6

6

and 60 features out of 168 features) and EEGlb-

and 60 features out of 1736 features) respectively. LDA classification
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-■-SGA

-■ - SGA

-•- BPSOMI

-♦-BPSOMI

-•-IBPSO

-•-BPSO
IBPSO

-■-BPSO

No. of Selected Features

No. of Selected Features

(a) LDA Classification.

(b) Linear SVM Classification.

-■ -SGA
-•-IBPSO
-•-BPSO
-•-BPSOMI

No. of Selected Features

(c) /cNN Classification.

Figure 3.24: EEGla-dataset results using BPSOMI.
was adopted as it provided the best classification in the previous experiment. DE and
ANT have been also included to provide a wider comparison between methods. Statistical
significant of BPSOMI is studied using ANOVA and WTL relating to selection of 60
features from both EEGla-dataset and EEG lb-dataset using 150 iterations as illustrated in
Table 3.11. Results in general proved the statistical significance of BPSOMI results against
BPSO and IBPSO. It was also found that DE and ANT outperformed all BPSO variants8.
Figure 3.25 also shows that BPSOMI has a very fast convergence in the early stage of
search (less than 20 iterations). This can be explained on the basis of mutual information
pull towards the best solution. However, this may also lead to premature convergence
in the later stage as the search is guided by mutual information and feature distribution
measures. Consequently, feature exploration might be reduced due to a decrease in the
extent of randomness and not allowing additional random solution to evolve towards a
better search area.

''ANOVA results show significant difference between the methods (p<0.006).
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(a) EEGla-dataset using 6 features.

(b) EEGla-dataset using 60 features.
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—
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Iteration Number

80

140 150
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(c) EEG lb-dataset using 6 features.

(d) EEG lb-dataset using 60 features.

Figure 3.25: Convergance results on EEG 1-datasets.
Table 3.11: Statistical significance test results of BPSOMI against all other methods on
EEG 1-dataset when selecting 60 features
BPSOMI versus

SGA

BPSO

IBPSO

DE

ANT

EEGla
ANOVA
WTL

0.090
4-2-14

0.045
18-2-0

0.009
19-1-0

0

0-1-19

0.006
1-3-16

EEG lb
ANOVA
WTL

0.068
4-3-13

0.142
13-3-4

0.0321
15-1-4

0-3-17

0

0.008
4-0-16

The performance of all Binary PSO variants has also been investigated using a relatively
small search space on EEG2-dataset9 where several classifiers were employed. As BPSO
variants provided very close results over all feature sizes, the convergence is studied using
'refer to appendix for data description
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a specific number of selected features for each classifier. The size of subset was chosen
based on best classification accuracy achieved by SGA (i.e.,

6,

12, and 14 using kNN,

LJBLIN, and LDA). All BPSO variants were able to achieve same results with 150 iterations
and outperformed SGA as illustrated in Figure 3.26. However BPSOMI had the best
convergence results taken into consideration lower iteration number (as low as

20).

BPSO

------- BPSO

IBPSO

------- IBPSO

BPSOMI

------- BPSOMI

SGA

------- SGA

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

Iteration Number

Iteration Number

(a) LDA Classification.

(b) LIBLIN Classification.

------- BPSO
------- IBPSO
------- BPSOMI
------- SGA

0

10

20

30 40

50 60

70

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

Iteration Number

(c) /cNN Classification.

Figure 3.26: EEG2-dataset convergance results using BPSOMI.
In summary, the rationale behind the enhanced performance of BPSOMI method is
due to the fact that the mutual information measure directs the swarm into the area of
promising solutions (i.e. features that best interact together). The swarm would then
employ the distribution factors along with its internal search capabilities to quickly reach
the optimal solution.
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3.8 Thesis Contribution-4: Selection of Relevant Feature
Subsets using Differential Evolution (DEFSy/)
Differential evolution (DE) is a stochastic optimization method that has recently attracted
an increased attention [271]. It is a simple population-based optimizer that encodes all
the parameters as floating-point numbers and manipulates them with arithmetic operators
[318]. Despite ease of its use, low computational complexity and good convergence capa
bility, DE has not been thoroughly investigated in the feature selection problem [181]. The
reader can refer to Section 2.3.4.8 for details of DE implementation. Given the floating
point nature of the optimized parameters in DE, the application of DE in combinatorial
problems like feature selection is not a direct process. Khushaba et al. [181] developed a
feature subset selection algorithm using DE (denoted as DEFSo) based on a roulette wheel
structure and a statistical repair mechanism that is used to avoid duplications of features
when rounding up the floating-point solutions of DE. Two feature distribution measures
were developed and updated within each iteration with the DEFSo proving successful on
different datasets. However, the DEFSo lacks the ability to discover the optimal feature
subset size. This is because its functionality is mainly limited to selecting feature subsets
with a pre-defmed cardinality.
The first version of the proposed algorithm requires the desired number of features
(), i.e., size of the feature subset, to be specified by the user. Number of wheels
equal to D^f will be constructed. Initially, features are randomly distributed among the
wheels so that each feature can only exist in one of the wheels. This will ensure that
a feature will not be duplicated in the same subset and most importantly will lead to a
noticeable shrink in the search space. For example, let us assume that the size of the
original feature set Np = 62 and the desired subset size D^f = 4. Then four wheels
will be constructed. Two will have 16 features, while the other two will have 15 features,
as shown in Figure 3.27(a). Thus, Nfw, which represents the number of features in each
wheel, will be Nfw = {16,16,15,15}.
The objective now is to search for the subset S = {/i, /2, /3, ,/i} that best discriminates
between patterns according to their target classes. Note that each of the four features is
selected from its corresponding wheel, i.e, f\ can only be selected from the features of wheel
one. A DE-based feature selection algorithm is developed to search through the feature
space. Like nearly all Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs), the proposed algorithm performs
as a population-based optimizer. It attacks the starting point problem by sampling the
objective function at multiple, randomly chosen initial points. The number of points is
equal to the population size (Arp). Thus, an initial population matrix of size (Np x Dyyp)
containing Np randomly chosen initial vectors, Xj, is created, where 1 < i < Np, and the
dimension of the feature vector D — D^f- For example, xi = {7.20.12.48,3.76,7.68} and
X2 = {16.08, 3.89. 5.52,12.9}. represent possible vectors for two members of the population.
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Figure 3.27: Wheels constructed to select subsets of size 4 from the original set of 62
features.
In fact, Xjj can have any value in the range [0.5,
rounded, it will produce an integer that ranges between

+ 0.5]. When the number is
1

and Npw(j\, which represents

a feature index for wheel j. To illustrate this point, rounding vector xi will produce the
integer vector {7,12.4,8}. Resulting vector represents features {12.22.57,11} based on
the wheels structure shown in Figure 3.27(a). A flowchart of the algorithm is shown in
Figure 3.28. The algorithm is implemented as follows:
1. Randomly distribute features among the wheels, set g = 0
2. Randomly generate the vectors of the first generation and produce the corresponding
subset for each member of the population
3. Evaluate the subsets and find the k best ones (denoted as the "leaders" of the current
generation)
4. For each member of the population i
• For each wheel, j, determine whether to perform uniform crossover or differential
combination by evaluating the following formula: rand(0,1) < Pco, where Pco
is crossover probability as defined previously
• To implement differential combination (according to Eq.

2.23), choose two

members of the population, other than i. The first member is randomly chosen
from the k best members, while the other is randomly chosen from the whole
population. Let us refer to the two members as m and n. The value of vj^ will
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be calculated according to the equation Vj^ - Xjj + F x (xjm — XjM)
• Otherwise, to perform uniform crossover, assign vh% = Xjj, where l is one ran
domly chosen member of the best k subsets predefined in step 3 (selected using
a roulette wheel approach)
• Check the wheel boundaries as follows:
vj,i

Vj,i ~ NFw{j)
Vj,i + NFw{j)

if vj,i > NfwU) + 0-5
if Vj,i <0.5

(3.24)

• Identify the features of the newly generated subset, then evaluate the subset
• If the newly generated subset achieved a lower fitness than the old one, then
assign

x,

=

Vj,

otherwise keep

x,

unchanged

5. Go to step 4 until a certain number of iterations (iter) is reached
6.

Fix the features of the k best subsets in their corresponding wheels. Randomly
distribute the rest of features among the D wheels

7. Randomly assign real values to the Np — k vectors and evaluate the fitness of their
corresponding subsets
8.

g

g +

1

(to indicate number of times features have been re-distributed among

wheels)
9. If g < G. then go to step 4, otherwise stop, where G is the maximum allowed number
for re-distribution of features. Accordingly, the total number of iterations (Xfier) is
calculated as follows: Titer = G x iter
The use of both uniform crossover and differential combination operators enhances the
search through proper exploration and exploitation of the restricted search space (according
to the current wheel distribution). Distributing the original features among a number of
wheels can lead to a noticeable reduction in the search space. Considering the example
discussed earlier, fi is selected from the first wheel, which consists of 16 features, i.e., a
search space that is remarkably smaller than the original feature space. This attribute
becomes more useful as the size of the original feature set gets bigger.
The rationale behind the re-distribution of features among the wheels is to enhance the
global exploration of the search space. It also enables the algorithm to deal with the case
where more than one of the important features is stuck in the same wheel. For instance,
consider that subset {4,11. 14, 39} is the one containing four features out of the original 62
features in our example shown in Figure 3.27. It may be noted that features 4, 11 and 39
were originally located in wheel 4. Hence they cannot be used together to form a subset
with another feature (recall that for a given subset, only one feature is selected from each
wheel). Let us presume that when the algorithm reached step
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Initialize DEFSw Parameters:
No. of
Wheel(=DA/f),

NFw, NP, iter, CO, G and

i
Randomly distribute features
among the wheels and set
gto 0

I
Randomly generate Np vectors
for the first generation

4
Extract correspondent xi
subsets from the wheels

I
Evaluate the subsets and
define the best k leaders

^ For each population member i
and wheel j generate rand(0,l)

Perform a uniform crossover
with one of the best k leaders

^

If rand(0,l)-CO

^

Perform a differential
Yes ^ evolution with one of k leaders
and another random
population member.

Identify and evaluate the
newly generated subset

If new fitness
is better

Keep original subset

Yes

Replace with original subset

If iter is
reached
Yes

Fix the features of the k best
subsets in their corresponding
wheels

4
Randomly distribute the rest
of features among the wheels
g=g+l

4
Randomly assign real values to
the NP-k vectors

i
Evaluate the
fitness of their corresponding
subsets

---------

If g£ G

-----►

Stop

Figure 3.28: Flowchart of the proposed DEFSur algorithm.
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was assigned a value of 3) were: {12,56,9,11}, {12,56, 14,60} and {61,56,37,60}. These
features were not allowed to move to another wheel. However the remaining features were
randomly distributed among the four wheels. This process would lead to the formation of
new wheels as shown in Figure 3.27(b). Note that features that formed the k best subsets
are distinguished from the rest using a bold font. The algorithm would then use the new
wheels and perform the search again to explore new regions of the search space. In such
a case, it is possible for features 4, 11 and 39 to be members of the same subset. Hence,
the optimal subset can be found using the new wheels when step

6

is reached, as shown

in Figure 3.27(c). In other words, the redistribution of features helps in avoiding local
minima, as it allows the exploration of new regions of the search space.

3.8.1 Selection of subsets using an upper subset size limit
For a number of problems, the user may not be able to specify the desired number of
features to be selected. Rather he/she may only be able to provide an “upper limit”. For
instance, if Np is the number of features in the original feature set, then the user may
choose an upper limit Up < Np/2. This is because selecting a number higher than Np/2
would question the need for feature selection. We present here an extension to the DEFSvv
algorithm to deal with this case. The algorithm would search for subsets of size that is less
than or equal to Up. For the example presented in the previous section, we set Up =

6.

The wheels are quite similar to those used in the previous section. The only difference is
the use of an additional feature, which we call the “imaginary feature” or “feature number
0”. Hence, the original 62 features are now distributed among

6

wheels. Each wheel would

also include the “imaginary feature” as shown in Figure 3.29(a).
It can be seen that wheels 1 and 2 consist of 12 features, while the rest of the wheels
consist of 11 features. The imaginary feature is placed in the last slot of each wheel.
If vector x, = {5.37,11.91,2.33,7.18,11.27,1.84}, then according to Figure 3.29(a), the
produced feature subset is: {21,0,33,3,0,35}. We can notice that the imaginary feature
is selected to represent wheels 2 and 5. This would reduce the subset to {21, 33, 3, 35}. i.e.,
shrink its size to 4.
The steps of the algorithm are quite similar to those described in the previous section.
The main difference between the two versions is the inclusion of the imaginary feature and
its impact on wheels and the selected subsets. Let us presume that the 3 best subsets found
by the algorithm when it reached step 6 were: {34.0,16, 0. 2. 24}, {34. 0.16, 59. 2, 31} and
{34.0.42,59,2.24}, with sizes of 4, 5 and 5 respectively. This suggests that subsets of
different sizes may be found by the different members of the population. Step

6

is replaced

by the following:
• Fix the imaginary feature and features of the k best subsets in their corresponding
wheels. Randomly distribute the rest of features among the D wheels.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.29: Wheels constructed to select subsets of size

6

or less (Ui = 6).

This revised step guarantees that each wheel will always have one imaginary feature.
The new wheels are shown in Figure 3.29(b). Finally, in order to encourage the selection
of smaller subsets, a penalty may be added to the fitness function that is proportional to
the size of the selected feature subset.

3.8.2 Experimental results
Various experiments with different datasets were conducted to test the performance of the
two versions of the proposed DEFSw. Both the constrained version (that searches for
the best subset of a predefined size) and the non-constrained version (that automatically
determines the optimal subset size, which will be smaller than the provided upper limit)
are considered. The performance of the proposed DEFSiy will lie evaluated against SGA,
HGA. BPSO, IBPSO. DE. and ACO.
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In the first experiment, the Madelon dataset from the UCI repository was chosen to
test the performance of the different methods on datasets with large degree of redundancy
among the original features. It is a two-class classification problem with sparse binary
input features. There are 500 features in this dataset from which only 5 are useful and the
rest are either redundant or irrelevant. The original contributors of this dataset subdivided
the data into a training set consisting of

2000

patterns, and a validation set that contains

the remaining 600 patterns (see [130] for more details). A /cNN classifier with k = 3 was
utilized to evaluate the fitness of candidate feature subsets.
In the first part of the first experiment, the ANT, HGA and DEFSo, which do not
have lion-constrained versions, as well as the constrained versions of DEFSw, SGA, BPSO
and IBPSO were used to search for the best subset of five features. The population size
of all methods was fixed to 50 in this and all other experiments presented in this study.
The maximum number of iterations was fixed to 560 for all methods, which represented the
stopping criterion. For DEFSjy, 5 wheels were used and features were re-distributed among
the wheels

8

times (G = 8), wherein each time the number of iterations (iter) was set to

70. The averaged classification accuracies achieved by these methods across thirty runs
are illustrated using a box plot as shown in Figure 3.30(a) (For each run they all started
from the same initial population). The results can be roughly categorized into two main
groups. The first group includes DEFSw, DEFSo, ANT, HGA, and IBPSO. Although
ANT seems to provide better performance than all other methods, statistical ANOVA
test shows the difference is not significant with DEFSvv, DEFSo and IBPSO (p 0.15,
0.20 and 0.42 respectively). Additionally, the ANT requires the estimation and storage of
mutual information between each pair of features and the target classes, which increases
the computational cost and memory requirement. HGA also achieved a relatively good
performance with very low variance. This can be due to sequential local search, where
for each run the algorithm usually converges to a similar solution.

However, HGA is

computationally far more demanding to run than all other methods, including ANT. This
is due to its local search that requires the evaluation of a new subset using the adopted
classifier for each addition/removal of a feature to the current subset. Thus, we decided
to restrict the number of subsets to be evaluated to ten times the number of subsets
evaluated using SGA; if not so restricted the execution time can be higher than that of
other methods. The performance of DEFSw, DEFSo and IBPSO can be considered to be
acceptable considering their limited computational and memory requirements. The second
group including SGA and BPSO exhibited on average lower classification results 10. The
results also suggested that the performance of SGA and BPSO might be sensitive to the
initial population when dealing with large feature sets with highly redundant and irrelevant
features. Thus both SGA and BPSO might easily get trapped into local minima.
In the second part of the first experiment, the lion-constrained versions of DEFSw,
10ANOVA results show significance difference with all methods (p <0.00001).
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BPSO. IBPSO and SGA were applied to the Madelon dataset to search for the best feature
subset that can have any size less than 150 (upper limit). The averaged classification
results over each iteration are shown in Figure 3.30(b). The results once again prove the
effectiveness of the proposed DEFSw in comparison to the other methods achieving best
classification accuracy

. It is important to note that the average size of the best subset

for the four methods are 17, 6.

6

and 33 for DEFSw, BPSO, IBPSO and SGA respectively.

Despite the fact that BPSO and IBPSO were closer to the correct number of features (5
features), their performance was not as good as that of DEFSu- SGA on the other hand
failed to find the correct subset size and its performance was clearly worse than the other
three methods.

--DEFS

DEFSW

DEFSO

ANT

Iteration Number

(a) Constrained feature selection.

(b) Non-constrained feature selection.

Figure 3.30: Performance of different constrained and non-constrained feature selection
methods on the Madelon dataset.
In the second experiment, EEG datasets have been considered to study the performance
of DEFSw on multidimensional data. In the first case, EEGla-dataset is utilised to select
features between 6 and 60. Although Figure 3.31 shows that DEFSw achieved similar
results to original DEFSo and ANT, DEFSw significantly outperformed all other search
methods across all classifiers as shown in Table 3.12 (p > 0.05 in most cases when se
lecting 12, 30 and 60 features). Therefore in order to further investigate these finding,
EEGlb-dataset was utilised to study the effect of increasing feature space from 168 to
1736 as explained in Section 3.6.3. Results in Fiqure 3.32 show the convergence of both
DEFS variants with SGA when selecting

6

and 60 features using LDA classifier in EEGlb-

Dataset. Selecting feature subset with

6

variables were chosen to study the difference

between selecting small subset from different feature spaces, whilst selecting 60 features
was based on the best classification performance achieved on the previous experiment. Fig-11
11 ANOVA results show significance difference with SGA, BPSO and IBPSO (p 0.002, 0.018 and 0.021
respectively).
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ure 3.32 shows that SGA and BPSO variant provide the worst result when selecting small
number of features from a relatively large search space. Additionally, DEFSw was able to
achieve best classification (81.2%) followed by ANT and DEFSo (80.9% and 80.3% respec
tively). On the other hand SGA showed some improvement when selecting higher number
of features (88.4%). However DEFSw, DEFSo and ANT maintained their performance
by achieving the best classification accuracy (90.7%, 89.7%, and 89.1% respectively). The
slow convergence of DEFSw can be justified by the wheel structure algorithm that pro
vides small amount of improvement rather than a big jump in order to avoid trapping in
the local minima.

* ' -o

-•-SGA
-♦-defsxn
BPSO
-♦-IBPSO
-*-DEFSo
—•— ACO
-♦-HGA

No. of SelecCed Features

No. of Selected Features

(b) LIBL1N Classification.

(a) LDA Classification.

No. of Selected Features

(c) fcNN Classification.

Figure 3.31: EEGla-dataset results using selected number of features.
In the third experiment, datasets with large number of features, ranging from hundreds
to thousands were utilized. Details of these datasets are given in Table 3.13.
Due to the small number of samples associated with the above mentioned datasets, a
10-fold

cross validation technique was used during the experiment and the classifier was a
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Table 3.12: Statistical significance test results of DEFSw against
EEGla-dataset when selecting 12, 30 and 60 features
DEFSvp versus
SGA
BPSO
IBPSO DEFSo
LDA
0.8952
12 featuers
<0.0001
0.0317
0.0040
ANN
0.0012
0.1052
0.0007
0.151
LIBLIN
0.0014
0.0136
0.0002
0.7085
30 featuers
LDA
0.1683
0.0001
<0.0001 <0.0001
ANN
0.0021
0.4689
<0.0001 <0.0001
0.7692
LIBLIN
0.0015
0.0002
<0.0001
LDA
60 featuers
0.0031
0.8869
<0.0001 <0.0001
ANN
0.6844
0.0013
<0.0001 <0.0001
LIBLIN
0.0811
0.0241
0.8738
<0.0001

all other methods on
ACO
0.0619
0.7517
0.0397
0.0285
0.5489
0.0553
0.0114
0.5497
0.6263

HGA
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

- 86

------- SGA

------- SGA

------- DEFS{)

60

80

------- DEFS

------- ANT

------- ANT

------- BPSO

------- BPSO

------- IBPSO

------- IBPSO

-..DEFS

------- DEFS,,

140 150

140 150

Iteration Number

Iteration Number

(a) EEGlb-dataset using 6 features.

(b) EEG lb-dataset, using 60 features

Figure 3.32: Convergence results on EEG lb-datasets.
Table 3.13: Description of the datasets employed.
Dataset

# Features

# Classes

# Samples

Lung
Colon
Lymphoma
Leukemia 1
9 Tumors
Brain Tumor 1
Brain Tumor2
Prostate Tumor

325
2000
4026
5327
5726
5920
10367
10509

7
2
9
3
9
5
4
2

73
62
96
72
60
90
50
102

multi-class linear SVM 12. Since the appropriate size of the most predictive feature subset
is unknown, the desired number of features was varied between 5 and 50 with a 5 step
increment. In the first three datasets the performance of some of the methods was close
to

100%

using only 25 features. Thus there was no need to continue to 50 features. All

r2Multi-elass linear SVM classifier obtained from (http:
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previously mentioned methods were used to search for the most important feature subsets
of predefined sizes. Each experiment was repeated 10 times. In each run all methods
started from the same initial population. A predefined maximum number of iterations,
which was set to 200, was used in all methods as the stopping criterion. The performance
of constrained methods when selecting predefined subset sizes is illustrated in Figures 3.33
3.35. It can be seen that near perfect performance was achieved by a number of methods
for certain datasets. For the particular dataset of Leukemial, it was indicated in 1121 ] that
it would be possible to achieve

100%

accuracy if we ranked all the features according to

their degree of correlation with the target classes and formed a subset using the first 50
features. Feature selection on the other hand enabled us to achieve the same performance
using less than 10 features, as shown in Figure 3.35(d).
The results can be categorized, according to the performance of the different methods,
into two main categories: the first is occupied by DEFSw and DEFSo, while the second
is occupied by the SGA, BPSO, IBPSO. On the other hand, the performance of the ANT
and HGA methods can be seen to be floating between the two categories. Despite the
“on average” good performance of the ANT method in comparison to SGA, BPSO and
IBPSO, the relatively high computational and memory requirements of the method can be
a major drawback. Like the ANT method, HGA also showed a high degree of fluctuation
in performance between the different datasets. As mentioned earlier, we restricted the
number of subsets that were evaluated to be

10

times the number of subsets evaluated by

SGA (10X). This produced good results for some datasets. In fact, for the two datasets
of lung and colon, which have smaller number of features than the other datasets, the
performance of HGA was slightly better than the other methods. However, for other
datasets restricting the number of evaluated subsets to (10X) produced results that were
worse than the other methods. Hence, this number was increased to (50X) but it was
still not enough to achieve a comparable performance to that of DEFSw and DEFSo.
The figures also show that for some datasets the performance of HGA degrades as
increases. This can be due to the effect of local search, which becomes less reliable when
searching for larger subsets. It is also clear that for almost all datasets the performance of
BPSO and IBPSO methods are quite similar. The performance of SGA on the other hand
is close to BPSO variants in some datasets and a slightly worse in others. On the average,
DEFSiv and DEFSo outperformed all other methods. DEFSiy showed more consistent
performance across all datasets. One can notice the difference in performance between
the two methods when applied to the 9_Tumors dataset. It is important to note that
DEFSo builds an estimation vector of probabilities and updates it within each iteration to
replace duplicated features. However, it is still not as computationally demanding as the
ANT algorithm. On the other hand, DEFS, SGA. BPSO, and IBSPO do not require any
re-estimation of information contents. This gives DEFSur an advantage over both DEFSo
and ANT, where with reduced memory requirement, it almost always demonstrated the
best, or near the best performance.
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-♦-IBPSO
DEFSQ

Number of Selected Features

Number of Selected Features

(a) Colon dataset results.

(b) Lung datasetresults.

Number of Selected Features

Number of Selected Features

(d) Leukemia! dataset results.

(c) Lymphoma dataset results.

-•- HGA(IOX)
H(iA(50X)

“♦- HGA(SOX)
Number of Selected Features

Number of Selected Features

(e) Brain Tumorl dataset results.

(f) Brain_Tumor2 dataset results.

Figure 3.33: Average classification accuracies across thirty runs for each subset size across
different datasets.
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-♦-IBPSO

DEFS

Number of Selected Features

Number of Selected Features

(a) Prostate _ Tumor dataset results.

(b) 9_Tumors dataset results.

Figure 3.34: Average classification accuracies across thirty runs for each subset size across
different datasets.
The non-constrained versions of DEFSvv, BPSO, IBPSO and SGA were employed in
order to investigate their performance in situations the desired number of features was not
specified. However, an upper limit subset size was applied to all methods, which was set
to 150 for all considered datasets. A penalty term was introduced into the fitness function
to favour the selection of smaller subsets. The results of running the above mentioned
methods on the last four datasets from Table 3.13 (the largest four) are shown in Figure
3.35l/!. The results prove the effectiveness of the proposed DEFSyy in comparison to SGA,
BPSO. and IBPSO. DEFSw is the only method that did not achieve a lower accuracy
in all four datasets when compared to its constrained counterpart. For the particular
dataset of Brain_Tumor2, it achieved a classification accuracy of 100% with 0.0 standard
deviation. This proves the consistency and the significance of DEFSw in selecting good
feature subsets. On the other hand, the performance of the non-constrained SGA, BPSO
and IBPSO was worse than their constrained counterparts in at least one dataset. The
results also suggest that the non-constrained version of SGA outperformed both of BPSO
and IBPSO in many cases.

This is justifiable; it is known in the literature that the

performance of BPSO tends to degrade as the size of the feature subset gets large (which
is the case in this experiment, as both BPSO and IBPSO gets stuck with relatively large
size subsets in many cases), and that BPSO may get trapped in local minima as proved
by Van Der Berg [35].
In order to test the statistical significance of the results achieved by the proposed DEFSyy
method in Figure 3.35, ANOVA and win-tie-loss (WTL) measures are utilized. The results
for running the win-tie-loss and ANOVA tests are reported in Table 3.14. The WTL test
results clearly indicate the significance of the proposed DEFSyy in comparison to the other
methods on different datasets. It outperformed the other methods across almost all runs.
1 ^Results obtained using a Linear SVM classifier and averaged over 10 runs.
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- -DEFS^

- BPSO
-IBPSO
Iteration Number

Iteration Number

(a) Brain Tumorl dataset results.

(b) Brain_Tumor2 results.

- DEFS^

Iteration Number

Iteration Number

(c) Prostate Tumor dataset results.

(d) 9_Tumors dataset results.

Figure 3.35: Convergence of different feature selection methods on different datasets.
On the other hand, the ANOVA test results were all shown to achieve p values that are
much smaller than 0.05, thus indicating clear statistical significance of the results achieved
by DEFSm.
Table 3.14: Statistical significance test results of DEFS against all other methods on dif
ferent datasets.
DEFSu/ versus —>

SGA

IBPSO

BPSO

Brain Tumorl

WTL = 9-1-0
ANOVA (p
0.0018)

WTL = 10-0-0
ANOVA(p <0.0002)

WTL = 10-0-0
ANOVA(p <0.0001)

Brain Tumor2

WTL = 8-0-2
ANOVA(p
0.0375)

WTL = 6-0-4
A NOVA (p = 0.0394)

WTL = 8-0-2
A NOVA (p = 0.0137)

Prostate Tumor

WTL = 9-0-1
A NOVA (p 0.0001)

WTL = 9-0-1
ANOVA(p = 0.0070)

WTL = 8-0-2
A NOVA (p = 0.0040)

9 Tumors

WTL = 9-0-1
ANOVA(p = 0.0006)

WTL = 10-0-0
A NOVA (p <0.0001)

WTL = 10-0-0
A NOVA (p <0.0001)

In the last experiment, we focused on another important aspect in evaluating the per
formance of non-constrained feature selection methods, which was the size of the selected
feature subsets. Figure 3.36 shows the size of the best subset among the current popu-
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lation members for each iteration. The results indicate that for the 9_Tumors datasets,
the average size of the best subset was more than 70 for both BPSO and IBSO, and the
classification accuracy was around 90%. One the other hand, with an average subset size
of 42. SGA managed to achieve a classification accuracy of 97%, while DEFSw achieved
a even better accuracy 99.86% with a smaller subset size (37). The results also indicate
that in general SGA and DEFSw managed to find smaller subsets than BSO and IBSO.
However, one may notice that DEFSw takes longer time to find the right subset size, which
is mainly due to the wheel structure of the algorithm.
- • -SGA (95.79.1.85)
...DEKSW (98J1.0.88)

• DKFSW (100.00.0.00)

BPSO (95.91.1.02)
- - IBPSO (95.20.1J6)

Iteration Number

Iteration Number

(a) Brain Tunior 1 dataset results.
•••SGA (98.44.0.53)
- - .DEFSW (99.70.0.48)

(b) Brain_Tumor2 dataset results.

120^,,*

... \

BPSO (98.43.0.84)
- - IBPSO (98.b.3.0.83)

Iteration Number

(d) 9_Tumors dataset results.

(c) Prostate_Tumor dataset results.

Figure 3.36: Size of the best subset among all population member for each iteration.
As mentioned above, the upper subset size limit was set to 150 . Hence, in each wheel
there are Nf/130 features plus the “imaginary feature”. Because the four datasets consist
of large number of features, the number of features in each wheel is not small (for the
Prostate_Tumor dataset, the first wheel consists of 71 features plus the imaginary feature).
Keeping in mind the fact that there is only one imaginary feature in each wheel. Therefore,
based on the closeness of the features that constitute the subsets of current population to
the imaginary feature and their importance, the algorithm may need different number
of iterations to select the imaginary feature in various wheels.

Figure 3.37 shows the

maximum subset size, minimum subset size and size of the best subset in each iteration
of the 9_tumors dataset. When the algorithm starts, subsets are formed using different
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sizes that range between few features and the upper limit (150 in all experiments presented
here). The gap between the maximum and minimum would then start to decrease until
the wheels are re-distributed. As stated in Section 3.8.1, the re-distribution of wheels is
implemented by fixing the feature of the k elite subsets (k was assigned a value of 5, or
0.1 x Np. in all experiments) and randomly distributing the reset of the features among the
various wheels. Subsets of the remaining members of the population are then randomly
generated using the features of the new wheels. Again, each subset can be of any size that
is smaller than the upper limit. This explains the spiky shape of the graph. The figure
also shows that the size of the best subset gradually decreased until it reached a steady
state.

iteration Number

Figure 3.37: Maximum subset size, minimum subset size and size of best subset for each
iteration of the DEFSw algorithm when applied to the 9 Tumor dataset.
In order to further validate the above findings, the second experiment was repeated
using a kNN classifier with k = 1. The results are shown in Figure 3.38. The figure clearly
indicates that, on average, the proposed DEFSvv’ achieved better performance than all
other considered methods.
It is important to note that the strength of the DEFS;y algorithm rests on modifying the
DE algorithm to make it capable of selecting relevant feature subsets using the proposed
wheel structure. The algorithm overcomes the main limitation of the DEFSo algorithm,
namely the need for using a roulette wheel weighting scheme to replace the duplicated
features.

Although this leads to an increased computational cost, the wheel structure

enhances the ability of the DE algorithm to explore and exploit the search space in a better
way. Therefore, this explains why DEFSjy produced the consistently better performance
as compared to other methods. One should note that the wheel structure cannot be blindly
applied to other methods. For instance, the SGA algorithm uses binary strings to represent
feature subsets and the search is implemented using the cross-over and mutation operators.
As the proposed wheel structure only allows the selection of one feature from any wheel, it
will not be possible to implement the cross-over and mutation operators to search through
the features of each wheel.
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lu-ration Number

(b) Brain Tumorl results.

(a) 9_Tumors results.

Iteration Number

(c) Brain_Tumor2 results.

Figure 3.38: Average classification accuracies achieved by different feature selection meth
ods across different datasets using the /cNN classifier.

3.9 Comparison of Proposed Methods
An important question regarding the proposed methods would be when to prefer certain
variant and for what reason. Although all proposed search methods have proven their
superiority over the original counterparts, each method has its strengths and weaknesses.
Therefore, the choice of proper method mainly depends on the application needs. In order
to simplify this problem, advantages of each method are considered based on the following
needs: representation encoding, classification performance and convergence speed. DGA
and BPSOMI employ a binary solution encoding that best fit the nature of feature selection
problem. However, this representation incurs large memory requirement when selecting
small subset from large feature space, whereas ACOfuzzy and DEFSw handle this problem
more effectively by employing floating point encoding. For example, consider selecting 5
features out of the available 500 features in madelon dataset, a population of 50 members
is represented by 50

x

500 matrix14 using the binary representation, whereas floating point

11 This requires 25 KB of memory. It was obtained by “whos” command under MATALB after creating
50 x 500 logical matrix.
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representation requires 50x 5 matrix15. Nevertheless, the binary representation can provide
lower memory requirements than floating point representation, especially when the ratio
between the desired number of features and the original set size is not very large.
Experiments on several datasets showed that DGA can provide acceptable performance
when exploring a relatively small search space. However, the premature convergence be
comes a crucial issue when selecting small subset from relatively large feature set. This is
especially so, when considering small population size that does not guarantee including all
the informative features in the generated population. Despite the fact that ACOpuzzy and
DEFSm do not suffer from this issue, they require large amount of iterations to converge
to superior performance. Unlike ACOFuzzy and DEFSux BPSOMI proved to achieve the
fastest convergence when considering small number of iteration but as this number increases
A-CO Fuzzy and DEFSw starts to provide better performance.
In summary, the choice of the best search variant can be made based on the problem
requirements. These include: the number of selected features, feature set size, number
of iterations, memory, convergence speed and acceptable performance as shown in Table
3.15. For example, DGA and BPSOMI would provide the best choice for the following
scenario 1) selecting small subset 2) small feature space 3) limited number of iterations
and 4) limited memory requirement. In this case, both methods will be able to generate
a wide range of population members that grantee covering all search space. On the other
hand, ACQ Fuzzy would be a good choice when considering moderate number of iteration,
but as this number increases DEFSw started to provide a better alternative.
Table 3.15: Comparison of proposed methods, + and - means advantage and disadvantage
respectively .
Memory

Classification

Classification

Binary

(Large

Performance (Small

Performance (Large

Convergence

Method

Representation

search space)

search space)

search space)

speed

DGA

+

-

+

-

+

BPSOMI

+

-

+

-

+

ACO pi'll z Z y

-

+

+

+

-

DEFSw

-

+

+

+

-

15This requires 2 KB of memory. It was obtained by uwhos” command under MATALB after creating
50 x 5 double matrix
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3.10 Summary
This chapter has addressed the importance of feature and channel selection in multi-channel
signals and in EEG in particular.

Results on EEG dataset showed that channels C3

and C4 were essential for the classification of imaginary mental tasks and that a subset
of 16 channels from a total of 56 channels provided the highest classification accuracy
results. Four population based search algorithms have been developed. They were capable
of producing promising results by selecting a small subset that efficiently provides high
discriminatory power for several datasets with different dimensions. All the methods have
proved their superiority in terms of the solution optimality and statistical significance.
The first method represents a modified genetic algorithm that tries to escape from local
minima through 1) introducing more diverse features 2) avoiding mating of exact members
through a modified roulette wheel selection procedures 3) removing duplicate members and
replacing them with a random members. In the second method, ant colony optimization
is enhanced by the utilization of fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering technique to estimate
the pheromone intensities. The new fuzzy logic based method outperforms pheromone
intensity estimation using mutual information techniques in terms of computational cost,
and hence can be used to implement a more viable ACO model. The third search method
represents a modified binary PSO algorithm. It utilizes a mixture of filter and wrapper
approaches of feature selection. The concept of mutual information and distribution factor
estimation were utilized within the search procedure of the swarm to guide and enhance
the search. In the last, search algorithm, a powerful differential evolution based feature
selection method is proposed. A novel wheel-structure approach is utilized and has proved
to be very successful in exploring and exploiting the feature space and avoiding local
minima. The proposed algorithm achieved, on the average, better results than all other
feature selection methods, especially when dealing with large feature sets.
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Chapter

DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION
THROUGH FEATURE
PROJECTION IN EEG
4.1 Introduction
One of the most important tasks in any pattern recognition system is to find an informative
low-dimensional feature representation, with enhanced discriminatory power, to overcome
the so called curse of dimensionality [332]. The problem becomes more apparent when
dealing with data obtained using a number of signals with each being collected from one
or more channels, such as BCI and polysonmographic sleep data. The previous chapter
employed semantics-preserving feature selection approach to reduce this complexity. This
can be seen as a special case of linear projections where the projection matrix is sparse
with only one unity per row 1192]. The technique is mostly desirable when there is a need
to preserve the underlying meaning of contained features [160]. For example, a specific
EEG-based application requires finding the physical locations of the most important chan
nels. This chapter will tackle the problem using a feature projection technique. Feature
projection involves feature transformation and mapping into lower data dimension for bet
ter representation and data separation with minimum loss of information. The technique
can be used when the semantics meaning of the original dataset are not needed by any fu
ture process [180]. That is, when the most informative features/channels are known, they
can be transformed into more useful form. In this sense, this chapter will focus on pro
viding more separable features for evaluation purpose, rather than keeping the underlying
meaning of the features untouched.
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One of the main applications of feature projection is to separate a mixture of signal
or sources collected from several locations, a problem known as Blind source separation
(BSS). Signals collected from human body such as EEG can be viewed as BSS problem,
where a collection of sensors is used to capture various signals originated from different
sources. Each measurement represents a mixture of several originated signals. For ex
ample, each EEG channel records electrical activities from different sources in the brain.
Thus, BSS provides a means of decomposing multi-channel EEG recordings into a series
of underlying neural sources as well as separating out artifactual components [158]. In a
similar way, a number of features can be extracted from different raw EEG channels for
better representation. Although the extracted features should represent a mixture of the
most informative features, they can be further mapped to a smaller subset that work the
best under the classification task. Unlike BSS, the feature projection does not aim to find
the underlying meaning of the signal, rather its aim is to find the most efficient feature
representation that gives the best class separation.
Various methods have been proposed for dimensionality reduction and feature extraction.
Two of the most commonly used methods are Principal Component Analysis (PGA) and
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). PC A aims at preserving the global structure and
works by projecting the data along the directions of maximal variances. On the other
hand, LDA aims to find a transformation matrix that makes the means of classes c to be
as far apart as possible and the examples of classes to be scattered in as smaller region
as possible. This chapter will introduce a new projection method termed as Orthogonal
Locality Sensitive Fuzzy Discriminant Analysis (OLSFDA). OLSFDA aims to overcome
some limitations of projection methods by filling the gap between locality preserving and
fuzzy discriminant analysis methods. A brief introduction to PCA and LDA will be also
given in order to proceed with proposed method derivation.

4.2 The Need for Feature Projection
Feature projection can provide an efficient alternative to feature selection when considering
the following points:
• Feature selection algorithms presented in Chapter 3 were able to produce remark
able results by choosing the appropriate channels features combinations, ffowever,
the results were achieved using a wrapper evaluation function that can be computa
tionally expensive. This is specially so when considering the complexity of iterative
nature of feature selection when dealing with large feature set size. Although fast
filter evaluation measure can be used to reduce such computational cost, their per
formance is usually not as good as wrapper. Since computational cost was not an
issue when applying most EEG-based applications provided in the previous chapter,
this chapter provides an alternative analytical solution to avoid iterative nature of
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feature selection especially when dealing with large datasets (such as sleep scoring
problem).
• In order to achieve acceptable performance, feature selection requires selecting a
large feature size when the relevant information are spread among large number of
features. Thus, providing lower performance by putting high burden on the classifica
tion algorithm. On the other hand, feature projection extracts the same information
in more efficient way using a smaller feature set (as low as c —

1

features when us

ing LDA). This is because the projected features contains informative mixture of
the most relevant features. Thus, providing classification algorithm with better and
smaller feature set that will in turn reduce classifiers estimation complexity.
A brief description of some popular feature projection methods will be presented in the
next sections.

4.3 Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA), which is also known the Karhunen-Loeve transform
can be defined as the orthogonal projection of the data onto a lower dimensional linear
space [331], such that the variance of the projected data is maximized. The process of
orthogonal projection in two dimensional data is illustrated in Figure 2.21. The simplest
form of PCA iteratively determines the signal component with the highest variance, then
continues adding one orthogonal component at a time that complements the previous
components [331, 38].
The following mathematical background of PCA is adapted from [38]. Let us consider
a data set of observations {Xn} where n = l,...,Af, and x„ is a euclidean variable with
dimensionality D. Our goal is to project the data onto a space having dimensionality
M < D while maximizing the variance of the projected data. To begin with, consider the
projection into a one-dimensional space (M = 1). The direction of this space is defined
using a D-dimensional vector

Uj,

which for convenience (and without loss of generality) is

set to a unit vector so that u[ ui =

1

(note that we are only interested in the direction

defined by ui, not in the magnitude of Ui itself). Each data point xn is then projected
onto a scalar value u( xn. The mean of the projected data is ufx where x is the sample
set mean given by Eq.4.1 and the variance of the projected data is given by Eq.4.2:

(4.1)
71=1

(4.2)
71= 1
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Where the data covariance matrix is defined by Eq.4.3
N

s = y>„-x)(x„ - x)r

(4.3)

The projected variance u( Sui is now maximized with respect to Ui. Clearly, this has
to be a constrained maximization to prevent ||ui|| —> oo. The appropriate constraint
comes from the normalization condition ufui = 1. To enforce this constraint, a Lagrange
multiplier is introduced (denote by Ai), and then an unconstrained maximization of Eq.4.4
is implemented.

u-f Sui + Ai(l - uf ui)

(4.4)

By setting the derivative with respect to ui equal to zero, this quantity will have a
stationary point when Sui = AiU). This means that Ui must be an eigenvector of S. If
we left-nmltiply by u( and make use of u( Ui = 1, then the variance can be given by
(4.5)
and hence the variance will be maximum when we set ui equal to the eigenvector having
the largest eigenvalue Ai. This eigenvector is known as the first principal component.
Additional principal components can be defined in an incremental fashion. This is done by
choosing each new direction that maximizes the projected variance amongst all possible
directions orthogonal to those already considered. By considering the general case of an
^/-dimensional projection space, the optimal linear projection for which the variance of
the projected data is maximized is now defined by the M eigenvectors ui,....ua/ of the
data covariance matrix S corresponding to the KI largest eigenvalues A i,..., A a/.
To summarize, principal component analysis involves evaluating the mean x and the co
variance matrix S of the data set and finally finding the KI eigenvectors of S corresponding
to the AI largest eigenvalues.

4.4 Linear Discriminant Analysis
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a supervised method for dimensionality reduction
applying to classification problems. It assumes normal distribution of the data, with equal
covariance matrix for both classes [15]. Although a two-class problem is presented here,
this can be generalized to C >

2

classes. Given samples from two classes c\ and C2 as

in Figure 4.1, we want to find the direction, as defined by a vector w, such that when
the data are projected into w, the examples from the two classes are as well separated as
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possible. The x data is transformed into

2

as in Eq.2.31 using transformation matrix. In

LDA, transformation matrix w makes the means to be as far apart as possible and the
examples of classes to be scattered in as small region as possible as in Eq.4.6. Maximizing
w in Eq.4.6 will lead to Eq.4.7 and Eq.4.8 [ 15j.

Figure 4.1: LDA: Two-dimensional, two-class data projected on w [15].

J(w)

J(w)

(mi - r7?,2)2
sf + s22
W1

S /;W

wy

S\\-w

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

w = 7SU1 (mi — m2).
Note that:
• irij and

nij

are the mean of class q before and after projection respectively.

• Sj is the samples scatter from q after projection.
• Sb = (mi — m2)(mi — m2)7 which represents the between-class scatter matrix.
• S\v is the total within-class scatter matrix Sw = Si + S2
•

6

is constant, and because the magnitude is not important we can take

6=1.

Although LDA was extensively reported in the literature, there are a number of factors
that may limit its performance in certain applications. The main drawbacks are [350, 332,
180]:
• Classical LDA requires the scatter matrices to be non-singular, while in real problems
the scatter matrices can be singular. This will prevent the direct usage of LDA
without first considering the singularity problem.
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• Classical LDA pays no attention to the decorrelation of the data, Hence it may not
always give the optimal results especially when the datasets contain a large degree
of information redundancy.
• Classical LDA fails to account for the fuzzy nature of the input data, where samples
might belong to different classes with certain membership degrees.

4.4.1 Fuzzy LDA
In pattern recognition, fuzzy clustering concept is utilized to deal with ambiguous belonging
of a pattern to a certain class. This allows pattern to belong simultaneously to more than
one cluster, where each cluster represents data with similar characteristic [331]. This
concept has been applied with success to wide range of EEG applications [256, 204, 369].
The use of fuzzy set can be justified by the characteristics of EEG signal. As attempting
to classify multidimensional data into discrete, non-overlapping categories will leave much
of the content unclassified or classified by default [369]. As a final stage in classification
using fuzzy set, the input of the system should be mapped/defuzzified into output which
is usually done by if-then inference system [364].
Another variation of Fisher’s classical LDA is the Fuzzy Linear Discriminant Analysis
(FLDA) [350], where fuzzy memberships are employed to estimate scatter matrices (Sb
and S\v). There have been few attempts in the literature to propose variations to the
original FLDA. Examples include the work proposed by Chen et al. [60] and Kwak et al.
[190]. The latter is also a fuzzy variation to the classical subspace LDA [322] that utilises
PCA as a pre-processing step. Unlike classical versions of LDA, such methods take the
fuzzy nature of the data samples into consideration.

4.4.2 Other projection variants
LDA and PCA both share a common property in the sense that they fail to discover
the local geometrical structure of the data points. Although the global structure of the
data points is an important factor, the samples of certain classes can be scattered. Thus,
the inclusion of the local neighbourhood information about the different classes may pro
duce better representation of the data. In other words, by discovering the local manifold
structure it would be possible to find a projection which maximizes the margin between
data points from different classes at each local area. In order to capture the local manifold
structure, many successful attempts were proposed in the literature. These include: Neigh
bourhood Preserving Embedding (NPE) [358] (being a linear approximation to Locally
Linear Embedding (LLE) 1288]), Locality Preserving Projections (LPP) [142], Locality
Sensitive Discriminant Analysis (LSDA)

[54], and Local Fisher Discriminant Analysis

(LFDA) [321], However, such methods fail to account for the fuzzy nature of the data.
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4.5 Thesis Contribution-5: Orthogonal Locality Sensitive
Fuzzy Discriminant Analysis (OLSFDA)
A new projection method is presented here to bridge the gap between locality preserving
and fuzzy discriminant analysis methods. The method is based on new derivations for the
within class and between class scatter matrices. It also requires the bases functions to be
orthogonal, which is a desired property in many applications as it is easier to describe any
object in terms of its orthogonal components.
The first step in the proposed method employs PCA as a pre-processing step. The goal
here is to remove any possible redundancy that can make Sw singular before starting the
discriminant analysis. In such a step, we keep all the principal components to avoid any
information loss. In comparison with the known PCA+LDA approach from the literature,
the PCA+LDA removes certain principal components and thus loses information [31]. In
the PCA stage, the transformation matrix related to PCA denoted as Gpca is obtained
by applying the eigen decomposition on the covariance matrix of the input. For the fuzzy
locality sensitive discriminant analysis stage, the first task is to compute the membership
values of the samples in all of the classes.
Let the universal set X = {xi, X2,x/}, where Xfc is a feature vector, k = 1.2,...,/ is
the number of samples. For simplicity, it will be useful to describe the membership degree
that the kth data point has in the ith class (c*) with the following notation

Tik —

£ [0, 1]

(4.9)

In order to compute the above membership, we start by computing the distance between
each sample point and its I\ nearest neighbours (K is different from the sample index k).
The membership of sample k in class i is computed by dividing the sum of the exponen
tial distance between sample k and its K\ nearest neighbours (K\ < K) that belong to
class i divided by the sum of the exponential distance between sample k and all of its K
neighbours, that is:

Y.q±iexP(-(j\*k -Xgl)
exp{-g |xA. - xr|)

(4.10)

where g is a suitably chosen positive constant.
The description of the proposed OLSFDA proceeds with the fuzzy total scatter matrix
given as:
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C

li

St = X X ^ik (x* ~ x) (*k ~ X)T
*=1 fc=i

(4-l 1)

where /i^ is the membership of pattern /c in class i, x^, is the kth sample, x is the mean
of the training samples.
x = ]Ci=1 zLfc=l fRk^k
lt2i=1 5Zfe=l Rik

(4.12)

We proceed with the modification of the total scatter matrix starting from Eq.4.11 as
follows
C

li

St = XX Elk {xk-x-I - xX - xA-x7 +
2=1 fc=l

C

St =

li

)

(4.13)

li

XX
i=l Lfc=l
h

~ xX
fc=l
k

-x7 X /iifcXfc + XX7 X

k=1

'
(4.14)

Mk

fc=l

.

Using Eq.4.12 we replace Yl^iYlk^i Rik^-l wit^ xT Xa=i Xfc=i Ahfc, and similarly
5Zi=i Xfc=i MifeX/c with xS=1 52jj=i
Thus Eq.4.14 can be re-written as

St =

h
U
XX ^ifeXfcxI - xx7 X Mifc
2=1

L fc=l

k—

li
xx7

1

li
(4.15)

X Vik + xx7 X
fc=l

fc=l

.

which in turn simplifies to

^ = X lk=X RikXk*k - xx;7 /c=l
X ^ik
2=1

(4.16)

1

Using Eq.4.12 again we replace both x and x7 with their equivalents, thus the above
equation turns into
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St

£j=l £fc= 1 /hfcX&A

Li k'X-k'X-k

£i=1 £*‘=1 Tik )

c

li

(4.17)

EE**

Y1P=i £/=i Rpj

2—1 fc=l

.

Then if we get _____ l_____ out as a common factor we get
5=,h>'‘n

1

St

S ^ X!X ^*x*x*

£p=i £/=i Ppj

_p=lj = l

2 = 1 fc=l

Ip
EE^^EE^.

(4.18)

P=1 j = l

2=1 jfc = l

By organizing the above terms we end up with

St =

EEEE'^f^xN

Ei=i E;=i

.2=1 A:=l p=l j = 1

-EEEE^^xN

(4.19)

2=1 /c=l p=l j=l

The above equation is further simplified and organized by adding and subtracting half
of the first term

St =

EEEE^'j^xN

£i=l £/=i Rik
C

-

li

C

2=1 k=l p= 1 j=1

Ip

X X! X X doT-p/cXfcx]
2 = 1 /C = l p=l j=l

-5

Xi II II II
2=1 A:=l p=l j = l

yEEEE^w]
2=1

fc=l P=1 Jf = 1
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In order to simplify the above equation, we provide the following definition
Definition-1: Q is the fuzzy amount of elements in all fuzzy classes, and this is given
by:
c

li

(4-21)

Q = YJE^

i=1 k—\
Thus, by using the above definition into Eq.4.20 we end up with

l E E E E MyMptxfcxj

ST

i= 1 k= 1 p= 1 j = 1

i=l k= 1 p— 1 j= 1

+5 E
EEE
i—
1

1

c

li

Ip

C

nEEEE
k—
=

ST =

2g

(4.22)

/c=l p=l j = l

i=l

1p=lj

T

Li j Lpk^-k^-k

l

‘J-Lij Lpk^k^j
(4.23)

T L ij Lpk Xj xj

1

C

li

C

Ip

*-55 SEE E

(4.24)

Mij/'pl (xpxj -2xt.x;r + XjX

4=1 A;=l p=l j = l

which can be rewritten as

T
- or)

y",

^ i=i/t=i p=i j=i

V

*j\

/V

(4.25)

/

The total scatter matrix is equal to the summation of within class scatter matrix and
between class scatter matrix, that is
St = Sb T S\v
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Thus, Eq. 4.24 can be decomposed into the following two equations
C

li

li

(4.27)

C

li

C

Ip

(4.28)
i=l p=1k=1j— 1

p^i

Thus, Eq. 4.27 indicates that the objective of the new Sw is to minimize the distance
between samples of the same class when projecting them, thus preserving the local neigh
bourhood information. On the other hand, the proposed new Sb maximizes the margin
between data points from different classes at each local neighbourhood. Additionally, both
of S\v and Sb also incorporate the membership values to consider the samples’ contribution
in the different classes while preserving the local data structure. Thus, the above equations
can be used to discover the discriminant structure in the data. In order to discover both
geometrical and discriminant structures of the data manifold, we adopt an approach from
Cai et al. [54] to construct two local neighbourhood graphs to accurately characterize both
of these structures. A linear transformation is then found to optimally preserve the local
neighbourhood information, as well as discriminant information using the notion of graph
Laplacian.
Let Uw and U,b be the weight matrices for our proposed fuzzy within-class graph and
the fuzzy between-class graph respectively, which are defined according to the following
equations:

(4.29)

Thus, Eq.4.27 turns into
C

li

li
(4.31)

(4.32)
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E ( E XN Uw.kj + E XJXJj Gw kj

Sw =

1=1 V k,j

k,j

li
-

li
XkXJ Uw-C -

k,j

Sw

1

Q

\

H

x>x'k Uw-C

k,j

)

(4.33)

/

c

E

(4.34)

i= 1

Sw = ~

E (x^Dxr

-

X,U„,X

(4.35)

(4.36)

■Sw =

where Lt = D —UU) is derived in the same manner as the Laplacian matrix in [143]. D is
a diagonal matrix; its entries are column sums of Uw (or row sums since Uu, is symmetric),
Dfcfc = Ylj Uw,kj ■ Xi is a matrix that contains the samples of the ?’th class, where the k'th
column of matrix X,; is x*..
In a similar manner to the above derivations, the between-class scatter matrix can also
be reformulated as:

Sb =

it, (Xk ~ XJ')

_ X^T UbM

(4-37)

xi) (Xfc _ X^T UbM

(4-38)

^ i=1 p= 1 fc=i j=1

p^i

SB = ToJ2^H(<Xk~
^ i= 1

Sb —

p=i
p^i

k=i j=1

^ee(ex>x^
^ 1=1P=1 \fc=lj=l

p^i

+EExJxf^
k=lj=l

EE
fc=i =

EEx*xJUi>m
fc=lj=l

XjX/c Ub,kj

j i
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li

1

Sb

Q

li

y" xk*iEkk -

EE

k

z=1 p— 1

p/z

1

(4.40)

xA-xj ub,kj

(4.41)

- X,U6X

Q EE
j=i p=i

Q EE
p=i

Sb

y

k,j

x(l2xT
;

(4.42)

p/z

where L2 = E — Uj, and E is a diagonal matrix; its entries are column (or row since
is symmetric) sums of \Jb} Ekk = Y, Ub.kj. The z’th column of matrix X is Xj.
Using the equation below we can get the transformation matrix

Glsfda

related to

LSFDA.

Glsfda = arg max trace (
) ,
G
\G SwGJ

(4.43)

In order to get the complete transformation matrix G. we multiply GLSFDA by the
transformation matrix from the PCA stage Gpca- Then a QR-decomposition is applied
the resultant matrix to acquire a new transformation matrix Z. that is G = ZR. In such
equation, R is an upper triangular matrix and Z is an orthogonal matrix, i.e., satisfying
011

Z7Z = I. where I is the identity matrix. Finally, the resultant transformation matrix for
the proposed algorithm is

Gqlsfda

— Z.

4.6 Experimental Results
At first, the performance of the proposed method is tested based on sleep scoring problem
presented in Section 2.2.7.2. The sleep data are chosen as in general they provide a great
challenge to projection methods.

Raw sleep data were provided by a tertiary referral

hospital from recordings obtained from ten patients in the intensive care unit (ICU) during
feasibility work for a study conducted to improve sleep for ICU patients. The reader can
refer to the appendix for sleep data collection process. In the second part of experiments,
a selective UCI and EEG datasets are utilized to further investigate OLSFDA performance
011

various datasets.
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4.6.1 Experiment on sleep data
Conventional manual sleep stage scoring is a rule based procedure that uses the electric
potentials generated by the human body including the brain waves measured by means of
EEG signal. Electrooculogram (EOG) of eye movements, and Electromyogram (EMG) of
facial muscle activity. The EEG recording is the most important measure in differentiating
between the sleep-stages presented in Section 2.2.7.2. However. EMG and EOG are usually
included to aid in the separation of certain stages. Sleep states and stages are defined using
the Rechtschaffen and Kales (R&K) criteria [283]. It describes waveform configurations
and frequencies over 30 seconds intervals using EEG/EMG/EOG signals in a study known
as Polysomnography (PSG) analysed by a qualified technician.
Given that the R<GK criteria score the EEG EOG EMG signals based on epochs of 30
seconds length, a continuous windowing scheme was utilized in the experiments during the
feature extraction process. Unlike the R&K criteria, we utilized a set of windows to cover
each of 30 seconds epochs rather than scoring the whole window of 30 seconds directly. In
such an approach an analysis window of 5 seconds length was utilized that was incremented
by 2.5 seconds. The goal here was to test the accuracy of the proposed system when trained
on features extracted from a portion of the R&K epochs, and to evaluate the speed of such
a system. Although this scheme will produce many decisions for each of the 30 seconds
epochs, the achieved scoring is smoothed by using a majority voting process. This is done
to produce decisions equivalent to the PSG technician scoring and to eliminate spurious
misclassification.
Since there is no agreement in the literature on the feature set suited to represent these
signals, an ensemble of features was extracted. Specifically, the following features were ex
tracted from the EOG/EMG signals: autoregressive (AR,) model parameters (10 features),
integral absolute value (1 feature), mean absolute value (1 feature), root mean square
feature), skewness (1 feature), waveform length (1 feature), number of zero crossings
feature), and the energy of the signal

(1

feature). Given

2

(1
(1

EOG channels and one EMG

channel, the extracted feature subset size is 51 features (17 /channel x 2 EOG channels
+ 17 /channel x 1 EMG channel
51). On the other hand, the following features were
extracted from each of the two EEG signals: autoregressive (AR) model parameters

(10

features), Hjroth parameters described in [148] (3 features), and the energy of wavelet
packet (WPT) coefficients in the following frequency bands: 0-4 Hz, 4-8 Hz, • • • , 60-64
Hz, 0-8 Hz, 8-16 Hz, • • •, 56-64 Hz, 0-16 Hz, 16-32 Hz, • • •, 48-64 Hz, 0-32 Hz and 32-64
Hz (30 features in total from the wavelet packet tree). Also included was a set of features
(specifically

6

features) adopted from Clio et al. (62] to account for the change of power

spectrum in time including: theta slow wave index, desynchronization index, alpha slow
sleep index, slow wave sleep index 1, slow wave sleep index 2, and slow wave sleep index
3. Given that for each EEG channel the extracted feature set size is made of 49 features
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(10 AR + 3 Hjorth + 30 WPT +

6

power spectrum). Thus the total feature set size from

all of the channels is 149 features (51 from

2

EOG and

1

EMG channels + 98 from

2

EEG

channels).
In the first part of the experiments, the performance of the proposed OLSFDA was
compared with other locality preserving methods like NPE [358], LSDA [54], and LFDA
[321]. Baseline and PCA performance is also included, where the baseline represents the
performance when using the total feature set without reduction. All of the above methods
utilized PCA as a pre-processing step while retaining all of the generated eigenvectors to
remove redundancy. The reason for not including a comparison with other fuzzy discrimi
nant analysis methods is that the above methods are not limited to produce c -

1

(where c is

the number of classes) features as with most FLDA variants. Thus, we compare OLSFDA
hist with PCA. NPE. LSDA, and LFDA to decide an optimal number of features that we
can utilize later to compare such method with other FLDA based extensions.
In order to present accurate classification results, certain portions of the awake stage
were removed from all datasets. The reason for this is that the awake state represented the
most frequent stage (or simply class from now on) in comparison to all other classes in this
set of subjects. In simple words, by taking into consideration that a windowing approach
was utilized to generate the sleep patterns, it was found that in certain datasets there
were about 20000 generated patterns that belonged to the awake class, while the REM and
certain NREM stages were composed of only hundreds, or at most a few thousand patterns.
This is an indicative of sleep disturbances that the ICU patients were suffering from.
Thus, without removing a portion of the awake state when training the classifier, it would
be biased towards the recognition of the awake state more than the actual sleep stages.
However, removing portions of the awake state does not imply reducing the accuracy of
that particular class. Having the datasets ready for training a classifier, the task is now to
select a suitable classifier.
In the classification stage, different classifiers were employed including: Linear Discrim
inant Analysis (LDA), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) neural network trained with backpropagation algorithm, Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) using the LIBLINEAR
classifier (available at http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear/), and Kernel
based SVM classifier. Since the generated feature subset size in locality preserving meth
ods is not limited to c — 1, the classification accuracies were computed using the methods
with a maximum of 30 features (although smaller feature subset sizes provide nearly simi
lar performance for OLSFDA). Half of the generated data samples were used for training,
while the rest of the data were chosen to test the generalization ability of the classifier. A
majority voting step was also applied in order to smooth the output decisions made by the
different classifiers. The classification accuracy results averaged on 10 subjects using the
above mentioned classifiers and feature projection methods are shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Average classification accuracy achieved across ten subjects using different pro
jection and classification methods.
In order to interpret the results, one can start by observing that the performance of the
proposed OLSFDA almost always approached the baseline with about 4 to 5 features. In
contrast, other methods required many more features to reach the baseline1 performance.
The LSDA was also shown in the literature to approach the baseline with c — 1 features for
different face datasets [54]. However, the nature of the utilized dataset here necessitates
higher dimensionality to produce meaningful results by LSDA (the same is applied to NPE
and LFDA). This in turn shows that OLSFDA and LSDA (in certain applications as shown
in 154]) do not suffer from the problem of dimensionality estimation (which is a crucial
problem for the other methods). It should be noted that with many classifiers, LSDA
was shown to perform better than LFDA, PCA, and NPE due to its locality preserving
nature, while all of these methods were outperformed by the proposed OLSFDA. On the
other hand, NPE was proposed as an alternative to PCA focusing on preserving the local
structure. A supervised version of NPE was employed here but the performance of NPE
(like PCA) was shown to be inferior to the other methods. This may be due to the type of
the objective function utilized by the NPE. Thus, from above it can be seen that on average
the proposed OLSFDA was more successful than other methods across different classifiers.
1 baseline represents the performance when using the total feature set without reduction
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One reason is that in addition to its locality preserving ability, OLSFDA accounts for the
fuzzy nature of the data when building the Laplacian graphs, while other methods treat
the data in a crisp manner. However, the nature of the sleep data implies the significance
of accounting for such a property when preserving the neighbourhood.
In order to test the statistical significance of the achieved results, the following two
measures are utilized:
• Geometric mean error ratio: For each two dimensionality reduction methods
that have errors
A2,.... An and Bi, #2, •••, Bn, respectively (where n represents
the number of observations), the geometric error ratio is:
Y'? , log (Ai/ Bi)
1
-*/
lJ
n

exp^

(4.44)

This measure reflects the relative performance of one method with respect to another.
If the outcome is less than 1, then it is an indication that the first method outperforms
the second method in terms of error reduction.
• One-way analysis of variance test: In order to further test the statistical signif
icance, the one-way analysis of variance test (ANOVA with significance level set to
0.05) was implemented between the testing results achieved by OLSFDA and each
of the other four methods across four different classifiers.
The results for running the geometric mean error ratio test are given Table 4.1. Since the
achieved geometric mean error rates were all reported to be less than 1 (and in many cases
noticeably less than 1), this means that the proposed OLSFDA was able to outperform all
other methods across different classifiers.
Table 4.1: Geometric mean error rates.
OLSFDA versus —»
LDA
MLP
Liblinear
SVM

PCA

NPE

LSDA

LFDA

0.4887
0.7058
0.5109
0.5541

0.5078
0.6649
0.5313
0.5299

0.5436
0.6931
0.5729
0.5680

0.4712
0.7062
0.5109
0.6280

The statistical significance based on ANOVA test is given in Table 4.2. It indicates
that there is a significant difference between the performance of OLSFDA and all other
methods. It should be noted here that the ANOVA test was applied

011

the 30 accuracy

values given in Figure 4.2. All presented classifiers were used to assess if the performance
of OLSFDA is different from other methods on different feature subset sizes.
I11 the second part of the experiments, the same testing scheme is utilized while fixing the
number of extracted features from the total feature set of 149 to 5 features (specifically c— 1
features). This is done to compare the performance of OLSFDA to other fuzzy discriminant
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Table 4.2: One-way analysis of variance test results.
OLSFDA versus —>
LDA
MLP
Lib linear
SVM

PCA

NPE

LSDA

LFDA

p=0
p < 0.0001
p < 0.0001
p < 0.0001

p=0.0001

p=0.001

p=0.001

p < 0.0001
p < 0.0001
p < 0.0001

p < 0.0001
p < 0.0001
p < 0.0001

p < 0.0001
p < 0.0001
p < 0.0001

analysis based methods (that restrict the number of features to c — 1 features). Each of the
utilized datasets was divided equally into two portions, one for training and one for testing.
The achieved accuracies were again smoothed by a majority vote postprocessing step.
Different variations of fuzzy discriminant analysis based projection methods were utilized.
These includes: the fuzzy discriminant analysis method proposed by Kwak and Pedrycz
[190] (denoted here as PCAFLDA), the fuzzy discriminant analysis method proposed by
Wu and Zhou [357] (denoted as FLDA), and the complete fuzzy discriminant analysis
method proposed by Yang et al. [3441 (denoted as CFLDA). All of these methods were
preceded by a PCA step to remove redundancies that cause singularity in the scatter
matrices of such methods.
Three different classifiers (specifically LDA. LIBLINEAR. and SVM) were utilized to
compare the performance of the proposed OLSFDA to PCAFLDA. FLDA, and CFLDA.
Figure 4.3 shows the classification accuracies averaged across ten subjects using different
feature projection methods with c — 1 projected features only. The standard deviations are
also given as error bars. It can be seen that results achieved by the proposed OLSFDA are
superior in comparison to the other fuzzy discriminant analysis methods. Given that all of
these methods were preceded by a PCA step, such results also indicate that the objective
function of the proposed OLSFDA may offer significant enhancement to classification re
sults in comparison to the objective function of other methods. The geometric mean error
rate measures and ANOVA were again utilized as shown in Tables 4.3 arid 4.4 respectively.
They indicate the statistical significance of the results achieved by the proposed OLSFDA
method as compared to other methods using the considered classifiers.
Additionally, another statistical measure is also introduced here denoted as the mean
class-wise accuracy. The measure is more suitable for imbalanced classes, as it is calculated
by averaging the class-wise accuracies.

The averaged class-wise classification accuracy

(using different classifiers) was first computed for each subject and then averaged across
the 10 subjects (with standard deviation as error bars) as shown in Figure 4.4.
The results shown in Figure 4.4 indicate that all of the utilized methods have achieved
lower performance than the Baseline when using the LDA and LIBLINEAR classifiers.
However, with the same classifiers, the performance of the proposed OLSFDA is found
to be closer to the Baseline than all other methods. This can be explained in term of
the use of a very small number of features (being c -
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Figure 4.3: Average classification accuracy achieved across ten subjects using different fuzzy
discriminant analysis methods.
Table 4.3: Geometric mean error rates of OLSFDA against other fuzzy discriminant anal
ysis methods.
OLSFDA versus —>
LDA
Liblinear
SVM

PCAFLDA

FLDA

CFLDA

0.7164
0.7330
0.7626

0.6810
0.7390
0.7687

0.7229
0.7465
0.7545

Table 4.4: Two-way analysis of variance test results of OLSFDA against other fuzzy dis
criminant analysis methods.
OLSFDA versus —»

PCAFLDA

FLDA

CFLDA

LDA
Liblinear
SVM

p < 0.0001
p < 0.001
p < 0.001

p=0
p < 0.001
p < 0.001

p < 0.0001
p < 0.001
p < 0.001

dataset) compared to the Baseline that consists of 149 features. By increasing the number
of extracted features by OLSFDA to nearly 7% of the total feature subset size (i.e., to

10

features), it was found that the performance of the OLSFDA was similar to that of the
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Figure 4.4: Average class-wise accuracy across ten subjects using different methods.
Baseline, i.e., nearly the same results but with significant reduction in the feature subset
size. When using the SVM classifier, it was found that the c — 1 features were actually
enough to produce powerful classification results. This is justified by the SVM classifiers
employing the kernel trick to map the generated features into a new domain in which the
originally nonlinearly separated features becomes linearly separable. In summary, all of the
above results prove that the proposed OLSFDA have managed to show better performance,
on average, than all other methods.

4.6.2 Additional experiments
In this part, a selective UCI and EEG datasets were used to test the performance of
proposed method while fixing the number of extracted features to c — 1; the choice of
c—

1

features is adopted as fuzzy discriminant analysis projection variants restricting

the number of features to c — F Each of the utilized datasets was firstly randomized
and then divided into two parts, 60% and 40%> for training and testing respectively. A
pre-processing using PCA was utilized for all projection variants, while retaining all of
the generated eigenvectors to remove redundancy. Similar to previous experiment, three
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different classifiers (specifically LDA, LIBLINEAR. and L'NN) were utilized to compare
the performance of the proposed OLSFDA to the PCA, NPE, LFDA, LSDA, LPP and
CFLDA. Results given in Figures 4.5-4.10 support previous OLSFDA findings. A general
look at the UCI results show similarities between all variants except for PCA and NPE:
they provided the worst results irrespective of the used classifier. In most cases, OLSFDA
achieved a slightly better performance than other variants especially on ion dataset. These
results might be caused by small number of patterns for each class. Finally, results on EEG
data showed that OLSFDA can achieve better results when dealing with high dimensional
data with reasonable number of patterns. It was also able to produce consistent results
regardless of the used classifier.
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Figure 4.5: kNN classification accuracy using different projection and classification meth
ods on UCI datasets.
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Figure 4.6: LDA classification accuracy using different projection and classification meth
ods on UCI datasets.
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Figure 4.7: LIBLINEAR classification accuracy using different projection and classification
methods on UCI datasets.
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Figure 4.8: kNN classification accuracy using different projection and classification meth
ods on EEG datasets.
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Figure 4.9: LDA classification accuracy using different projection and classification meth
ods on EEG datasets.
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Figure 4.10: LIBLINEAR classification accuracy using different projection and classifica
tion methods on EEG datasets.

4.7 Conclusion
A new feature projection method was presented in this chapter based on a combination of
concepts from fuzzy discriminant analysis and locality preserving projection methods. The
objective function of the new method was to minimize the distance between the samples
of the same class at each local area while maximizing the distance between samples that
belong to different classes. Firstly, a sleep scoring problem was considered to test the per
formance of proposed method. Then a set of UCI and EEG datasets were also examined to
further investigate OLSFDA results. The performance of the proposed OLSFDA method
was compared with that of other locality preserving and fuzzy discriminant analysis meth
ods showing consistently improved performance. The significance of the achieved results
was also supported by statistical measures.
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Chapter

CLASSIFICATION AND
CLASSIFIER FUSION
5.1 Introduction
The previous two chapters focused on feature selection and projection techniques that have
been used in signal processing tasks, where a number of classification techniques have been
utilized as a performance measure. It has been shown that there is no classifier that works
well for all datasets. Each has its strengths and weaknesses. Robust, fast, and simple
classifiers will facilitate algorithm implementation, making it easier to integrate into online
system especially when dealing with multidimensional signal such as EEG. This chapter has
two main contributions based on ANN classifier improvement and neural network ensemble.
Firstly, ANN classifier was chosen due to its simple theory and implementation. Although
the ANN classifier is considered to be slow and memory consuming, it can achieve good
results when dealing with relatively small EEG datasets [45]. Although its performance
degraded when the number of attributes grows, some studies claim that ANN can also
achieve reasonable results on large EEG datasets [238].
In this chapter, the modification of ANN will be made based on improved distance
measure and weight optimization using differential evolution. These modifications were
suggested in order to improve ANN performance when dealing with unbalanced dataset as
classification results showed some bias towards the dominant class. Moreover, each vari
ant was developed to tackle the following limitations: different class distribution, feature
redundancy and class importance. For example, combining a fuzzy inference system with
ANN (FISANN) has been developed to favour classification of certain classes. This might
be helpful when dealing with medical examination applications. Let us consider a system
that detects tumour cells. If the system does not detect the cell (false positive), then this
will lead to additional medical implication. On the other hand, putting more discriminate
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power towards certain class will provide a better system even when considering classifier
failure i.e. by detecting non-tumour cells as tumour ones. As in the second case more so
phisticated tests can be conducted to further investigate the case. The need for additional
fcNN variant will be given in Section 5.3.
The second contribution is based on classifier combination, where neural networks (NNs)
have been employed for this purpose. NN was used as they have the ability to adapt to
small changes in training patterns thus providing more diverse classifiers. Training different
neural networks using different architectures, procedures, or feature spaces will provide
different classification outputs. As a result, combining these different networks will help to
compensate for the failure of anyone of them. In other words, achieving good fusion results
requires the different classifiers to offer complementary information about the patterns to
be classified. Hence, a novel ensemble algorithm is presented based on generating a set of
classifiers such that each one of them is biased towards one of the target classes. This will
improve the ensemble diversity and hence its performance.

5.2 The ANN Classifier Variants
k-nearest neighbour (A:NN) is a well-known and widely used classification algorithm. This is
due to its simple implementation and relatively low computational cost compared to other
classification methods. To classify an unseen pattern, the algorithm uses the labels of its
k-nearest neighbours and applies a voting criterion [87]. It has been shown that when the
ratio between the number of patterns (TV) and the number of neighbours (k) approach in
finity (i.e., jj —>• 0), the error rate of the /cNN classifier approaches the optimal Bayes error
rate [72], Additionally, several researchers have shown that the traditional kNN classifier
can provide good results when dealing with large dataset with evenly distributed patterns
among the different classes [326, 254]. However, this is not the case when dealing with
most of real time applications. A number of modifications have been proposed to the tradi
tional /cNN classifier in order to improve its performance by reducing the effect of previous
conditions [372, 326, 254]. Most of those modifications can be divided into two categories:
modifying the distance measure [254, 87], or using a specific weighting mechanism, where
weights are assigned to the neighbours, classes, features or a combination of them. Dudani
[88] proposed to assign a specific weight to each neighbour, instead of equally weighing the
k neighbours. Hence, a weighted k-nearest neighbour (wkNN) classifier was introduced. It
is important to note that improving the classification performance by some of the above
methods comes at the expense of noticeably increasing the computational time, thus losing
one of the attractions of the A:NN classifier. Nevertheless, the improved variant can still
produce superior classification that can be integrated within efficient online applications.
Some of the /cNN variants are presented below.
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5.2.1 Weighted ANN
A A> nearest neighbour classifier is implemented by identifying the A:-nearest neighbour
training patterns to each unknown test pattern. The nearest neighbour can be found
by using a distance measure such as the Euclidean distance.

Voting of the A:-nearest

neighbours can be unweighted or weighted. In unweighted voting, the class labels are
assigned according to the majority vote, so that all neighbours have the same weight
(wi=hk = 1)- In weighted A:NN (w/cNN), the weight assigned to each neighbour i, Wj, is
proportional to its distance from the underlying test pattern (x). In other words the closer
neighbour is given a higher weight than farther one as in Eq.5.1 [372],:
d(xkix)—d(xi,x)
Wi =

d(xk,x)—d(xi,x)

if. d{xk,x) 7^ d{xi,x)

1

if. d(xk,x) = d(xi,x)

(5.1)

where x\ and xk represent the nearest and farthest kJh neighbour to the test pattern xi
respectively. Applying this weighting scheme has produced better results for large number
of real-life applications in many fields.

5.2.2 Pseudo nearest neighbour
Previous wA:NN classifier inspired other researchers to further improve neighbourhood
weighting scheme. A study done by Zeng et al. [372] has used different weights to the
A' neighbours based on their distance to testing pattern x, with closer neighbour having
greater weights. The weight are defined by Eq.5.2:
= i

7 = 1, 2,..., A:.

(5-2)

For each test pattern the weighted distance sum is calculated for the best k neighbour in
each class, and then class label is assigned based on the class that has minimum weighted
distance sum. The method has been compared with traditional weighted A:NN based on
artificial and UCI data sets. Results show that the method usually performs better than
the traditional A;NN [372].

5.2.3 Class-weighted ANN
The traditional A;NN classifier, its weighted version and many of its variants fail to provide
good results when dealing with unbalanced data where patterns are not evenly distributed
among classes [326]. In unbalanced datasets, majority of the patterns represent one of the
outcome classes, whilst a relatively small number of patterns represent the rest of classes.
The traditional A:NN classifier does not take into consideration this issue, and therefore it
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will often predict the class with high number of patterns. As classes with small number
of patterns will have a smaller chance of being predicted, Tan et al. [326] suggests giving
higher weights for the neighbour that belongs to class that has small number of patterns
and lower weight for classes represented by large number of patterns.The weight for each
class is obtained by Eq.5.3.

z

{Num{Cf)/Min{Num{Cf)\l = l,2})l/<>

v

y

where a > 1, Num(Cf) represents the number of neighbours that belong to class i when
considering the testing pattern x. Based on the recall and precision measures, this method
(CWfcNN)1 achieved better results than the traditional fcNN when applied to unbalanced
datasets.

5.2.4 Fuzzy fNN
Fuzzy A’-Nearest Neighbour classifier (FA’NN) [176, 20, 334] uses fuzzy logic concepts to
assign degree of membership for a given pattern to different classes rather than assigning it
to a particular class. The method provides a level of assurance that accompanies classifica
tion result so that no arbitrary assignment is made to certain class. It starts by evaluating
distances between patterns in order to find the best A>nearest neighbours. For any given
pattern, the membership of each class is then calculated according to Eq.5.4. The class
label for a given pattern x is then assigned to the class c* that has the highest membership
value Ui(x) .

EjL i(i/lk-zjll(2/m-1))
where tq(;r) is the membership of the test pattern x to class i, \\x — Xj\\ is the distance
between x and the A>th nearest neighbour pattern Xj, m > 1 is a control parameter that
determines how the distance is weighted, and utJ is the membership of the j-th neighbour
to class C{ (which is determined a-priori from the training data). Eq.5.4 is influenced by
the inverse of the distance from nearest neighbour their class memberships. The inverse
distance serves to give a greater weight to a member if it is closer and lower weight if it is
farther from the pattern under investigation. Note that as m approaches oo, the classifier
becomes similar to the traditional A’NN.

'Although Tan et al. [326] used the term Neighbour-Weighted A’NN, this variant assigns different weights
to each class. Therefore, we opted to use the term Class-Weighted ANN (CWANN) to differentiate it
from wANN
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5.2.5 Neighbourhood components analysis
Neighbourhood Components Analysis (NCA) was introduced by Goldberger et al. [120].
The method aims to find a linear projection matrix A that transforms the data into
zi = AXj (Mahalanobis distance is used). This transformation matrix should maximize the
expected number of correctly classified points using nearest neighbour classifier based on
leave-one-out training approach. In order to find transformation matrix A using a suitable
differential optimization criteria, the method uses soft-neighbour assignments rather than
using A nearest neighbours [309], The probability (pij) of assigning class label from the
training pattern Xj to testing pattern xt is defined by Eq.5.5. This probability gets smaller
as the distance between points aq and xj increases.
exp(-\\Axj - Axj\\2)
Pl'J

Hk&exP(-\\Axi ~ Axk\\2YPtt

Based on Eq.5.5 the probability of assigning the correct class label for a testing pattern
Xi is defined by:

Pi =

jeCi

PlT

Ci =

= Vi} ■

(5-6)

Finally, the goodness of transformation matrix A can be calculated as the sum of the
probabilities of classifying each point correctly (f(A) =
Then the best transforma
tion matrix can be found by solving Eq.5.7 using any gradient methods, such as stochastic
gradient ascent, or conjugate gradient ascent [309].
gjj- = 2A
i

(y^Pikjxj - xk)(xj - xk)T - ^2 Pij(xi - Xj)(xi - Xj)T)
k
jeCi

(5.7)

5.2.6 Other ANN variants
A number of other A:NN variants have been proposed in the literature. For example, Mitani
et al. [222] proposed local mean vector classifier (LMV) which is similar to A’NN. The local
mean vector for every class (pc) is calculated using the best A neighbours. Then the class
label for a given pattern x is selected based on minimum distance between x and estimated
local mean vector for each class pc. Shi et al. [301] introduced feature weight parameters
to the distance formula. This can be seen as a linear transformation in the Euclidean
space. Denoeux [81] employed Dempster-Shafer theory to classify unseen pattern based
on nearest neighbour algorithm. The degree of membership of a training vector x to each
of the C classes is specified by a number iq, with the following properties iq G [0,1] and
H/=i ui = 1- This membership coefficients iq is computed using the neighbours of each
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vector in the training set. The membership of an unseen pattern in each class is then
determined by combining the memberships of its neighbours. Other /cNN variants are
presented in [19, 327, 101, 110].

5.3 General Description of the Proposed Algorithms
As the complexity of pattern classification increases, a robust classifier becomes a neces
sity. Robust, fast, and simple classifiers facilitate BCIs implementation, and will ease its
integration into on-line systems. A neural network ensemble and three A:NN variants have
been developed to enhance classification performance task. The need for each method is
presented as follows:
• Modified A;NN weighting measure (m/cNN): The modified measure tries to overcome
A’NN limitation by providing fast and efficient metric estimation. This can be ben
eficial in avoiding inaccurate metric estimation when dealing with different class
distribution in unbalanced datasets. In such datasets, most A;NN variants will often
predict the class with high number of patterns. On the other hand, classes with small
number of patterns will have a smaller chance of being predicted.
• Favouring specific class: By utilizing the previous A:NN variant, the method provides
an additional option to improve the detection of one of the classes. This can be very
useful alternative when dealing with medical examination applications. For example,
failing to detect the correct class might have sever implications. Thus, giving more
weight to detect a given class might be useful even when considering classifier failure.
In this case, such failure can be further investigated using more sophisticated medical
test.
• DE Optimized A;NN metric: In previous A:NN variants, the extracted features should
give a reasonable and accurate representation of the problem with minimum amount
of redundancy and irrelevancy. Otherwise the resulting weight estimates will be inac
curate as they were based on distorted distances. For example, mA:NN can be utilized
when the neurophysiological knowledge is used to extract informative features from
relevant channels and frequency bands in a motor imaginary BCI. Although the mea
sure can be coupled with feature selection algorithms for better weight estimates (by
using the most informative features), the computational complexity of the problem
will increase due to iterative nature of the search algorithms. Thus, a more efficient
method utilizing the traditional A:NN is proposed to optimize the weights using a
differential evolution search. Several DE-based variants were used to optimize class,
feature and neighbour weights. A comparison between these variants on unbalanced
datasets revealed that the best result can be achieved by optimizing class and fea
ture weights. Thus the variant can be used to reduce the effect of irrelevant and
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redundant feature when dealing with inaccurate feature extraction step. This can
be useful when a large number of features are extracted to substitute for the lack of
problem prior knowledge.
• Neural network ensemble: This method suggests an alternative classification scheme
using a set of diverse neural network classifiers. Although this techniques might pro
duce lower performance than other classifiers, neural networks has been used due to
its popularity in many pattern recognition packages. The method also provides ad
ditional improvement that can be easily integrated with any neural network package.

5.4 Thesis Contribution-6: Improving /cNN Classification
Previous sections showed that traditional ANN classifier poses many limitations. For in
stance, it does not take into account each class distribution, importance of each feature,
contribution of each neighbour, and the number of instances for each class. Therefore, we
proposed a number of modifications to enhance kNN classification. At first, a new weight
ing mechanism is introduced in order to maximize the class-wise classification accuracy
and to achieve the right balance between sensitivity and specificity. Moreover, as the issue
of favouring a particular class is application dependent, an extension to the algorithm is
presented to accommodate this through the development of a simple fuzzy inference sys
tem. Differential evolution (DE) optimization technique is also utilized to enhance the
performance of ANN through optimizing the metric weights of features, neighbours and
classes. A prior knowledge of the classification will help to decide which method to use as
presented in Section 5.3. In all methods, both overall and class-wise accuracies are used
to evaluate the performance of all proposed methods, and then a comparison is made with
some other ANN variants based on several datasets.

5.4.1 Optimizing ANN using weighted modified measure
Let us consider the case of binary classification with two unbalanced classes such that
Pr(C 1) < Pr(C2), i.e., the probabilities of the two classes are different. Let £ be the set
of training patterns of size A/, C\ the set of training patterns that belong to Class Cl, and
C‘2 die set of training patterns that belong to Class C2. If C\ and

£2

consist of M\ and

AC patterns respectively, then M\ < A/2, M\ + A/2 = A/. It is obvious that patterns of
£2

wifi contribute more in identifying the A;-nearest neighbours of the available patterns

than those of C\. The basic idea of the proposed algorithm (mA:NN) is to increase the
influence of the underrepresented set, £1, in the identification of the A;-nearest neighbours.
The following are the implementation steps.
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• Compute the mean distance of the k-nearest neighbours from each pattern. xm, in
, where j = {1.2}, m =

C to the training patterns of C, (denote it by

1

: M).

• Compute a distance weighting function for each class Cj.
7

Qi

^m=1 aLm
V
2
l^I=\ VA/
hm=l d
2

= i -

(5.8)

• Given pattern xm that needs to be classified, the /c-nearest neighbours are computed
by re-weighting the distances according to the distance weighting function.
• Specifically we multiply all distances from xm to the training patterns of C3 by Qj.
The resulting distances are then sorted and the smallest k neighbours are selected to
give the new k-nearest neighbours.
According to the procedure, if class Ci is under-represented, it is expected to have
Qi < Q‘2- This will make patterns of C\ more represented in the new k-nearest neighbours.
It may noted that this procedure can easily be extended to deal with multi-classes by simply
making j ranges between 1 and the number of classes, J (the summation in the denominator
of Eq.5.8 will be over all classes). Also, it is found that it will be better to impose a lower
limit to the value of Qj in case one of the classes is severely under-represented.
The m/cNN has also been extended by assigning different weights to each neighbour.
This is done by utilising Eq.5.1 as presented in Section 5.2.1. This method is termed as
“wm/cNN”.
5.4.1.1 Favouring a specific class
An important aspect of many classification problems is that patterns are often not equally
distributed among classes and that the different classes may vary in their degrees of im
portance. For instance, in medical diagnosis we may only have a small number of patients
infected by a certain disease compared to the total number of persons that are tested. If
the classification system merely attempts to maximize the overall classification accuracy
without taking into consideration the importance of each class, then such a system would
not be very useful. Many pattern classification methods, including kNN and most of its
variants, do not take into consideration the class balance and class importance issues. In
order to overcome this drawback, it is important to consider the sensitivity and specificity
measures, which are defined as in Eq.5.9-5.10:
True Positive
Sensitivity = —-----——----——---- -----—
lrue Positives raise Negative

(5.9)

True Negative
True Negative T False Positive

(5.10)

Specificity
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Motivated by the previous /cNN limitations, a simple Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) is
employed with A:NN classifier to give the option of favouring a particular class through
evaluating a small set of fuzzy rules. Here the idea of increasing, decreasing the influence
of a certain set,

is used to favour disfavour class Cj. The developed Fuzzy Inference

System kNN method (FISA:NN) uses a FIS that has two inputs: Qj and a favouring factor,
Fav, and one output, S. The membership functions of these variables are shown in Figure

5.1. Firstly, Qj is calculated, as explained in the previous section, while Fav needs to
be specified by the user. Both Qj and Fav will be used to evaluate the fuzzy inference
system. If the user would like to favour Cj favouring factor Fav needs to be assigned a
value greater than 0.5. A value less than 0.5 will disfavour Cj. while a value of 0.5 (neutral)
means that none of the two classes will be favoured. The output of the FIS, S, will be used
to update the value for Qj, as shown in Eq.5.11. 5 is allowed to range between Smin and
Smaxi which are calculated using Eq.5.12, where a is a constant. This approach will be

useful in producing Receiver Operating Characteristics curve (ROC), which is a graphical
plot of the sensitivity versus 1-specificity. The ROC curve gives a better indication about
the performance of different classifiers than merely relying on the overall classification
accuracy. In order to compare different classifiers using these curves, a single scalar value
representing Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) can be used. This value represents a
portion of the area of the unit square (its value is usually lies between 0.5 and 1.0). When
comparing two classifiers, a higher AUC value indicates better average. Good ROC curves
lie closer to the top left corner (AUC is close to 1) and the worst case is a diagonal line
(AUC 0.5, random guess) [100]. Figure 5.2 shows different cases for ROC curves. Case 4
represents the random guess, while a classifier with an ROC curve similar to that of case
3 is considered optimal [354].

Qj = Qj+S

fiynin

=

&

X

Qj

Q l =Qi

5max

(5.11)

—6

— Q? X (1

Qj)

(5.12)

The fuzzy rules are shown in Figure 5.3. The first rule basically implies that if Fav
is neutral then Qj should not be changed. Rules 2 and 3 indicate that in order to dis
favour favour Cj, given that Qj is medium, then Qj needs to be moved towards Smin / Srnax
(increased/decreased with a value proportional to Fav). The same concept is applied to
rules 4 and 5. Rules

6

and 7 are introduced to control the amount of increment/decrement

when Qj is already high/low.
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Neutral

Low +

Around 0
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Figure 5.1: Memberships of the inputs. Qj and Fav, and output <5 of the FIS.
A—-

Case 1

Case 2
-€->

Case 3
Case 4

0.4
0.6
1—Specificity

Figure 5.2: ROC curves for different classifiers.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

If
If
If
If
If
If
If

Fav is Neutral then S is Around 0
Qj is Medand Fav is Decrement then £ is High
Qj is Med and Fav is Increment then S is High Qj is Low and Fav is Decrement then S is High
Qj is High and Fav is Increment then S is High Qj is High and Fav is Decrement then S is Low *
Qj is Low and Fav is Increment then S is Low Figure 5.3: Rules of the fuzzy inference system.

5.4.1.2 Experimental results on UCI datasets
In order to test the proposed algorithm, we have used 15 datasets from the UCI repository
website (22], that represent two-class problems with different pattern ratios for each class
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(C1/C2) as listed in Table 5.1. Additionally, the following /cNN variants are considered: The
traditional /c-nearest neighbour classifier (fcNN), the weighted k-nearest neighbour classifier
(w/cNN), the modified A:NN (mfcNN) according to the proposed distance measure described
in Section 5.4.1, mkNN with weighted neighbours (wm/cNN), the fuzzy kNN (FA;NN)
[17G], the Evidential /cNN based on the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence (DSfcNN)
(81], the neighbourhood component analysis (NCA) [120]. and Tan's Class-Weighted /cNN
(CWArNN) [326]. For each method several values of k have been used, k = {3, 5,..., 15},
and the one that gave the best performance using a cross-validation scheme was chosen.
In order to evaluate the performance of each method, average class-wise classification ac
curacy of ten runs was used (Acj is the accuracy of class Cj). The average classification
accuracy of the two classes Acv = (Ac\ + Ac2)/2 is also calculated. Patterns from each
run is randomized and divided into 80% for training and 20% for testing. The Acv results
of the eight kNN variants are presented in Table 5.2. The table shows that when /cNN and
w/cNN produce different performance of the two classes. Although the mean of Acv over
all tested datasets shows that both m/cNN and wm/cNN can improve the accuracy of the
underrepresented class as well as overall accuracy (Acu), ANOVA statistical results show
no significance difference between the methods (p>0.05 except with NCA). It is worth
mentioning that CWA:NN fails when applied to certain datasets when it does not take
into account the distances between neighbours of different classes, i.e. the weights only
depend on the number of patterns that belong to each class. Additionally, this method
needs tuning of the exponent. O11 the other hand, CWA:NN performed slightly better than
the proposed wmA;NN method when applied to datasets that have relatively small number
of pattern (such as Heart and HeartS). In such a case, distances between neighbours of
different classes may not give a good estimate of their weights.
Table 5.1: UCI dataset description.
Dataset
Name

#
Patterns

#
Attributes

C1/C2
Ratio

Pima
Hill
Cmc
Sonar
Mamm
Hearts
Btrans
Heart
Bands
Gcredit
Teach
Wdbc
Acredit
Haber
Ion

768
606
844
208
814
270
748
267
351
1000
151
569
690
306
351

8
100
9
60
5
13
4
22
30
24
5
30
14
3
34

0.54
0.95
0.65
0.87
0.93
0.80
0.31
0.26
0.60
0.43
0.48
0.59
0.80
0.36
0.56

I11 the second experiment, the issue of favouring a particular class is considered by
applying the FIS explained in Section 5.4.1.1 (referred to it as FISfcNN) to selected UCI
datasets from previous experiment. The value of Fav was varied between 0.9 and 0.1, and
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Table 5.2: Average class-wise accuracy for a selected UCI dataset using different classifica
tion methods.
Dataset

A’NN

wA'NN

mA'NN

wmA’NN

FA’NN

DSA’NN

NCA

CWA’NN

Acredit

84.05±0.84

83.61±0.77

84.07±0.81

83.3Srt0.77

83.32±0.68

83.59± 1.03

84.71±0.9

84.21±0.97

Bands

62.9±2.18

65.46rtl.9

66.69±2.14

68.6S±1.75

65.42± 1.95

64.12± 1.82

59.73± 1.81

66.13±1.76

Btrans

61.84±0.9

61.52±0.84

66.16rt 1.17

65.06±1.61

53.73± 1.07

62.83±0.68

53.24± 1.16

64.81±1.06

Cancer

96.54±0.59

96.08rt0.61

96.42rt0.78

97.00rt0.75

64.60rt0.62

97.67±0.47

94.72± 1.3

97.13±0.6

Cmc

58.55± 1.22

58.10±0.71

60.27±1.32

59.42rtl.2

59.21 ±1.15

58.64±1.17

54.89± 1.87

58.90±1.27

Gcredit

59.70±0.69

61 61±0.64

67.46±0.77

67.66±0.7

61.25±0.61

60.90±0.63

64.32±1.54

65.43±0.71

Haber

56.41 ± 1.08

56.03±2.0

63.01±1.58

62.68± 1.44

52.67±2.63

57.22±1.51

52.04±1.45

63.52±2.26

Heart

75.97±2.31

73.37± 1.94

72.66rt2.12

65.90±2.98

55.48±2.15

71.62±2.44

59.17±3.87

75.69±1.87

Hearts

78.39rt 1.87

79.34±2.01

77.4± 1.98

77.63rtl.72

79.73±2.05

78.22±1.94

79.26± 1.86

79.20±2.03

Hill

55.48rtl.25

56.35± 1.04

55.52rtl .43

57.52±1.05

•58.69± 1.31

54.27± 1.44

52.14± 1.27

52.96±1.18

Ion

78.32rtl.47

81.9rtl.26

93.55±0.53

93.88rtl .03

77.78±1.55

85.28± 1.01

83.73±2.16

79.80± 1.42

Mamm

79.16±0.95

79.80rtl.09

78.66rt 1.07

78.79±0.88

43.41±0.74

79.78±0.92

79.45± 1.02

78.62±0.92

Pima

70.44±1.87

70.66± 1.61

73.27rtl.37

75.24rtl.15

71.96±1.87

72.67±1.56

71.17± 1.23

72.21±1.35

Sonar

80.89± 1.63

83.67±2.26

83.25± 1.19

86.52±1.48

81.84±1.6

80.44±1.7

68.57±3.19

80.84±2.16

Teach

63.15±3.41

65.01±3.88

58.51±2.91

64.16rt3.06

36.23±2.46

60.21±3.55

60.07±5.64

64.62±4.6

Wdbc

95.92rt0.46

95.86rt0.51

95.94±0.66

96.11±0.58

96.26±0.53

96.02±0.50

97.02±0.70

94.85±0.44

Mean

72.36rtl.42

73.02± 1.44

74.55±1.37

74.98rtl.38

65.10±1.44

72.72± 1.40

69.64±1.94

73.68± 1.54

the obtained results are shown in Table 5.3. It can be seen that in all of the examined
datasets, FISA'NN manages to adjust the value of Qj, such that quite a high classification
accuracy of the desired class is achieved. This, of course, comes at the expense of reducing
the accuracy of the other class, where the higher the accuracy of one class, the lower is
the accuracy of the other. As explained earlier, this represents an additional option given
to the user in case more emphasis to a particular class is needed to be given. Moreover,
this technique can be used to create a pool of different classifiers that can be combined to
provide a superior classification as explained in Section 2.3.6.1. It is also worth mentioning
that the highest value of the mean of Acv is achieved with Fav = 0.35 — 0.7, which is
basically the wm/cNN (Fav = 0.5) that has been described in Section 5.4.1. This is also
the value that produces the minimum difference between the mean of Ac\ and that of Ac^-,
i.e., the best compromise between sensitivity and specificity.
Figure 5.4 shows the ROC curves of the different classifiers for the Mamm, Bands,
Hearts and Pima datasets. As the traditional kNN and its variants do not give the option
of favouring a particular class, the curves are drawn using three points only, {0,0}, {1,1}
and the average class-wise accuracy of those classifiers. The proposed method on the other
hand has the ability to construct the full curve, thus clearly showing the behaviour of the
classifier. Such curves will be quite beneficial if the user is interested to know the trade-off
of favouring a particular class. Table 5.4 also shows that the proposed algorithm on average
achieved better results (best AUC values) than the rest of the classifiers.
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Table 5.3: Class-wise classification accuracy for different Fav values.
Dataset / Fav(%)
Puna

Hill

Cmc

Sonar

M a mm

Hearts

Btrans

H ear t.

Bands

G credit

Teach

Wdbc

A credit.

Haber

Acl

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.55

0.5

0.45

0.35

0.2

0.1

97.31

91.79

72.36

67.61

67.05

66.66

65.84

62.48

21.46

5.50

Ac 2

25.63

47.01

73.98

77.73

78.32

78.42

78.60

80.63

95.00

98.18

mean

61.47

69.40

73.17

72.67

72.68

72.54

72.22

71.56

58.23

51.84

Acl

83.08

74.18

52.26

48.24

47.76

47.60

47.44

46.42

30.44

20.76

Ac2

32.20

43.82

59.95

63.84

64.98

65.34

65.64

66.60

83.47

89.99

mean

57.64

59.00

56.10

56.04

56.37

56.47

56.54

56.51

56.96

55.38

Acl

78.83

73.66

62.01

57.79

57.46

57.31

56.85

53.32

32.10

26.25

Ac2

31.52

42.71

61.09

63.80

63.98

64.09

64.38

67.01

83.50

87.81

mean

55.18

58.18

61.55

60.80

60.72

60.70

60.61

60.16

57.80

57.03

83.95

80.51

42.91

23.60

100.00

100.00

Ac2

27.28

47.03

76.89

rn can

63.64

73.51

84.32

Ac 1

91.75

84.84

84.41

83.95

84.07

84.07

84.44

85.95

88.75

100.00

100.00

84.46

84.24

84.20

84.95

84.63

71.45

61.80

Acl

89.92

88.27

84.32

83.70

83.70

83.57

83.57

82.80

73.08

68.84

Ac2

66.98

68.86

73.23

73.96

73.96

73.96

73.96

74.19

80.08

81.84

mean

78.45

78.56

78.78

78.83

78.83

78.76

78.76

78.50

76.58

75.34

Acl

92.96

88.12

82.92

79.98

79.98

79.98

79.98

79.06

61.20

53.83
93.06
73.45

Ac2

55.49

62.42

76.87

78.71

79.48

79.84

79.84

82.23

91.78

mean

74.22

75.27

79.89

79.35

79.73

79.91

79.91

80.64

76.49

Acl

58.39

55.94

44.53

43.15

43.41

42.88

42.66

40.33

24.30

18.40

Ac2

70.55

72.39

81.23

81.93

81.93

82.02

82.02

83.07

91.75

93.59

mean

64.47

64.17

62.88

62.54

62.67

62.45

62.34

61.70

58.02

56.00

Acl

87.35

78.26

60.38

58.55

58.55

58.55

58.55

57.83

35.87

34.15

Ac2

13.79

30.39

64.56

69.87

70.10

70.60

71.04

74.50

93.87

95.22

mean

50.57

54.33

62.47

64.21

64.32

64.57

64.79

66.17

64.87

64.69

Ac 1

99.60

95.78

79.07

71.60

69.88

69.47

69.11

63.06

22.46

10.10

95.77

98.42

59.12

54.26

Ac 2

13.38

30.95

64.88

71.04

72.13

72.13

72.98

75.69

mean

56.49

63.36

71.97

71.32

71.00

70.80

71.05

69.37

Acl

95.29

88.40

65.38

61.32

61.01

60.74

60 25

56.53

21.15

10.78

Ac2

21.11

37.67

61.77

67.72

68.11

68.47

69.02

73.34

94.18

97.86

mean

58.20

63.03

63.57

64.52

64.56

64.60

64.63

64.93

57.67

54.32

Acl

71.20

64.93

62.21

62.66

62.66

62.66

62.66

60.94

54.00

47.66

Ac2

57.33

66.81

68.60

68.37

68.14

68.14

68.60

69.22

80.77

83.77

mean

64.26

65.87

65.40

65.52

65.40

65.40

65.63

65.08

67.39

65.71

Acl

99.53

97.66

94.59

92.72

92.48

92.37

92.26

91.92

80.78

70.70

Ac 2

83.67

92.15

97.36

98.75

98.89

98.89

99.02

99.16

99.71

100.00

mean

91.60

94.91

95.98

95.74

95.68

95.63

95.64

95.54

90.25

85.35

Ac 1

93.16

90.85

87.33

86.34

86.24

86.08

85.99

85.03

77.05

71.76

Ac 2

73.58

77.82

81.13

82.17

82.31

82.31

82.43

82.56

88.17

90.84

mean

83.37

84.34

84.23

84.25

84.28

84.19

84.21

83.80

82.61

81.30

Acl

69.07

53.68

40.87

40.62

40.62

40.62

40.37

36.33

16.84

10.21

70.15

72.66

86.42

90.15

55.26

54.50

51.63

50.18

Ac2

50.31

60.80

68.55

69.92

69.80

70.04

mean

59.69

57.24

54.71

55.27

55.21

55.33

mean( Act)

86.83

81.54

70.00

67.08

66.80

66.60

66.39

64.04

42.40

33.75

rnean( Ac2)

44.49

55.77

72.15

75.14

75.44

75.62

75.97

77.83

90.32

92.91

mean( Acv)

65.66

68.65

71.07

71.11

71.12

71.11

71.18

70.93

66.36

63.33
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Figure 5.4: ROC curves of the different methods.
Table 5.4: Area under the curve of the different methods.
Dataset

FISkNN

fcNN

wkNN

FfcNN

DSkNN

NCA

CWkNN

Mamm
Bands
HeartS
Pima

0.8381
0.7728
0.8580
0.7866

0.5361
0.6922
0.5508
0.6711

0.5325
0.6377
0.5446
0.6499

0.5786
0.6609
0.5506
0.6569

0.7222
0.6112
0.7920
0.7862

0.5398
0.6444
0.5434
0.6569

0.5292
0.6751
0.5474
0.7862

5.4.1.3 Experimental results on EEG datasets
Several EEG datasets have also been considered to test the performance of the proposed
algorithm. However, the most EEG-datasets presented in the appendix are relatively bal
anced and therefore results show no statistically significant differences between presented
methods. This is especially so when dealing with relatively large datasets that have co
pious amount of redundant and irrelevant features. In such a case, this will confuse A’NN
classifier and produce inaccurate metric weights. On the other hand, sleep dataset was
the only one that represented unbalanced and multi-class problem. However the dataset
contained extremely imbalanced data. For example, for the first subject around 69% and
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26% of the patterns represent awake and sleep stage

2

respectively while the rest of pat

terns (around 5%) represent the other three classes. As a result, comparing methods based
on this highly unbalanced situation will create classification bias toward the extremely
overrepresented class. Thus, all classifier will produce very similar results. Therefore, we
investigated the performance of proposed method using a reduced dataset.This dataset
was created by randomly eliminating some patterns that belonged to extremely overrepre
sented classes, where the resulting dataset represented a five-class problem with relatively
imbalanced data (28%, 23%, 26%, 14% and 9% for the five sleep stages). All previous
kNN variants were run for 30 times, where the data was randomly divided for each run
into 70% for training and 30% for testing. Average class-wise classification results for ten
subjects are presented in Figure 5.5. Results in Figure 5.5 show that mw/cNN works better
than other variants on imbalanced sleep data. ANOVA test also indicates the statistical
significance of wm/cNN over all other methods (p very close to 0). Finally, previous kNN
variants were also coupled with differential evolution to reduce the effect of redundant
and irrelevant features in providing inaccurate weights in EEG 1-dataset. For consistency,
the results will be presented and compared to DE-based kNN variants in Section 5.4.2.2.
Nevertheless, ANOVA test also shows that there is a significant difference (p<0.05) except
between mA;NN, wmfcNN and PA:NN. This has proved the consistency and effectiveness of
the modified metric distance measure.

WkNN

NVVkNN

mkNN

wmkNN

PkNN

fkNN

dskNN

Figure 5.5: Average class-wise accuracy for sleep datasets using different kNN variants.

5.4.2 Optimizing ANN using differential evolution
Although wmA’NN weighting scheme outperformed other kNN variant, its superior perfor
mance was limited by the extraction of the most informative features. If not so restricted ,
the resulting metric will suffer from the presence of highly irrelevant feature, thus providing
inaccurate weight estimates. This problem was partially eliminated by combining previous
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measure with search algorithms to include only the most informative features. However,
this was at the expense of high computational cost when coupled with iterative search
procedures. Therefore, optimizing kNN weights using a differential search was proposed to
benefit fast and simple traditional kNN implementation. Shi et al. [301] states that each
feature has different functions in describing samples and therefore proposed giving weights
to individual features. The idea has also motivated us to further investigate kNN weights
due to its similarity to feature projection and selection. For example, the feature weighting
can be seen as a combination between feature transformation projection and selection, i.e.,
when only considering binary weights (“0" or “1”) the feature weighting becomes a feature
selection problem. Unlike Shi's method, we opted to use a differential evolution algorithm
for weight optimization. Moreover the optimization is not only restricted to feature weight
ing but includes class and neighbour weighting. It is also worth noting that any of the
optimization techniques used in Chapter 3 is also suitable in solving the problem. However
differential evolution has been utilized due to its fast convergence and simple implementa
tion. Four different types of weights have been evaluated using differential evolution (DE),
where the length of the string was based on the selected method as detailed below:
• Feature weighting (DEI): Each member of the population is represented by a weight
matrix of a length /, W(wi, u>2, •••, wf), where / represents the total number of
available features. Calculation of the new distance measure between two points x
and y is done using the Eq.5.13 [301].
n

(5.13)

• Neighbour weighting (DE2): Each member of the population is represented by a
weight matrix of a length fc, W(w\:W2, ...,ie^), where k represents the total number
of nearest neighbours. A weighted voting is then applied to assign a class label to
each sample.
• Class weighting (DE3): Each member of the population is represented by a weight
matrix of a length c, W{w\, W2:..., iec), where c represents the total number of classes.
After finding the k nearest neighbours a weighted distance sum WSc is obtained for
each class c as in Eq.5.14. For a given test pattern, the class label with the minimum
weighted sum will be chosen.
k
(5.14)
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where dj represents the distance from neighbour j as in Eq.5.15.
1
0

dj E c
dj c

(5.15)

• Hybrid weighting (DE4): Each member of the population is represented by a weight
matrix of a length / + c, W(w\,W2, •••, Wf+C), where the first / elements represent
the feature weights and the last c elements represent the class weights. This method
is implemented by applying a feature weighting step, which will be followed by class
weighting.

5.4.2.1 Experimental results
All previous differential evolution weighting methods have been implemented and tested
in different data sets. Synthetic data in addition to a number of UCI datasets have been
used in this study. Data from each set were divided into two halves namely training and
testing. The number of neighbour was set to 5 for all experiments (unless stated otherwise)
as increasing number of neighbours did not usually provide better result. Given the limited
number of patterns, it has been found that five neighbours provide a good compromise
between accuracy and speed. All DE based kNN results represent an average of ten runs,
as the weight vector is changing for each run. Most other variants were run only once due
to their static output. Both overall and class-wise classification accuracy were calculated
for the purpose of comparison. As the accuracy may differ across the different classes,
the DE based objective function was set to the average class-wise classification accuracy
instead of overall classification performance. Majority voting (kNN), Weighted (WkNN),
Pseudo nearest neighbour (PkNN) and Class-Weighted (CWkNN) only were considered as
they provided the most attractive performance in the previous section.
A two dimensional synthetic data set was generated for two-class problem. Different
data distributions were used with different sizes to study the size and distribution effect
on kNN classification. The is generated using MATLAB code giving in Figure 5.6. A
graphical representation of the different distributions is shown in Figure 5.7 and Figure
5.8. The kNN miss-classified testing point is labelled in bold. Both the figures show that
different overall and class-wise accuracy is achieved by changing the data distribution.
Figures 5.9-5.10 show classification results for two-class problem with two/three feature
sets using different kNN variants. Each experiment was carried out for 30 random runs
with different number of training patterns for each class.
In the first case, we considered balanced datasets with similar feature distribution (as
in Figure 5.7). In term of classification accuracies, Figure 5.9 indicates that DEI and
DE2 significantly outperformed all other kNN variants (p<0.0001 in most cases). The best
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% Two features, two classes, both have same normal distribution
nl=200; n2=200;
% number of data points from each class
SI = eye(2); S2 = eye(2);
the two covariance matrices
ml = [ 1;0]; m2 = [ — 1;0];
the two means
xl = chol (SI) '*randn(2,nl)+repmat(ml,1,nl);xl=xl';% samples from 1st
x2 = chol (S2) '*randn(2,n2)+repmat(m2,1,n2);x2=x2';
class & from 2nd
yl = repmat(1,1,nl); y2 = repmat(2,1,nl);
generating class labels
ordl = randperm(nl); ord2 = randperm(n2);% randmizing patterns
X_trl = [xl(ordl(1:nl*0.5),:);x2(ord2(1:n2*0.5),:)];
dividing data
X_tsl = [xl (ordl (nl*0.5 + 1:end)) ; x2(ord2(n2* 0.5+1:end), :)];
Y_trl = [yl(1:nl*.5)'; y2(1:nl*.5)']; % training and testing
Y_tsl = [yl(1: nl*.5) ' ; y2(1:nl*.5) ']; - has the same length
% Two features, two classes, with differnt distribution
nl=200; n2=200;
% number of data points from each class
SI = eye(2); S2 = [1 0.95; 0.95 1]; % the two covariance matrices
ml = [0.5;0]; m2 = [ — 0.5;0];
% the two means
xl = chol (SI) '*randn(2,nl)+repmat(ml,1,nl);xl=xl'; - samples from 1st
x2 = chol (S2) 1*randn(2,n2)+repmat(m2,1,n2);x2=x21;% class & from 2nd
yl = repmat(1,1,nl); y2 = repmat(2,1,nl);
generating class labels
ordl = randperm(nl); ord2 = randperm(n2);% randmizing patterns
X_tr2 = [xl(ordl(1;nl*0.5),;);x2(ord2(1:n2*0.5), :)]; dividing data
X_ts2 = [xl (ordl(nl*0.5 + 1:end),:) ; x2 (ord2(n2*0.5+1:end), :)];
Y_tr2 = [yl(1:nl*.5)1; y2(1:nl*.5)’]; % training and testing
Y_ts2 = [yl(1;nl*.5)1; y2(1:nl*.5)']; % has the same length

Figure 5.6: Generating synthetic data using MATLAB.
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Figure 5.7: Scenario 1: Synthetic data (2 classes and 2 features), each class has the same
distribution. Total Ac 81.5%, Ac\= 83%, Ac2 = 80%.
results were achieved by optimizing both features and classes weights (DE4) followed by
optimized feature weighting version (DEI). Although DE2 (neighbour weights) is consid
ered to be the least attractive version, in most cases it provided slightly better performance
than other

11011-DE

based variants especially when considering more features. DE-based

kNN results also indicated that slight increase of feature space from two to three features
improves DEI and DE4 performance in comparison to other kNN variants (better accu
racy and lower standard deviation) by adding more discriminant power. It is also worth
noting that PA:NN and CWkNN provided a slightly better performance when compared to
wA’NN as they provided better weight estimates. Additionally, when considering different
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Figure 5.8: Scenario 2: Synthetic data (2 classes and 2 features), each class has different
distribution. Total Ac= 91%, Ac\= 87%, AC2= 95%.
versions of unbalanced data that have similar feature distribution Figure 5.9(c)-.5.9(f),
DE4 achieved the best classification performance while keeping standard deviation low.
This was especially so when class ratio increased (as DE4 was able to keep the best weight
balance by optimizing feature and class weights). Moreover CWkNN performance was
slightly better than non-DE based variants in some cases, which can be justified by the
higher weight assignment to underrepresented class.
In the second case, imbalanced data with different class distributions (Figure 5.8) were
considered to further investigate previous findings. Results in Figure 5.10 show the im
portance of class weight when adding more complexity to the problem. Although the
best classification performance was obtained with DE4, DE3 and CWA:NN, the lowest
standard deviation was achieved with DE4 followed by DE3. Performance degradation in
other kNN variants can be explained by the low number of training patterns in one of the
classes. Other classifiers tend to give very low classification for this class and higher clas
sification to other classes which dramatically reduce the overall classification performance.
Thus, when taking the number of patterns for each class into account as in DE4 by giving
a higher weight to underrepresented classes, the overall performance will be noticeably
improved . Unlike previous experiment, it was worth noting that some improvement on
wkNN over traditional kNN was noticed. This is because the majority voting could not
handle the complexity associated with imbalanced data with different distributions.
After applying these methods on synthetic data, real life problem was taken into account
to verify the results. Table 5.5 shows classification accuracy for a selected UCI dataset us
ing several kNN variants. Results show that optimizing the weights usually provides a
better classification accuracy. This is because optimizing the weights reduces the effect of
redundant and irrelevant features. Thus, the best performance was achieved using hybrid
weight optimization (DE4) followed by optimizing features weights (DEI). Results also
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Figure 5.9: Results 011 balanced synthetic data with same class distribution using different
kNN variants.
indicate the superiority of hybrid weight when considering unbalanced data with higher
class ratio (as it takes into consideration class weights in addition to feature weights). It is
also worth noting that neighbour weighting (DE2) achieved little improvement in compari
son to traditional kNN. DE2 and wkNN performance degradation can be explained mainly
in term of neglecting class distribution and feature redundancy. That is, over-represented
classes had a greater chance to affect the weight estimation. Additionally, irrelevant fea
tures will distort weight estimation caused by inaccurate distance measurements between
surrounding neighbours.
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Table 5.5: Results on selected UCI datasets.
Method

Overall Acc.

Class 1 Acc.

Class 2 Acc.

Avg. class-wise Acc.

BCI

MVfcNN
W/cNN
NWfcNN
PA-NN
DEI
DE2
DE3
DE4

54.46
59.41
54.46
59.41
78.32
62.38
69.31
75.45

41.51
49.06
41.51
41.51
76.35
57.69
71.15
70.38

68.75
70.83
68.75
68.75
80.41
67.35
67.35
80.82

55.13
59.95
55.13
60.14
78.38
62.52
69.25
75.6

Pima

MV/cNN
NWA'NN
PA:NN
DEI
DE2
DE3
DE4

75.52
71.88
74.48
72.4
81.51
70.31
69.27
81.04

84
76
72
77.6
88.67
84.17
60.83
75.83

59.7
64.18
79.1
62.69
69.58
47.22
83.33
89.72

71.85
70.09
75.55
70.14
79.92
67.23
71.15
82.2

cancer

MVA.-NN
W/cNN
NWA’NN
PA;NN
DEI
DE2
DE3
DE4

97.06
95.88
97.06
95.88
99.88
96.47
99.41
99.93

96.55
96.55
96.55
96.55
99.9
100
100
99.94

98.15
94.44
98.15
94.44
99.85
90.91
98.49
99.96

97.25
95.63
97.25
95.63
99.88
95.79
99.3
99.95

wdbc

MVA’NN
WA:NN
NWA:NN
PA:NN
DEI
DE2
DE3
DE4

95.07
95.78
95.07
95.07
98.87
96.48
97.18
98.8

87.93
89.66
87.93
87.93
96.98
95.35
95.35
96.05

100
100
100
100
99.7
96.97
97.98
100

93.97
94.83
93.97
93.97
98.52
96.27
96.84
98.28

ion

MVA:NN
WA-NN
NWA:NN
PA’NN
DEI
DE2
DE3
DE4

86.21
90.81
88.51
89.66
92.87
87.13
95.4
98.85

100
98.15
98.15
100
100
100
98.33
98.33

63.64
78.79
72.73
72.73
77.04
58.52
88.89
100

81.82
88.47
85.44
86.36
89.97
81.88
94.22
99.06

sonar

MVA-NN
WA-NN
NWA’NN
PA-NN
DEI
DE2
DE3
DE4

82.69
90.39
82.69
88.46
95.39
73.08
84.62
90.19

66.67
80.95
66.67
76.19
92.14
67.86
82.14
90.36

93.55
96.77
93.55
96.77
99.17
79.17
87.5
90

80.11
88.86
80.11
86.48
95.57
73.37
84.75
90.18

Dataset

WkNN
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Figure 5.10: Results on unbalanced synthetic data with different class distribution using
different kNN variants.
5.4.2.2 Experimental results on EEG dataset
Several EEG-datasets have also been considered to further investigate DE-based kNN
variants when dealing with complex and multidimensional data that can not always be
represented using equally informative set of features, thus providing inaccurate weight
estimate for the traditional kNN and some of its variants. On the other hand, DEI (feature
weighting) and DE4 (feature and class weighting) have the advantage of reducing the effect
of less relevant features by giving them lower weight. Therefore, in order to make a fair
comparison, we have used differential evolution search coupled with previous kNN variants
as fitness function to provide more realistic results with similar computational time. The
size of selected subset using DE is set to 6 and 24 for Sleep and EEG la datasets respectively,
as the subset sizes were found to provide best classification accuracies in Chapter 32.
Other differential evolution parameters were kept same as in the previous chapter except
for number of iterations which was set to

100

to reduce computational time associated

with kNN variants modifications. Although differential evolution was used (due to its
simple implementation and fast convergence), any other feature selection methods could
2Note that results differ from Chapter 3 as some patterns are eliminated to produce unbalanced data.
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have been used to reduce the complexity of multidimensional data while employing kNN
to only include the effective features in weight calculations. DE2 (Neighbour weighting)
and DE3 (class weight) do not take into account features weight. Therefore they have not
been considered in this experiment. Moreover, EEG la-dataset has also been modified to
create imbalance data. This was done by removing 40% of the patterns form the first class.
Results in Figure 5.11 clearly show that DEI and DE4 outperform all other kNN variants.
One more advantage of DE-based A;NN variants that there is no need to define the size of
selected subset. This is specially so when dealing with high features space having a large
amount of redundancy. In other words, non DE-based variants give similar weights to
informative and noil-informative features which will lead to inaccurate weight estimation.
It is also worth noting that DEI can be considered as special case from DE4 by setting all
class weights to one. Although theoretical results based on DE4 shouldn’t be lower than
DEI, actual results showed the contrary. This can be due to the increased complexity of
the search space and random DE weight optimization in DE4.
86
85

1 81
JS 80

0
79
78
kNN

WkNN

NNkNN

PkNN

DEI

kNN

DE4

WkNN

NWkNN

PkNN
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DE4

(b) EEG la-dataset.

(a) Sleep dataset.

Figure 5.11: Average class-wise accuracy of different kNN variants for unbalanced EEG
datasets.

5.5 Thesis Contribution-7: Enhanced Neural Network
Ensemble
Classifier combination aims to obtain more classification through combining results from a
set of classifiers. This process can be done by utilizing multi-stage or ensemble combinations
[96,

10].

In multi-stage combinations, the classification problem is decomposed into a

set of sub-classification problem. For example, the output of certain classifier is used to
limit the number of possible classes in subsequent stages. On the other hand, ensembles
utilize combining fusing the output of a set of base classifiers simultaneously. Additionally,
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classifier fusion methods can be broadly divided into two categories: generative and liongenerative [281]. Generative methods produce a set of classification results by modifying
the architecture (or structure) of the base classification algorithm or by dividing the data
set into different feature spaces. It may noted that boosting the accuracy and diversity of
the base classifier will improve the ensemble accuracy. Bagging and Boosting fall within
this category [241, 103], On the other hand lion-generative methods use a set of previously
constructed base classifiers and focus on the fusion mechanism.The proposed method falls
in the first category (generative ensemble) and is based on creating diverse results by
modifying the output labels of each ensemble member.
In order to provide efficient ensembles, each classifier in the ensemble needs to be more ac
curate than random guess [134]. Additionally, the base classifier classifiers should produce
diverse results through training on different set of sample, different features, or constructed
using different classification models. Otherwise, the resultant ensemble will be a collection
of almost identical classifiers [189]. Neural networks (NNs) are often used as base classifiers
in multiple classifier systems. This is because they adapt to small changes in the training
data that leads to a differently structured network. Improving the diversity of Neural Net
work Ensembles (NNE) plays an important role in creating robust classification systems in
many fields. Several methods have been proposed in the literature to create such diversity
using different sets of classifiers or using different portions of training/feature sets. Neu
ral networks are often used as base classifiers in multiple classifier systems as they adapt
easily to small changes in the training data, thus creating diversity necessary to make the
ensemble work.
This section presents a novel algorithm based on generating a set of neural networks such
that each one of them is biased towards one of the target classes. Consequently this will
improve the ensemble diversity and hence its performance. The need for neural network
ensembles (NNE) arises because there is no single classifier that achieves perfect perfor
mance. Therefore extra information from complementing classifiers is needed to achieve a
performance higher than the average classification for all ensemble members [281]. Training
different neural networks using different architectures, procedures, or feature spaces will
provide different classification outputs. As a result, combining these different networks
will help to compensate for the failure of anyone of them. In other words, achieving good
fusion results requires the different classifiers to offer complementary information about the
patterns to be classified. NNE has been extensively applied to a wide range of applications
including: image classification problem [169, 58], medical image processing [303], financial
decision making [353], speech classification [275] [97], weather forecasting [212], and others
[113, 380, 14],
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5.5.1 The proposed method
The idea behind the proposed class-biased NNE (cbNNE) is to enhance the diversity of the
ensemble by creating a number of neural networks that are equal to the number of classes
C, where each member focuses on a certain class. The goal is to generate from a given
training data X with target classes T a collection of diverse classifiers that can complement
each other. To achieve this, the method alters the desired output of each classifier in order
to force each network to focus on a certain class. Eqs.5.16-5.17 show the target output
that is used to train the traditional multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neural network and the
networks of the proposed cbNNE.
if c = T(i)

1
Tnn{l

c)

1

b

TcbNNE^L c)

0

(5.16)

otherwise

0

if c = T(i)
if c 7^ T(i) and c — k
otherwise

(5.17)

where, b is the amount of bias assigned to each classifier, 1 < c < C, 1 < i < N and
N is the number of samples. The rationale behind using b is to make classifier k biased
towards class A;. For example, if pattern x belongs to class

2

in a three-class problem, then

target output for a regular MLP neural network is presented as [0, 1,0]. cbNNE on the
other hand generates three different classifiers, where each classifier is biased towards one
of the classes. This will be achieved by setting the target output of the three classifiers to
[6,1,0], [0,1,0], and [0,1,6]. Different values of b have been tested and a value of 0.5 was
found to be suitable for many datasets. After generating these biased neural networks,
testing class-wise classification accuracy ACk is calculated for each network k to create a
support weight Wk for each class c as shown in Eq.5.18. Finally, the output of the testing
set is calculated and the class with the maximum W(k is chosen as the final label. The
cbNNE implementation can be summarized using the following steps.
Wk
'r c =

AC*

(5.18)

Hi AC*

Training phase cbNNE
1.

Initialize the parameters
• Initialize the ensemble D = <f>.
• Set L = C , the number of classifiers to train is equal to number of classes.
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2. For k = 1,L
• Build classifier Dusing the target output T\ according to Eq.5.17.
• Calculate the weight (support) for each class according to Eq.5.18.
3. Return

D.

Classification phase
4. Run Tfi,.... Dl on the input x.
5. The class with the maximum support is chosen as the label for x.

5.5.2 Experiments
A number of datasets have been considered to test the performance of the proposed algo
rithm on different data configuration (i.e., different number of classes, patterns and fea
tures). Some of datasets have been selected to investigate the performance on small feature
size and relatively small number of patterns. Similarly ll_Tumor (Til), Brain_Tumor
(BT1)4, and EEG datasets were considered to test the effect of increasing problem com
plexity by adding more dimensions. However these datasets represent high dimensionality
(as high as 12533 features) that leads to high computational cost using neural network
classifier. Therefore a pre-processing step using LDA is used to reduce the dimension to
either 20 or 50 features. MLP neural network with 10 hidden units using a back propaga
tion method for 200 epochs was used as a base classifier 4. Although the number of base
classifiers bootstraps is experimentally determined based on the application, number of al
gorithms have been proposed to estimate this value [17, 78]. The value should be as small
as possible to reduce computational complexity while keeping acceptable performance. In
this experiment, the number of used base classifiers is set to C as the proposed cbNNE
uses a number of base classifiers equal to number of classes (C). This proves the advan
tage of using small number of classifiers to construct diverse ensemble without noticeably
increasing the computation cost. Table 5.6 shows both average and class-wise ensemble
classification accuracies for ten rims. For each run, the data were randomly split into two
parts (70% for training and 30% for testing). Although Table 5.6 indicate that cbNNE
achieved the highest classification accuracy with lowest standard deviation, ANOVA re
sults shows no significance difference between the methods. Good Boosting result can be
justified by incremental improvement on misclassified pattern to create diverse classifier,
while bagging is based on random training subset selection to generate the diversity (which
requires in some cases a large number of base classifier to improve its generalization per
formance). It is also worth noting that fusion variants tend to fail and produce results
fBrain Tumor (BT1) and 11 Tumor (Til) gene datasets obtained from http://www.gems-system.org .
Please refer to Table 3.7 for detailed description.
'Back propagation MLP is used as it has a very simple implementation and efficient results.
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worse than single classifier in EEGla-Dataset. This can be due to relatively low number of
base classifiers ((7 = 2). Therefore, the experiment was repeated by doubling the number
of base classifiers (C = 4) for EEGla-Dataset, while keeping it the same for cbNNE. As
a result, Bagging and Boosting achieved higher classification results when compared to a
single classifier. The
Finally, a comprehensive comparison between several fusion methods is conducted on
sleep scoring problem. This dataset will help to further validate our results on multi
class and unbalanced data with large number of training patterns. Similar to previous
experiment, a ten-fold cross-validation approach was used to train a MLP neural network
with 10 hidden units using a back propagation method for 200 epochs. Table 5.7 shows a
comparison between several fusion methods based on overall accuracy (Tac) and class-wise
accuracy ((7qc). Standard deviations across ten runs (<?tAc and (TcAc) and ANOVA results
are also shown in Table 5.7 and Table 5.8. Results indicate that all fusion methods perform
better than the single classifier, except ADABOOST.M1 (p>0.05), which did not perform
well enough on these datasets ( note that this performance is statistically significant given
the small standard deviations and large accuracy differences). This can be explained in
terms of conditional acceptance of generated subset based on weighted ensemble error
(Eq.2.38). This reduces the number of accepted ensemble member that contribute in
creating the ensemble. The performances of Bagging and ARC-X4 are quite similar with
no significance difference between them (p>0.05). On the other hand, cbNNE significantly
outperformed the single classifier and other fusion method algorithms on both overall
and class-wise accuracies by approximately 3% (p<0.0001 for all cases). The experiments
indicate that cbNNE was successful in creating a diverse set of neural network classifiers
by making each of the networks biased towards one of the classes. This diversity enables
the construction of classifiers that complement each other.
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Table 5.6: Performance of the different fusion methods on the several datasets, * means
that the number of base classifier is set to 2 x C = 4.
Overall
Class-wise
Dataset
Accuracy (TAc) Accuracy (CAc) Std(TAc) Std(CAc)
Glass
Single NN
cbNNE
Bagging
ADABOOST.M1
ARC.X4

94.92

89.87

96.92

94.82

95.85
95.69
95.85

92.36
91.75
92.46

2.41
1.91
1.78
1.75
1.63

8.30
5.42
6.46
5.52
6.21

2.34
2.18
1.21
1.81
1.27
2.36
1.61
2.67

3.65
2.59
1.09
1.17
1.44
3.83
2.48
3.27

4.68
2.50
4.68
3.92
3.51

15.01
9.19
14.55
9.84
12.44

1.54
0.67
1.34
1.38
1.41

4.78
1.87
3.62
3.42
3.37

8.63
1.90
3.54
3.52
1.96

23.41
8.46
11.24
11.01
4.37

3.92
1.83
2.74
2.44
2.24

11.03
5.51
7.94
6.45
5.93

EEGla+LDA(20)
Single NN
cbNNE
Bagging
ADABOOST.M1
ARC.X4
Bagging (V2)*
ADABOOST.M1 (V2)*
ARC.X4 (V2) *

89.59

89.49

92.23

92.17

89.38
87.60
89.13
90.74
91.49
91.07

89.47
87.74
89.18
90.62
91.42
90.93

BT1 f LDA(50)
Single NN
cbNNE
Bagging
ADABOOST.M1
ARC.X4

91.11

81.44

93.70

86.11

91.11
91.48
91.48

80.89
82.44
81.56

EEG2-dataset
Single NN
cbNNE
Bagging
ADABOOST.M1
ARC.X4

75.64

75.18

80.90

80.43

76.06
77.30
76.47

75.62
76.95
76.05

T11+LDA(50)
Single NN
cbNNE
Bagging
ADABOOST.M1
ARC.X4

83.10

78.37

91.55

91.91

87.93
89.31
89.31

86.99
89.42
89.84

Mean
Single NN
cbNNE
Bagging
ADABOOST.M1
ARC.X4

86.87

82.87

91.06

89.09

88.34
89.05
88.84

85.30
86.40
86.17
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Table 5.7: Performance of the different fusion methods on the sleep scoring data.
Sleep Subject

Time

TAc

CAc

Std(TAc)

Std(CAc)

#1

Single NN
ADABOOST.M1
ARC.X4
Bagging
cbNNE

155.26
772.97
771.68
767.07
761.86

70.49
71.24
74.19
73.99
76.67

70.59
71.27
74.20
73.97
76.69

0.72
0.65
0.86
0.83
0.69

0.63
0.67
0.86
0.87
0.67

#2

Single NN
ADABOOST.M1
ARC.X4
Bagging
cbNNE

42.78
218.20
215.27
215.06
214.10

71.73
74.00
77.82
77.83
80.07

71.96
74.25
77.66
78.07
80.21

1.95
1.27
0.77
1.54
0.94

1.94
1.48
0.78
1.55
0.96

#3

Single NN
ADABOOST.M1
ARC.X4
Bagging
cbNNE

62.26
188.28
187.31
187.06
186.83

74.14
71.42
73.83
74.52
79.50

74.10
71.38
73.90
74.49
79.43

0.84
1.30
0.81
0.95
0.78

0.80
1.29
0.78
0.90
0.78

#4

Single NN
ADABOOST.M1
ARC.X4
Bagging
cbNNE

95.32
384.89
380.11
379.35
379.72

73.51
71.34
74.72
74.81
77.52

73.46
71.30
74.77
74.81
77.52

0.91
0.83
0.90
0.53
0.45

0.92
0.81
0.91
0.62
0.50

#5

Single NN
ADABOOST.M1
ARC.X4
Bagging
cbNNE

92.21
471.98
464.14
461.32
461.08

68.63
68.43
72.48
73.32
76.60

68.83
68.50
72.47
73.34
76.62

1.36
1.82
0.97
1.92
1.37

1.39
1.74
0.96
1.93
1.44

#6

Single NN
ADABOOST.M1
ARC.X4
Bagging
cbNNE

150.84
601.97
603.49
601.90
601.65

79.01
76.52
81.69
81.74
84.04

79.05
76.56
81.74
81.74
84.11

1.18
0.87
0.81
0.85
0.66

1.18
0.84
0.68
0.91
0.70

#7

Single NN
ADABOOST.M1
ARC.X4
Bagging
cbNNE

100.68
407.11
403.09
401.15
401.96

67.56
65.88
70.10
69.89
72.39

67.65
65.90
70.18
70.00
72.45

1.20
1.01
1.44
0.88
0.77

1.15
1.07
1.50
0.94
0.79

#8

Single NN
ADABOOST.M1
ARC.X4
Bagging
cbNNE

94.00
380.06
375.91
376.21
376.46

69.23
67.59
71.21
71.43
74.99

69.31
67.56
71.33
71.50
75.00

1.61
1.40
1.35
0.84
1.06

1.54
1.17
1.37
0.80
1.07

#9

Single NN
ADABOOST.M1
ARC.X4
Bagging
cbNNE

124.89
318.25
364.28
364.37
365.21

79.92
81.54
83.25
83.31
85.34

79.96
81.45
83.15
83.25
85.49

1.79
1.32
1.53
1.08
0.79

1.94
1.27
1.32
0.98
0.78

Mean

Single NN
ADABOOST.M1
ARC.X4
Bagging
cbNNE

102.03
415.97
418.36
417.05
416.54

72.69
72.00
75.48
75.65
78.57

72.77
72.02
75.49
75.69
78.61

1.28
1.16
1.05
1.05
0.83

1.28
1.15
1.02
1.06
0.85
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Table 5.8: One-way analysis of variance test results on the sleep scoring data.
p-value
cbNNE

Single NN

Bagging

ADABOOST.M1

ARC.X4

-

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

CAc

-

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

TAc

<0.0001

-

<0.0001

0.3063

<0.0001

CAc

<0.0001

-

<0.0001

0.2674

<0.0001

TAc

<0.0001

<0.0001

-

<0.0001

0.7947

CAc

<0.0001

<0.0001

-

<0.0001

0.7615

TAc

<0.0001

0.3063

<0.0001

-

<0.0001

CAc

<0.0001

0.2674

<0.0001

-

<0.0001

TAc

<0.0001

<0.0001

0.7947

<0.0001

-

CAc

<0.0001

<0.0001

0.7615

<0.0001

-

versus
cbNNE
Single NN
Bagging
AD A BOOST. Ml
ARC.X4

TAc

5.6 Summary
This chapter presented two new approaches optimizing the weight metric of the kNN
classifier. In the first case, we have introduced an improved weighted measure for A:NN
classification that is able to maximize the class-wise classification accuracy, and hence
producing good compromise between sensitivity and specificity for unbalanced data. In
addition, a fuzzy inference system has been added to the classifier enabling the user to
favour a particular class. Results obtained using a number of several datasets demonstrate
the ability of the proposed methods in achieving better performance than the traditional
A:NN classifier and a number of its variants when dealing with carefully extracted features.
In the second case, a differential evolution has been employed to optimize the weights
of features, nearest neighbours, and classes. DE-based A:NN variants was introduced to
benefit form fast A;NN implementation when dealing with unbalanced data that, have large
amount of redundant and irrelevant features. Results conducted on both synthetic and reallife data indicate that improved performance can be achieved when considering traditional
kNN and number of its variants. In particular, the results suggest that optimizing the
weights of both features and classes (when have sufficient number of samples) can lead to
better performance for botli balanced and imbalanced data.
Finally, a classifier biased neural network ensemble has also been introduced. The diver
sity of the ensemble is enhanced by altering the target output of each network to create a
certain amount of bias towards each class. The method provide additional feature that can
be integrated in widely used neural network packages. Results on several datasets show
that cbNNE outperformed both of the Bagging and Boosting fusion algorithms.
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Chapter

6

SUMMARY AND FUTURE
RESEARCH
Iii this chapter, summary of the thesis and the major findings of the research performed are
given. The future research that may be conducted in relation to EEG pattern recognition
system is also described.

6.1 Thesis Summary
The practicality of any EEG pattern recognition system depends on accuracy and speed.
Achieving more accurate and faster classification system gives a better chance to integrate
it into a wide range of applications. Consequently, it is crucial task to find the appropriate
feature representation and classification method. This work has focused on such a problem
through introducing a number of feature dimensionality reduction and classification meth
ods. The proposed methods have been found to be able provide enhanced performance
when applied to several EEG-based pattern classification systems.
This thesis has proposed several novel contributions to enhance EEG pattern recogni
tion in two main EEG-based applications. The first application represents a BCI based
on imaginary motor movements, while the second application represents a sleep scoring
problem for ICU patients. In addition, thesis contribution was further validated using sev
eral benchmark datasets. After explaining the necessity of feature reduction techniques in
multi-dimensional EEG data, a number of new feature selection algorithms are presented.
In summary, the contributions can be categorized under the following main headings .
1. Feature selection: The problem of feature and channel selection is discussed in
Chapter 3. in which fast and accurate search algorithms are required to find the

most informative channel, feature subset. Four feature subset selection methods are
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suggested to enhanced EEG pattern recognition systems. In the first algorithm, a
modified genetic algorithm (DGA) is proposed to reduce the effect of the premature
convergence problem to non-optimal subset. The method performs a set of mod
ified genetic operators that ensure the diversity of genetic population. It does so
by avoiding mating of exact members through a modified roulette wheel selection
procedures. Additionally, a genetic population is checked when trapped in a certain
area to eliminate any duplicate members. Practical results show that the method
performs better and converges faster than several genetic algorithm variants.
In the second method, a fuzzy c-means clustering is utilized in estimating pheromone
intensity in ant colony optimization (ACOFUZZY). The estimate takes into account
interaction between features in the selection problem, thus avoiding the effect of
greedy constructive heuristic employed by the original ACO. Comparable results are
achieved with respect to statistical mutual information estimates. Accordingly, the
measure provides alternative and efficient way to calculate the information contents
between features.
In the third method, the concept of fuzzy mutual information (MI) and feature dis
tribution factor is utilized to guide particle swarm optimization (PSO) search. A
binary PSO version (BPSO) is adopted to produce candidate subsets, then a mix
ture of previous filter and wrapper measures is used to repair the resulting subset
to include a predefined number of features. In this case, the mutual information
measure defines the amount of interaction between features, while the distribution
factor measures the degree to which the features contribute in forming good subsets.
A comparative study with SGA and other BPSO variants shows that the proposed
method (BPSOMI) has faster convergence towards better classification results.
In the last search method, a novel wheel-structure approach is used to enhance dif
ferential evolution performance. Two versions of the method are presented. In the
first one, the desired feature subset size is predefined by the user, while in the second
the user only needs to set an upper limit to the feature subset size. The proposed
method (DEFSvv) has achieved remarkably good results when applied to several
feature selection problems.
2.

Feature projection: Another possible candidate for dimensionality reduction is
feature projection that is presented in Chapter 4. A fuzzy discriminant analysis is
utilized to develop a novel a feature projection method termed as Orthogonal Locality
Sensitive Fuzzy Discriminant Analysis (OLSFDA). The method is developed to map
the original feature set into an informative small subset of features that can best
discriminate between different classes. Unlike most existing discriminant analysis
based methods, OLSFDA considers the fuzzy nature of input measurements when
discovering the local manifold structure. Thus, it is able to find a projection that
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can maximize the margin between data points from different classes at each local
area. The performance of the method is validated on several EEG-based applications
(including sleep datasets collected from ICU patients). Practical results indicate the
superior performance of OLSFDA in comparison to many other feature projection
methods.
3. Feature vector classification: In order to provide a suitable classification algo
rithm that can deal with unbalanced dataset, a number of modifications were pro
posed in Chapter 5 to enhance kNN classification. At first, a modified weight
measure was introduced to address the issue of unbalanced classes. The basic idea of
the proposed algorithm was to increase the influence of the underrepresented class,
thus maximizing the class-wise classification accuracy and achieving the right balance
between sensitivity and specificity. The same idea was also used to favour disfavour
certain classes through developing a simple Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). Thus giv
ing the user additional power to maximize the accuracy of certain classes. This
option might be helpful when wrongly classifying certain classes might have great
implications (i.e., medical examination applications). Although the proposed mea
sure provided a much enhanced method, it fails when considering datasets that have
large amount of irrelevant and redundant features. This is caused by inaccurate and
distorted weight measure based on non informative features. Thus, a differential
evolution optimized weight was suggested. The modified measure takes into consid
eration feature, class and neighbour weights. Results on several benchmarks appli
cation showed that the proposed methods achieved better class-wise performance in
balanced and unbalanced data.
4. Classifier fusion: A new classifier fusion method was presented in Chapter 5.
Efficient classifier fusion requires a set of diverse base classifiers that complement each
other. Neural networks (NNs) were used to create a set of diverse base classifiers, as
they can adapt to small changes in the training data that leads to different structured
networks. To create ensemble diversity, class label mutations were introduced to
create a certain amount of bias towards each class. Achieved results have proved that
the proposed ensemble can provide complementary information about the patterns
to be classified. The method consistently outperformed other fusion methods such
as Bagging and Boosting when applied to several benchmark and EEG datasets.

6.2 Recommendation for Future Research
It is possible that other methods for feature selection, projection and classification may
improve the results achieved in this thesis. The following directions are recommended for
future research.
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• In feature extraction step. EEG signal should be represented by a set of most informa
tive features in order to achieve optimal system performance. Hence, a comprehensive
study should be made to benefit from recent advancements in the feature extraction
field. The methods might include higher order statistical analysis, spectral entropy,
multifractal cumulants and curvelet. The suitability of the methods should be further
investigated in creating efficient online control. This can be achieved by optimizing
feature representations parameters.
• In the feature selection step, despite the good performance of the proposed BPSOMI
and ACOFUZZY algorithms, the size of selected subset is constrained by the user
input. It is thought that further adjustments to guide the search towards the best
feature subset size would be a good idea. Although these adjustment were included
in lion-constrained GA and BPSO algorithms, the resulting performance was not as
good as that of the constrained versions. Thus, lion-constrained version should be
further enhanced for automatic convergence towards the best subset size.
• In the proposed neural network ensemble method (cbNNE), the amount of bias
towards classes is determined experimentally. The bias can be further enhanced by
utilizing variable values for each pattern. This can be done by investigating the
relationship between each pattern and its surrounding neighbours. For example,
training output classes for each network can be altered based on the proportional
measure obtained from kNN class probability.
• The proposed FIS/.:NN can be combined with classifier fusion techniques to provide a
better classification. In this case, different favouring factors can lie utilized to create
a set of diverse classifiers. The output of each classifier can then be combined based
on their individual performance.
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A

DATASETS DESCRIPTION
A.l EEG Datasets Description
The datasets utilized in this research to test the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms are
described in this appendix. These datasets have been used interchangeably. The testing
scheme applied has been mentioned in the corresponding sections. Given below are the
details of these datasets.
Note: Unless otherwise stated, the type of the extracted feature set is given in the
section corresponding to each of the datasets. This is because the datasets are employed
in many sections. To avoid redundancy, we opted to explain the feature extraction process
utilized in the following sections.
Three EEG datasets were utilized in this thesis: the first one was acquired from Uni
versity of Technology, Graz, in Austria, the second was measured specifically for the pur
pose of this research by the author of the thesis, and the third one was acquired from
the BCI-Competition website (http://ida.first.fhg.de/projects/bci/competition_
iii/desc_IVb.html). Given below are the details for each of them.

A.1.1 EEGl-dataset
The first EEG dataset was obtained from the Department of Medical Informatics at the
University of Technology Graz, in Austria. It is the same one used in [280,

12].

Methods (Copied from 1280]).
Subjects Three female right-handed subjects (age 20-27 years) took part in the study.
Procedure The subjects were sitting in an armchair and looked at a computer monitor
placed approximately 2m in front at eye level. They were asked to keep their arms and
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hands relaxed and avoid eye movements during the recordings. Each trial started with the
presentation of a fixation cross at the centre of the monitor, followed by a short warning
tone (“beep") at

2

seconds (Figure A.l). At 3 seconds, the fixation cross was overlaid with

an arrow at the centre of the monitor for 1.25 seconds, pointing either to the right or to
the left (“cue”). Depending on the direction of the arrow, the subject was instructed to
imagine a movement of the right or the left hand. The sequence of right and left trials, as
well as the duration of the breaks between consecutive trials (ranging between 0.5 seconds
and 2.5 seconds) was randomized. Thus, the interval between consecutive cue stimuli was
at least 9 seconds. The experiment comprised 4 experimental runs of 40 trials each (20 left
and

20

right trials).
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Figure A.l: Recording paradigm for EEGl-dataset.
Recordings EEG was recorded referentially from 56 Ag/AgCl electrodes placed over
central and related areas, as shown in Figure A.2. The reference electrode was mounted
on the right ear and the grounding electrode on the forehead. The EEG was filtered in a
0.5 to 50 Hz frequency band. EOG was derived bipolarly using two electrodes, one placed
medially above and the other laterally below the right eye. In addition, the surface EMG
was obtained from the m. extensor digitorum communis of the right and left forearm to
detect task related muscle activity. The EMG was filtered in a 1.5 Hz-1 kHz frequency
range and rectified. A contour follower with a 4 Hz upper frequency limit was used to
extract the overall EMG activity. All signals, including 56 EEG signals, EOG, and the
EMG contour, were sampled at 128 Hz.
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Figure A.2: Electrode placement on EEGl-dataset.
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A. 1.1.1 Feature extraction
Sampled windows from each channel were decomposed into four levels using the Symmlet
family of wavelets as shown in Figure A.3. Features were extracted from all of nodes of
the generated WPT trees, where for a given node k, if the number of coefficients is n
(n = 1.2....N/N), then

EnJtk = log

/En(w£feinx)2\

N/2J

l

(A.l)

)

where Eqj k is the normalized energy of the wavelet packet coefficients extracted from the
subspace
w; ^.x is the wavelet packet transformed signal (or simply the coeffieicnets)
evaluated at subspace
and N/is the number of the coefficients in that specific
subspace. Since a single analysis window will form 31 nodes (considering the feature of the
first node) then the total number of features extracted from the samples from 56 channels is
1736 (56 channels x 31 features/channel). This dataset will be referred as EEG lb-dataset,
whereas the reduced dataset presented in Section 3.3.2 will be referred as EEGla-dataset.

Channel 56

Channel 2

Channel 1

Figure A.3: Wavelet packet decomposition of the 56 EEG channels.

The resulting dataset represented a highly challenging task to the feature selection al
gorithms, where the multi-dimensionality aspect added to the complexity of the problem
in extracting features that best interacted together to enable best description of subjects’
intention.
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A.1.2 EEG2-dataset
The second EEG dataset was collected by the author of this thesis in cooperation with
another doctoral student (Rami Klmshaba). The data collection procedure was approved
by the Research and Development office ethical committee at the University of Technology,
Sydney (UTS). The EEG dataset was recorded using two EEG channels and processed
by the ProComp2 encoder from Thought Technology Ltd. Five right-handed subjects
participated in the experiments. Electrodes were placed on the C3 and C4 locations that
are known to show the most prominent changes for motor imagery data. Left and right
ear clips were used as a reference electrodes for C3 and C4 respectively. Each user was
instructed to imagine three different classes of the arm movement, these are: Elbow Flexion,
Pen Grip, and Hand Open as shown in Figure A.4. The users were asked to perform 12
trials of imagining each of these classes. Within each trial, a total of 30 seconds of data
were recorded at 256 Hz sampling rate. The Liters were set to 0.5 to 50 Hz.
Class-3: Hand Open

Class-2: Pen Grip

Class -1 : Elbow Flexion

Figure A.4: Different classes of hand movements that the user imagined.

A.1.2.1 Feature extraction
The extracted feature set included a combination of AR features with additional time do
main features like skewness (SKEW), mean average value (MAV), waveform length (WL),
and root mean square (RMS). The total number of extracted features were
channel, thus 20 features were extracted from the two channels
AR + SKEW + MAV + WL + RMS).

(10

10

from each

features/channel

6

A.1.3 EEG3-dataset
This dataset represents continuous signals of 118 EEG channels from one healthy subject
who sat in a comfortable chair with arms resting on arm-rests. The data set contains
only data collected from 7 initial sessions. The hrst 3 sessions are given with labels as
training set. Visual cues (letter presentation) indicated for 3.5 seconds which of the motor
imageries tasks including left hand (L) or right foot (R) the subject should perform. Only
cues for the classes left and right foot are provided for the competition; thus we consider
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it as a two class problem. Continuous EEG signals of sessions 4 to 7 are given without
any cue information (neither target class nor timing) as test set. Due to the huge size
of this dataset that did not fit within Matlab running on a Pentium-4 with 3 GByte of
memory, only the training set wras utilized in our experiment. The dataset is referred
to as Data set IVb (motor imagery) in BCI Competition website, and is available at
http://www.bbci.de/competition/iii/desc_IVb.html.

A.1.3.1 Feature extraction
A continuous windowing approach was utilized to aid in the feature extraction process. In
such an approach, a sliding window of 2 seconds length was incremented by 0.25 second
each time, where the sampling frequency was equal to 1000 Hz. Thus the approach would
provide an output decision from the classifier within each quarter of a second. Different
feature sets were extracted from each analysis window with this dataset. For this purpose,
we considered the following as possible feature sets for which the implementation of most
of them are included in the BioSig toolbox (an open source software library for biomedical
signal processing available at http://biosig.sourceforge.net/):
1.

Parameters of AutoRegressive (AR) Model: this feature set represents the parameters
of an AR model of order 6.

2.

Wackermann: This feature set was proposed by Wackermann [345] and it includes
calculations of the global held strength, the global frequency, and a measure of spatial
complexity.

3. Discrete-time Short Time Thomson Transform (STTT): the multiple windows spec
trum estimation scheme proposed by Thomson [333] for low bias and low variance
estimation is also utilized her as a possible feature set. The number of windows
utilized was

8

with an overlap rate of

20%.

4. Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT): in which a signal is divided into short seg
ments and Fourier Transform is applied to each segment. The number of segments
utilized was

8

with an overlap rate of

20%.

5. Barlow Parameters (Barlow): these include activity, mobility, and complexity of the
EEG signals as described by Goncharova and Barlow [122].
6.

Hjorth parameters (Hjorth): these include activity, mobility, and complexity of the
EEG signals as described by B. Hjorth [148].

A. 1.4 Sleep scoring dataset
Raw sleep data were provided by a tertiary referral hospital from recordings obtained from
ten patients in the intensive care unit (ICU) during feasibility work for a study conducted
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to improve sleep for ICU patients. Compumedics

1

P series portable polysomnograph was

used for this study. Ten to 24 hours of sleep were recorded from a montage composed
of two EEG channels (Aml-C4 and Am2-Ol), left and right EOG and one EMG channel
(see Figure A.5), electrocardiogram, leg movement sensors, a position sensor and a patient
reference electrode. Only the EEG. EMG and EOG channel data were used in this research.
The international 10-20 system for EEG electrode placement was used. Gold cup electrodes
were used for the EEG, EOG and EMG channels. The skin was carefully prepared using
an abrasive skin preparation. A calcium based conduction paste was applied to the skin
and the electrodes were firmly secured using hypoallergenic tape. Electrodes were replaced
at least once during the recording period for all of the patients. Biocalibrations and signal
quality checks were performed before recording was started. The primary investigator or a
research assistant was in attendance for the entire recording period and checked the signal
quality regularly.
The sampling rates for the EEG channels were 256 or 128Hz (feasibility work included
assessment of the quality of raw data using different sampling rates). The EMG channel
was sampled at 128Hz and the EOG channels at 64Hz each. The following filters were used
during recording: EEG (both channels) high-pass 0.48 Hz -3dB and low pass 70Hz -3dB,
EMG high-pass 7Hz-3dB and low-pass 70 Hz -3dB and EOG (left and right) high-pass
0.48Hz -3dB and low-pass 30Hz -3dB. At the completion of the recording period the data
were downloaded from a memory card and converted using Compumedics software into
a format suitable for scoring. The data were then transferred into European Data File
format for analysis. The signals recorded from the EEG, EMG and EOG channels were
used for automatic sleep scoring, then compared to a sleep expert scoring of 30 second
epochs according to the R&K criteria. The database contains scores W. 1, 2, 3 and R
which represent wake, stage 1, stage 2, stage 3 and REM respectively. Interestingly stage
4 was not present in the sleep cycle of many subjects, which may be explained by the
significant sleep disruption experienced by ICU patients and the associated difficulty of
reaching deeper stages of sleep. Specifically, the number of epochs as scored by the PSG
technician for each subject are given in Table A.l to provide the reader with an idea about
frequency of repetition of each of the sleep stages within each dataset.
Given that the R&K criteria score the EEG/EOG EMG signals based on epochs of 30
seconds length, a continuous windowing scheme was utilized in the experiments during the
feature extraction process. Unlike the R&K criteria, we utilized a set of windows to cover
each of 30 seconds epochs rather than scoring the whole window of 30 seconds directly. In
such an approach an analysis window of 5 seconds length was utilized that was incremented
by 2.5 seconds. The goal here was to test the accuracy of the proposed system when trained
on features extracted from a portion of the R&K epochs, and to evaluate the speed of such
a system. However, given that such a scheme will produce many decisions for each of the
1 http://www.cornpuinedics.com
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30 seconds epochs, we smooth the achieved scoring by using a majority voting process.
The purpose is to produce decisions that are equivalent to the PSG technician scoring and
to eliminate spurious misclassification.
Since there is no agreement in the literature on a suitable feature set to represent these
signals, an ensemble of features was extracted. Specifically, the following features were ex
tracted from the EOG EMG signals: autoregressive (AR) model parameters (10 features),
integral absolute value
feature), skewness

(1

feature), mean absolute value

(1

feature), waveform length

feature), and the energy of the signal

(1

(1

feature), root mean square

(1

feature), number of zero crossings

(1

(1

feature). Given

2

EOG channels and one EMG

channel, the extracted feature subset size is 51 features (17 /channel x 2 EOG channels
+ 17 /channel x 1 EMG channel = 51). On the other hand, the following features were
extracted from each of the two EEG signals: autoregressive (AR) model parameters (10
features), Hjrotli parameters (3 features), and the energy of wavelet packet (WPT) co
efficients in the following frequency bands: 0-4 Hz, 4-8 Hz, • • •, 60-64 Hz, 0-8 Hz, 8-16
Hz, •••, 56-64 Hz, 0-16 Hz, 16-32 Hz, •••, 48-64 Hz, 0-32 Hz and 32-64 Hz (30 features
in total from the wavelet packet tree). Also included was a set of features (specifically 6
features) adopted from Clio et al. [62] to account for the change of power spectrum in time

Reference Electrode

EEG Electrodes

EOG Electrodes

EMG Electrode

Figure A.5: Placement of electrodes for polysomnography as recommended for the Compumedics System.
Table A.l: Number of sleep stage epochs for each subject (judged by expert).
Stage
Subject
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10

AWAKE
2009
1763
469
676
2383
2516
2398
1840
2029
1881

1

2

67
77

759
782
565
507
123
275
309
328
445
139

10

49
335
51
167
134
42
14

202

3
39
3
118

REM
27
107
79

0

0

0

0

41
13
29

0

0

0

22

0

0

10
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including: theta slow wave index (TSI), desynchronization index (Desyn), alpha slow sleep
index (ASI), slow wave sleep index

1

(SWS), slow wave sleep index

2

(RSWPS), and slow

wave sleep index 3 (RSWPW). Given that for each EEG channel the extracted feature set
size is made of 49 features (10 AR + 3 Hjorth + 30 WPT +

6

power spectrum). Thus the

total feature set size from all of the channels is 149 features (51 from
channels + 98 from 2 EEG channels).

2

EOG and

1

EMG

A.2 Ethical Approvals
An ethical approval was acquired for the purpose of this research. The reference number
for this clearances is:
• EEG Pattern Recognition - clearance number is UTS HREC REF NO. 2008-141A.
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